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Abstract
Since being defined by Kochen and Specker, and separately by Bell, contextuality has
been proposed as one of the key phenomena that distinguishing quantum theory from
classical theories. However, with the rise of quantum information contextuality’s position
as the leading definition of the quantum/classical boundary has been called into question.
This is due to the fact that a contextual explanation is required by subtheories that offer no
exponential quantum computational advantage over classical computation. In this thesis,
submitted in requirement for a PhD in physics with quantum information, we shall explore
this unwanted contextuality, and show that generalized contextuality is more prevalent
than was previously thought.
First we will show that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, which was previously
thought of as a non-contextual subtheory, requires a generalized contextual ontological
model, when transformations are included in the operational description. In addition to
this we show that the even smaller single-rebit stabilizer subtheory, a strict subtheory of
the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, must also admit a generalized contextual ontological
model, again when transformations are included in the operational description. We then
show that both these subtheories require negatively represented quasi-probability represen-
tations, re-establishing the link between contextuality and negativity for transformations.
We also investigate the representation of transformations in generic quasi-probability rep-
resentations, showing that under a reasonable assumption almost-all unitaries must be
negatively represented by a finite quasi-probability representation.
Second we will investigate the efficiently simulable n-qubit stabilizer subtheory, which
exhibits all forms of contextuality and thus represents the main obstacle to identifying
contextuality as a resource for quantum computation. To this end we present an attempt
at constructing a model based on a frame-switching Wigner function. This leads us to
constructing a contextual ψ-epistemic ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism.
We shall see that this model is outcome deterministic, which is one of the core assumptions
in the definition of traditional non-contextuality. This model then will lead us to a result
that proves that any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism requires at least
n−1 generators to be encoded in the ontology of the model. As n−1 generators represents
almost full knowledge about the stabilizer state, we therefore posit that ψ-onicity, a more
controversial notion of non-classicality, is actually the resource for quantum computation.
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Since the advent of quantum theory, almost a century ago, there has been a long
standing question concerning what quantum theory implies about the physical reality we
live in. Many of physic’s heavy-weights have tried to resolve this problem, from Einstein [26]
to Bell [8, 7] and Kochen-Specker [43] to more modern approaches [55, 63, 36, 66, 39].
However, to this day none of these insights can fully explain the boundary between classical
theories and quantum theory.
The question of what distinguishes quantum theory from a classical theory has seen
a resurgence in importance, with the rise of the field of quantum computation. A quan-
tum computer offers the potential for vast improvements, probably exponential, over the
capabilities of a classical computer. Therefore, it is critical that we understand the source
of this advantage, such that more efficient and more powerful quantum computers and
quantum algorithms can be constructed.
Before continuing, I’d like to take a moment to comment that this thesis, and indeed
my research interests, are not concerned with taking or constructing an interpretational
viewpoint on quantum theory. As it would appear to me that any attempt at providing
an all-encompassing interpretation of quantum theory is doomed to failure, until we fully
understand the phenomena predicted by quantum theory. That isn’t to say that this thesis
doesn’t contain content that could be seen as constituting some kind of interpretation of
quantum theory. Rather, the interpretational elements in this thesis, namely the ontological
models formalism, have been adopted for their mathematical rigor and not their claims
about the structure of the physical universe1.
There have been many suggestions into what classifies the quantum/classical boundary,
with non-locality [8, 7] and contextuality [43, 76] being the most widely accepted. Indeed
non-locality is a special case of contextuality, where contextuality is supplemented with an
assumption of space-like separation. One of the emerging viewpoints on a robust definition
of the quantum/classical boundary is to define it by whether a given set of quantum pro-
cesses admits an efficient classical simulation. If not the quantum processes must exhibit
some phenomena that is truly quantum. Thus this phenomena can be seen as a resource
for quantum computation. However both definitions of the quantum/classical divide pro-
vided by non-locality and contextuality fail to uniquely identify the source of a quantum
computer’s power. Where non-locality is a sufficient resource for quantum computation,
but not necessary [16], and contextuality is a necessary resource for quantum computation,
but not sufficient [39, 9].
This poses the question: If contextuality and non-locality do not uniquely identify
1Although having said this, in my opinion, the existence of a real physical state of a system would
appear to be an appealing feature of a physical theory.
2
the quantum/classical boundary, what might? Investigating this question, and hopefully
providing some insights into it, is the aim of this thesis. To do so we use the operational
theories and ontological model framework, which provides rigorous mathematical tools that
can classify entire classes of physical theories2. Further, this thesis is focused on subtheories
of quantum theory that do not admit a non-contextual ontological model, but do not offer
a quantum computational advantage over polynomial classical computation. We have
restricted our investigations to these setting such that the nature of the contextuality
present within these subtheories can be studied and identified. Hopefully leading to a
possible refinement of the notion of contextuality that is both necessary and sufficient for
universal quantum computation. However, one of the more surprising results presented
in this thesis is that a more contentious definition of non-classicality, the requirement of
a ψ-ontic ontological model of an operational theory, could be the defining line between
classical theories and quantum theory.
Structure of the Thesis
This thesis has been structured in such a way that each chapter forms an independent body
of text, with all relevant information to the content of the chapter presented in the chapter.
This is not to say that there is no relation between each of the chapters, quite opposite,
but that each chapter can be read without knowledge of content elsewhere in the thesis.
I made this decision as many of the chapters are reproductions of research papers, with
some additional material, and therefore are by construction self-contained. This was then
extended to all additional chapters. My hope is that if an aspect of this thesis interests
the reader, then they may focus solely on the chapters of interest, without reference the
rest of the thesis.
Part II - Contextuality, Negativity, and Subtheories of a
Single-Qubit: A Case of Mistaken Identity
In this part, I will present research into transformation contextuality in ontological models,
and transformation negativity in quasi-probability representations. Both topics represent
under-explored aspects of the contextuality and negativity landscape, and offer the po-
tential for novel results. They are also more directly applicable to the circuit model of
2Although arguably not all possible theories.
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quantum computation, and I believe could offer interesting insights into the resources
needed for universal quantum computation.
Chapters 1 and 2 focus on the results that the single-qubit stabilizer formalism and
single-rebit stabilizer formalism require a generalized contextual ontological model and a
negative quasi-probability representation, when transformation are included in the opera-
tional theory. In chapter 3 I extend the scope of the previous work and present a result
that in any finite quasi-probability representation almost-all unitaries are negatively repre-
sented, given a natural assumption about the representation of the identity transformation.
Chapter 1 - Contextuality and the Single-Qubit Stabilizer Formalism
In chapter 1, we shall show that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory requires a generalized
contextual ontological model, when transformations are included in the operational theory.
This is contrary to the previously held view that the subtheory was a universally non-
contextual subtheory of quantum theory.
The single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is possibly one of the simplest, and arguably
classical as it offers no super-polynomial advantage over classical computation, subtheories
of quantum theory we can construct, that is not a trivial subtheory. It is also the basic
building block of many applications inside the field of quantum computation. Therefore the
fact that it requires a generalized contextual ontological model is a very surprising result,
considering that generalized contextuality has been considered to be one of the defining
lines between classical theories and quantum theory. Hence, this result casts further doubt
on whether generalized contextuality can be considered a quantum phenomena, with the
n-qubit stabilizer subtheory3 already exhibiting all forms of contextuality.
This results also demonstrates a fatal flaw in only considering prepare-measure scenar-
ios. Contextuality can effectively be “hidden” in the transformations of the model, this
can be seen by considering our result is bi-directional:
• Preparation non-contextuality ⇒ transformation contextuality. Therefore, transfor-
mation non-contextuality ⇒ preparation contextuality.
• Outcome determinism 4⇒ transformation contextuality. Transformation non-contextuality
⇒ outcome indeterminism.
3n > 1.
4Where we note that the assumption of outcome determinism and measurement non-contextuality is
equivalent to Kochen-Specker (traditional) contextuality.
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Thus the prepare-measure operational setting does not fully capture the contextuality of
quantum theory. As an aside, I have been unable to construct a transformation non-
contextual ontological model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, therefore it may be
possible that transformation contextuality is required regardless of the representations of
states and measurements.
I also present as supplementary material some of the further research that was done af-
ter the project was completed, investigating some of the open questions the project posed.
Firstly, I present an alternative proof of transformation contextuality of the single-qubit
stabilizer subtheory. Unlike the proof presented in the paper, this proof uses the depolariz-
ing channel and coarse-grained measurement to prove transformation contextuality. This
proof has some desirable features that are not shared with the results in the paper. Sec-
ondly, we will investigate the link between transformation contextuality for a single-qubit
and traditional contextuality for 2-qubits, via the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism. We
shall see that there is a qualitative link between the two, however there are still unresolved
questions about how to make this connection quantitative.
Chapter 2 - Contextuality and Negativity for Subtheories of a Single Qubit
In chapter 2 we shall extend the results presented in chapter 1. We will prove that the
single-rebit subtheory requires a generalized contextual representation when transforma-
tions are included in the subtheory. Additionally, we show that both the single-qubit stabi-
lizer subtheory and single-rebit subtheory require negatively represented quasi-probability
representations.
This chapter is intended to be a more technical extension of the results presented
in chapter 1, and constitutes its own paper. However, this does not mean that the re-
sults contained within are any less surprising. Indeed, it was already surprising that the
single-qubit stabilizer subtheory required a generalized contextual model. The single-rebit
subtheories5 are strict subtheories of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory. So these results
show that generalized contextuality is even more ubiquitous than the results in chapter 1
would suggest.
The more technical aspects of the chapter lie in the proofs that both the single-rebit
subtheory and the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory require a negatively represented quasi-
probability representation. This result begins to connect transformation contextuality
to transformation negativity. Much like the previously established connection between
5There are 3 different subtheories the term “rebit” could refer too. With each one defined by the set
of operators which have real representations in the X, Y , and Z bases.
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contextuality and negativity in the prepare-measure setting [78, 28]. However, unlike
previous results this connection is explicitly established for a subtheory of quantum theory.
Chapter 3 - Quasi-Probability Representations of Transformations
In chapter 3 we shall show that, given a plausible assumption about the representation
of the identity transformation, in any finite quasi-probability representation almost-all
unitaries are negatively represented.
This result is in stark contrast to the case of preparations and measurements, where
we can construct a quasi-probability representation that represents either all preparations
or all measurements positively. However, in its current state the result relies on the as-
sumption that the identity transformation, or “do nothing” channel, is represented by the
identity matrix. Hence, in the chapter we also explore ways to remove this assumption and
prove this statement directly from the definitions of a quasi-probability representation.
If this result can be conclusively proven, without the assumption, it would reveal a
very interesting property of quantum theory. Namely, that in the context of representing
quantum theory, transformations are distinguished from preparations and measurements.
Part III - The n-qubit Stabilizer Subtheory and Ontological
Models Thereof
In Part III, we will construct an ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory,
and then use insights from this model to make general statements about any ontological
model of the stabilizer subtheory. The n-qubit stabilizer subtheory forms the cornerstone
of many quantum information processing tasks, being the basis for most error-correcting
techniques, and cannot confer a quantum computational advantage as there exists efficient
classical simulations of the subtheory. However, from a foundational perspective the n-
qubit stabilizer subtheory requires a contextual ontological model, which is usually seen as
a signature of quantumness.
To resolve this mismatch in the definitions of what signifies the classical/quantum
divide, I constructed a ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. In chapter 4,
we shall investigate the original attempt at constructing a classical model of the subtheory,
which is done via a frame-switching Wigner function. This chapter also serves as an
in-depth background to the theoretical machinery used in the following chapters, with
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additional discussion on how our constructed ψ-epistemic model relates to the recent quasi-
probability simulation by Raussendorf et al [69]. In chapter 5 we present the contextual
ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism, and investigate its properties. In
chapter 6 we apply insights from constructing the model to prove that in any ontological
model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism at least n − 1 generators must be encoded in
the ontology. I.e. almost all the information required to specify a stabilizer state must
be encoded in the ontology. This suggests a rather surprising conclusion; is ψ-onticity the
actual “resource” of quantum computation?
Chapter 4 - Using the Wigner Function to Represent the n-Qubit Stabilizer
Subtheory
In chapter 4, we will demonstrate the failure of a frame-switching Wigner function to
reproduce the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory’s statistics, which was hoped to provide an
analogue to the Wigner function for qudits [82, 83, 39]. The failure of this model occurs
when we try and represent state update post-measurement positively. This result inevitably
leads to the results in chapters 5 and 6, and the realization that to correctly model state
update post-measurement we are required to track n− 1 generators of a stabilizer group.
This was the fatal flaw in the frame-switching Wigner function, as each point in its phase-
space could encode at most 1 generator.
The aims of this chapter are three-fold: To provide an in-depth introduction to the
stabilizer formalism and quasi-probability representation framework, hence this chapter is
more to be seen as an introductory chapter to chapters 5 and 6. To present the frame-
switching Wigner function and explain how this led to the results presented in chapters
5 and 6. And finally, and most importantly, to provide the groundwork in connecting
the quasi-probability simulation of Raussendorf et al to the contextual ψ-epistemic model
presented in this paper.
The results presented in this chapter can be summarized by four key theorems. The first
theorem, theorem 4.4.3, provides an if and only if condition on whether a stabilizer state
is positively represented within a given frame. The second theorem, theorem 4.4.5, shows
that we can achieve a positive representation of Clifford transformations if we couple them
with a frame switching operation, even if the representation of each individual operation
may be negative. The third theorem, theorem 4.4.6, proves that in any frame all stabilizer
measurements have positive response functions. The fourth and most important theorem,
theorem 4.4.8,proves that in any given frame there exists a Pauli measurement whose
corresponding update map after measurement must be negatively represented, scuttling
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any hope of using the frame-switching Wigner function to represent the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory positively.
Chapter 5 - A Contextual ψ-Epistemic Model of the n-Qubit Stabilizer
Formalism
In chapter 5, I will present my construction of a contextual ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit
stabilizer subtheory. This construction, as presented in the paper, has been chosen such
that outcome determinism of measurement outcomes is maintained. This choice has been
made as outcome determinism is often seen as a core component of traditional contextuality.
Additionally I provide a construction of the model where outcome determinism has been
dropped, which significantly reduces the size of the ontology required by the model and
causes the model to become a symmetric-always-ψ-epistemic model, which will be defined
in chapter 5.
In the paper, I split presenting the model into two cases, the 2-qubit model and the
n-qubit model. This has been done to slowly introduce the concepts used in the model
by presenting the most simple case first, with the single-qubit model being equivalent to
the 8-state model of a single qubit. Furthermore, many of the proofs of contextuality that
can be constructed in the n-qubit stabilizer formalism only require 2-qubits, the most well-
known being the Mermin-Peres square. Therefore, I discuss how the model reproduces the
statistics of the Mermin-Peres square and comment on the assumption of contextuality
that underpins the squares construction. Additionally the Pusey-Barrett-Rudolph (PBR)
theorem can also be reproduced within the 2-qubit stabilizer formalism, via a sequence of
two measurements where the choice of second measurement is controlled by the outcome
of the first measurement. Therefore, I demonstrate how the model accounts for the PBR
theorem.
To compliment the result, a finite-state machine representation of the 2-qubit model
was constructed. The finite-state machine gives a classically appealing representation of
the model and allows for us to graphically simulate the model. The code that performs
this simulation has been included in the appendix, in a reduced form.
Chapter 6 - Is the Stabilizer Subtheory the Limit of ψ-Epistemic Models?
In chapter 6, I present a result that proves that any ontological model of the n-qubit
stabilizer subtheory must encode n− 1 generators of a stabilizer state’s stabilizer group in
the ontology of the ontological model. This result suggests that the stabilizer subtheory
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is on the verge of ψ-onticity, as n − 1 generators represent almost complete knowledge
about the stabilizer state. Therefore, it is hard to see how the inclusion of any additional
elements to the subtheory would not require more information to be encoded within the
ontology.
This result is derived without any additional assumptions about the structure of the
ontological model, and only relies on the group structure of the stabilizer subtheory. To
prove this result I first prove that in any ontological model of the 2-qubit stabilizer subthe-
ory at least one generator is required to be encoded in the ontology, then via an embedding
procedure show that this result implies n−1 generators must be encoded in any ontological
model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. The proof uses a novel embedding proposition
that allows us to directly work with the stabilizer groups rather than the ontological ele-




Subtheories of a Single-Qubit: A
Case of Mistaken Identity
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Chapter 1
Contextuality and the Single-Qubit
Stabilizer Formalism
1.1 Chapter Preamble
In this chapter I present work completed with Joel J. Wallman and Joseph Emerson. In
the work, published in Physical Review Letters (12th April 2019) [52], we showed that the
single-qubit stabilizer formalism must be represented by a contextual ontological model,
when transformations are included in the operational description. This is contrary to
the previously held belief that the single-qubit stabilizer formalism was a non-contextual
subtheory of a single qubit.
Joel J. Wallman had the initial realization that the 8-state model of the stabilizer
formalism is transformation contextual, and then gave the project to me to show that
any ontological model of the single-qubit stabilizer formalism must be contextual, which
eventually resulted in the paper given below. Joseph Emerson provided supervision and
detailed revisions of the paper. The paper has been reproduced as it was published.
However slight typographical changes have been made to fit with the thesis’ overall style.
Additionally, I have included in this chapter some follow on work from the project. Pre-
senting an alternative proof of transformation contextuality for the single-qubit stabilizer
formalism, which uses the depolarizing channel and a coarse-grained measurement update
to derive a proof of transformation contextuality. This proof has some appealing features
when compared to the proof presented in the paper, and raises a few interesting questions.
I have also included our investigation into how the results in the paper can be related to
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proofs of contextuality in higher dimensions, via the Choi-Jamilkowski isomorphism. We
were unable to find a satisfactory connection, but the work did produce some interesting
results.
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Contextuality and the Single-Qubit Stabilizer
Subtheory
Piers Lillystone1, Joel J. Wallman2, and Joseph Emerson2,3
1Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
2Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Applied Mathematics,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
3 Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1Z8, Canada
Contextuality is a fundamental non-classical property of quantum theory, which has
recently been proven to be a key resource for achieving quantum speed-ups in some
leading models of quantum computation. However, which of the forms of contextual-
ity, and how much thereof, are required to obtain a speed-up in an arbitrary model
of quantum computation remains unclear. In this paper, we show that the relation
between contextuality and a compuational advantage is more complicated than pre-
viously thought. We achieve this by proving that generalized contextuality is present
even within the simplest subset of quantum operations, the so-called single-qubit sta-
bilizer theory, which offers no computational advantage and was previously believed
to be completely non-contextual. However, the contextuality of the single-qubit stabi-
lizer theory can be confined to transformations. Therefore our result also demonstrates
that the commonly considered prepare-and-measure scenarios (which ignore transfor-
mations) do not fully capture the contextuality of quantum theory.
1.2 Introduction
Contextuality [7, 43, 55, 63, 56, 76, 75, 20], which includes the better-known concept of Bell
non-locality as a special case, is often regarded as the fundamental non-classical property of
quantum theory. Furthermore, contextuality has emerged as an intriguing explanation for
the power of quantum computation: as contextuality is required [39, 25, 9, 71] to achieve
an exponential quantum speed-up by injecting magic states into Clifford circuits [15]; and
also quantifies the computational advantage that can be obtained [82, 83, 9, 61, 21] in both
the magic-state and measurement-based models of quantum computation [70].
Contextuality has also proved key in understanding quantum correlations, formalized
in the Cabello-Severini-Winters graph formalism [20]. This formalism gives experimentally
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testable traditional contextuality inequalities [17, 42, 85], parallelling non-locality inequal-
ities such as CHSH inequality [22, 16]. Similar inequalities for generalized contextuality
can also be constructed, and have already been experimentally verified [54]. Contextu-
ality has also found applications in quantifying the memory cost of simulating quantum
processes [40, 41, 19].
These considerations motivate us to understand the scope of phenomena that exhibit
contextuality, with the aim of identifying which features of contextual phenomena enable
quantum computational speed-up. However, one of the primary obstacles to understanding
how contextuality powers a quantum computer is that the multi-qubit stabilizer subtheory 1
exhibits contextuality and yet can be efficiently simulated on a classical computer [31, 2].
There are two leading definitions of contextuality: traditional contextuality [7, 43,
55, 63, 56, 20], often referred to as Bell-Kochen-Specker contextuality, and generalized
contextuality [76, 75]. In this paper, we show that, generalized contextuality [76] is present
even in the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory of quantum theory, a fact missed by previous
work [84, 11, 44]. We further demonstrate that the contextuality present in the single-
qubit stabilizer subtheory can be confined to only appear in the transformations. This
contradicts the common — and often implicit — assumption that an operational theory
can be classified as contextual or non-contextual by only considering the preparations and
measurements [35, 78, 46, 9, 45, 73].
1.3 Operational theories and ontological models
thereof
An operational theory is non-contextual under a given definition if there exists an on-
tological model of the operational theory satisfying a specific property that we describe
below.
An operational theory is a mathematical framework for predicting the outcomes of an
experimental procedure, that is, a sequence of preparations, transformations, and measure-
ments. These elements fully determine the experimental statistics, that is, the conditional
probabilities Pr(k|P, T,M) of observing the outcome k when the preparation P , trans-
formation T , and measurement M are performed sequentially. In quantum mechanics,
the conditional probabilities for an experiment consisting of preparing a density matrix
1A subtheory of quantum theory is a closed subset of the operations available within quantum theory
for a given Hilbert space dimension.
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ρ, applying a completely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) map Φ, and measuring a
positive-operator-valued measure (POVM) {Ek} are Pr(k|ρ,Φ, Ek) = Tr (EkΦ(ρ)) by the
Born rule.
We can describe the underlying physical processes that generate the experimental statis-
tics using the ontological models formalism. Here we follow the treatment in Ref. [50]. An
ontological model is defined by a measurable space Λ of possible physical states, with an
associated σ-algebra Σ, and sets of measures or measurable functions over Λ are used to
represent preparations, transformations and measurements in the ontological model. For
simplicity, we assume that there exists a measure that dominates all other measures in
the model 2 (see the Appendix for a proof of the main theorem without this assumption).
This allows us to express an ontological model in terms of probability densities, stochastic
matrices, and response functions.
When a system is prepared via some procedure P , the physical properties of the system
are probabilistically assigned values, which are completely encoded by the physical states
λ ∈ Λ. Mathematically, we associate each preparation procedure P with a probability
density over Λ, µP : Λ → [0, 1], where
∫
Λ
µP (λ)dλ = 1 as a system is always in some
physical state. That is, the probability that a physical state, λ ∈ Λ, was prepared via P is
µP (λ).
Similarly, when a transformation is applied to a system, the physical properties of
the system dynamically evolve according to some stochastic map. Formally, we associate
each transformation procedure T with a stochastic map ΓT : Λ × Λ → [0, 1], where the
conditional probability that some λ is sent to another λ′ by T is ΓT (λ
′, λ). As every




′, λ)dλ′ = 1
for all λ ∈ Λ.
Finally, when a system is measured via some procedure M , the probability that outcome
k occurs is specified by the physical state. That is, a measurement M is equivalent to a





k (λ) = 1 for all λ ∈ Λ. To correctly reproduce the experimental








Ontological models are assumed, often implicitly [12], to be convex-linear, that is,
a probabilistic implementation of a set of operations is represented by the probabilistic
mixture of the corresponding probability densities.
2That is ∃σ such that σ(∆) = 0⇒ µ(∆) = 0, ∆ ∈ Σ for all µ in the model.
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1.4 Generalized Contextuality
We now review generalized contextuality. The (experimental) setting of an operation is
the set of other operations that are performed with the operation during an experiment.
Two operations are operationally equivalent, denoted ∼=, if they produce the same outcome
statistics in all settings.
• Two preparations P and P ′ are equivalent, (P ∼= P ′),
if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P ′, T,M) ∀T,M ;
• Two transformations T and T ′ are equivalent,
(T ∼= T ′), if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P, T ′,M) ∀P,M ; and
• Two measurement outcomes k ∈ M and k ∈ M ′ are equivalent, [(k,M) ∼= (k,M ′)],
if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P, T,M ′) ∀P, T .
Note that the definition of operational equivalence differs slightly from that of Ref. [76] in
that we consider operational equivalence of individual measurement outcomes. However,
this definition can be obtained from that of Ref. [76] by coarse-graining all measurements
into two-outcome POVMs [49, 79, 46].
An ontological model is preparation non-contextual (PNC) if operationally equivalent
preparation procedures are represented by the same probability densities, that is,
P ∼= P ′ ⇒ µP = µP ′ . (1.2)
Similarly, an ontological model is transformation non-contextual (TNC) if
T ∼= T ′ ⇒ ΓT = ΓT ′ (1.3)
and measurement non-contextual (MNC) if
(k,M) ∼= (k,M ′)⇒ ξk,M = ξk,M ′ . (1.4)
An ontological model is universally non-contextual, in the generalized sense, if it satisfies
eqs. (2.2) to (2.4), otherwise it is contextual [76]. Note, these definitions are trivially bi-
directional, but to retain the definitional understanding we have left the implication from
operationally equivalence to ontological equivalence.
Even a single qubit manifests generalized contextuality [76]. However, previous proofs
of generalized contextuality for a single qubit have required subtheories strictly larger the
single-qubit stabilizer subtheory.
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Previous proofs of generalized contextuality have mostly been focused on the prepare-
measure setting, as defined in [50], where in transformations are considered part of a prepa-
ration or measurement procedure, and systems are discarded post-measurement. However,
this seemingly innocuous operational assumption is insufficient to identify an operational
theory as non-contextual. As the contextuality of the operational theory can be confined
to transformations, as we shall see is the case with the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory.
1.5 Contextuality in the 8-state model
We now show that the 8-state model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory exhibits trans-
formation contextuality, a feature missed in previous studies of this model [84, 11, 44]. The
single-qubit stabilizer subtheory consists of preparations and measurements in the eigen-
bases of the single-qubit Pauli matrices {X, Y, Z}, the group of unitary transformations
that permute the signed single-qubit Pauli matrices (i.e. the single-qubit Clifford group)
and convex combinations of these operations. The single-qubit stabilizer subtheory has
the property that preparing an eigenstate of one Pauli matrix P with eigenvalue η then
measuring another Pauli Q results in the eigenvalue η′ = ±η if P = ±Q and otherwise
results in either eigenvalue with equal probability.
The 8-state model, originally developed in Ref. [84], is a natural ontological model for
the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory (see fig. 1.1). It is defined by setting Λ = {±1}×3 and
writing λ = (x, y, z), where x, y, and z are the eigenvalues of X, Y , and Z respectively.
These ontic states form the extremal points of the classical probability simplex for three
random binary variables. Preparing the η eigenstate of X corresponds to setting x = η
and choosing y and z uniformly at random, etc. Similarly, measuring X returns the value
of x, etc. This model is both preparation and measurement non-contextual [84].
In the 8-state model, a transformation corresponds to a permutation that acts on the
hidden variable (x, y, z) in the same way that it acts on the Pauli operators (X, Y, Z). For
example, conjugation by X maps (X, Y, Z) → (X,−Y,−Z), and so is represented by the
permutation ΓX : (x, y, z)→ (x,−y,−z), with the transformations for Y and Z defined in









maps (X, Y, Z) → (Z,−Y,X) and so is represented by the permutation ΓH : (x, y, z) →
(z,−y, x). Note that a Pauli operation preserves the parity xyz and the Hadamard swaps
it (as does the phase gate P ).
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Figure 1.1: A graphical representation of the ontic space Λ of the 8-state model, where the
tuples (x, y, z) index ontic states. The green and blue tetrahedra are the simplices of the
odd- and even-parity ontic states respectively. The stabilizer polytope is the octahedron
defined by the intersection of the two tetrahedra. The transformation ΓT1 from eq. (1.6)
maps any ontic state in one of the tetrahedra to another ontic state in the same tetrahedra,
while the operationally equivalent transformation ΓT2 from eq. (1.7) maps any ontic state
to an ontic state in the opposite tetrahedra.
The 8-state model can be viewed as a conjunction of two distinct generalized non-
contextual 4-state Wigner functions [77, 84, 9]. By extending the 4-state Wigner function
to the 8-state model, all Clifford operations can be ontologically represented. As we now
show, this increase in the size of the ontology causes the 8-state model to be transformation
contextual.
To show the 8-state model is transformation contextual, let
T1(ρ) = [ρ+XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ]/4
, T2(ρ) = HT1(ρ)H. (1.5)
These two transformations are operationally equivalent, as T1(ρ) = T2(ρ) = I/2 for any
input state ρ. However, by convexity we have








while, since the Hadamard swaps the sign of xyz,
ΓT2 [(a, b, c), (x, y, z)] =
{





That is, ΓT1 6= ΓT2 , as illustrated in fig. 1.1.
1.6 The single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is
contextual
Above we demonstrated that the 8-state model for the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory
is transformation contextual. We now prove that there is no generalized non-contextual
model for the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, and hence that the single-qubit stabilizer
subtheory is contextual. The proof follows by reducing the ontic space of a general prepa-
ration non-contextual model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory to that of the 8-state
model.
Theorem 1.6.1 Every ontological model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is either
preparation or transformation contextual.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary preparation non-contextual ontological model of the single-qubit
stabilizer subtheory. Let ∆ρ be the support of the quantum state ρ in the ontological
model, that is the set of physical states ρ has some possibility of preparing,
∆ρ = {λ|µρ(λ) > 0, λ ∈ Λ} . (1.8)
Deleting any ontic state λ ∈ Λ such that µI/2(λ) = 0, we can partition Λ into 8 disjoint
spanning sets from the assumption of PNC [76, eqs. (11) and (83)–(87)],
Λx,y,z = ∆(I+xX)/2 ∩∆(I+yY )/2 ∩∆(I+zZ)/2. (1.9)
As the model is preparation non-contextual, every quantum state has a unique support.
Hence this partitioning is unique.
Noting that preparing σ and then applying a transformation T , that implements a
CPTP map Φ, is a valid preparation procedure for the state Φ(σ). It must be the case that
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T maps the support of ρ to the support of Φ(ρ) in a preparation non-contextual ontological
model;
ΓT : ∆ρ → ∆Φ(ρ). (1.10)
Therefore a Pauli X unitary must be represented by the permutation of the supports τX :
Λx,y,z → Λx,−y,−z on the partition {Λx,y,z}. Similarly, Pauli I, Y , and Z transformations
must be represented by the respective permutations of the supports τI : Λx,y,z → Λx,y,z,
τY : Λx,y,z → Λ−x,y,−z, and τZ : Λx,y,z → Λ−x,−y,z. Therefore by convex linearity there
exists an implementation of T1 that has the same stochastic map as eq. (1.6), when defined
over the coarse-grained sets Λx,y,z.
Similarly for the Hadamard gate, we have the map τH : Λx,y,z → Λx,−y,z. Therefore there
exists an implementation of T2 that has the same stochastic map as eq. (1.7), when defined
over the coarse-grained sets Λx,y,z. That is T1 ∼= T2 and yet they cannot be represented by
the same stochastic map in any preparation non-contextual model.

We now show that any model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory must be either tra-
ditionally contextual [43] or transformation contextual. We do this by proving a stronger
result;
Theorem 1.6.2 Every ontological model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is either
outcome-indeterministic or transformation contextual.
Proof. The proof proceeds in the same manner as theorem 1.6.1, where now we assume
outcome determinism rather than preparation non-contextuality. By outcome determinism,
we can partition Λ into 8 disjoint sets according to measurement outcomes;
Λ̃X,Y,Zxyz =
{
λ|ξXx (λ) = 1, ξYy (λ) = 1, ξZz (λ) = 1
}
, (1.11)
where our choice of measurement contexts X, Y , and Z is arbitrary and is merely used
to partition Λ such that the maps representing Clifford transformations are well defined.
Using the equivalent to eq. (1.10) for measurements, i.e. how transformations map the
supports defined by eq. (1.11), the maps ΓT1 and ΓT2 must be represented as stated in
eqs. (1.6) and (1.7). 
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Therefore theorem 1.6.2 implies any traditionally non-contextual ontological model
of the single-qubit stabilizer formalism, for example Kochen-Specker’s original model of
a single qubit [43], must be transformation contextual, as traditional contextuality is
implied by the conjunction of outcome determinism and generalized measurement non-
contextuality [76]. Finally we note theorem 1.6.2 can be used to prove theorem 1.6.1,
as preparation non-contextuality implies traditional non-contextuality for sharp measure-
ments [48].
1.7 Discussion
In this Letter we have shown that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, a very simple sub-
theory of the smallest quantum system, exhibits generalized contextuality. This demon-
strates that generalized contextuality is so prevalent that even an essentially trivial quan-
tum subtheory is classified as contextual, and therefore non-classical. The result shows
that, unlike traditional contextuality which may be an important resource for quantum
speed-up, generalized contextuality is an extremely weak notion of contextuality, that ex-
ists in trivial and classical-like models, such as the 8-state model. This may reflect the fact
that generalized contextuality is defined in terms of a context-dependence at the epistemic
level, rather than a context-dependence at the ontological level.
The contextuality in the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is only apparent if all opera-
tions are accounted for, that is all stabilizer states, all stabilizer measurements, and the full
Clifford group. Therefore a universally non-contextual model can only be constructed for
strict subtheories of the singe-qubit stabilizer subtheory. For example, the Hadamard and
Phase gates are not elements of the toy theory [77] or the standard Wigner function [29],
conversely the Hadamard gate is an element of the rebit subtheory [25], but Y eigenstates
and Y measurements are not.
Our result also demonstrates that the operational reduction of only considering prepa-
rations and measurements is less robust than previously recognized. As this reduction can
conceal key features of the model, such as the presence of some forms of contextuality. It
is an interesting open problem to understand how and when this kind of reduction can
obscure such important conceptual features of an operational theory. This insight regard-
ing the key role of transformations may have unexplored connections to research into the
memory cost of quantum simulations [40, 41, 19], and the formalism of computational
mechanics [5, 80].
Another possible route to investigate the role of transformations in physical theories is
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the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism. The isomorphism, in quantum theory, relates trans-
formations to states in a larger Hilbert space. Hence by using a similar isomorphism for
ontological models we may be able to find a connection between the impossibility of a
universal non-contextual ontological model of the single qubit stabilizer subtheory and the
impossibility of a preparation non-contextual ontological model of the two-qubit stabilizer
subtheory [56, 48].
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1.8 Appendix: Measure-Theoretic Treatment of
Theorem 1
We now prove theorem 1.6.1 in the more general measure-theoretic framework for ontolog-
ical models, see [50] definition 8.2.
Theorem 1.8.1 Every ontological model of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is either
preparation or transformation contextual.
Proof. To adapt the proof to the measure-theoretic setting, we need to change the definition
of support of a quantum state as follows. Let ∆ρ be the support of the quantum state ρ
in the ontological model, that is, a (not necessarily unique) set such that for all S ∈ Σ,
µρ(S)
{
= 1 if ∆ρ ⊆ S
< 1 otherwise.
(1.12)
As before we delete any measurable set S ∈ Σ such that µI/2(S) = 0, then partition Λ into
8 spanning sets that intersect on sets of measure zero, from the assumption of PNC [76,
eqs. (11) and (83)–(87)]. Having reduced the model to a model over a finite set of states,
the rest of the proof follows as described in the main text. 
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1.9 Supplementary Material
1.9.1 A Measurement Based Proof of Transformation
Contextuality
The proof of transformation contextuality given in this paper is only one example of a set
of proofs of transformation contextuality for the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory. Clearly
the transformation T2 can have the Hadamard replaced with another Clifford operation.
To be exact there are 8 choices which can be constructed by replacing H with any element







which results in ΓTC uniformly randomizing the input ontic state over the full ontology.
There are almost certainly more proofs of transformation contextuality for the single-qubit
stabilizer formalism that are based on convex combinations of Clifford channels, beyond
those given above. However, in this section I shall present a more exotic proof of trans-
formation contextuality that begins to link transformation contextuality to measurements.
This style of proof also has a few interesting features that distinguish it from the Clifford
based proofs.
The maps that we use in this proof of contextuality are the depolarizing channel, for a




(ρ+ PρP ) , (1.13)
TMP (ρ) = Π+1,PρΠ−1,P + Π−1,PρΠ−1,P . (1.14)
By expanding Π±1,P = (I ± P )/2 we can easily verify that these two channels are opera-
tionally equivalent for all ρ.
The ontological map for the Pauli operation, ΓP , behaves as described in the main
body of the paper. The measurement update map for a measurement of P with outcome
k, Γk,P , maps an ontic state (x, y, z) to an ontic state where the bit corresponding to the
measurement is the same as prior to the measurement, for repeatability, and uniformly
randomizes the other bits, to destroy information about the state prior to measurement.
From this we can see that TDP and TMP have different representations and therefore are
contextually represented in all ontological models of the single-qubit stabilizer formalism3.
3By the same arguments as presented in the paper.
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To be more explicit consider a depolarizing map and corresponding measurement fol-





TMZ (ρ) = Π+1,ZρΠ−1,Z + Π−1,ZρΠ−1,Z .
These two CPTP maps have ontological maps given by;
ΓTDZ : (x, y, z) 7→ (x+ a, y + a, z),
with a ∈ {0, 1} with equal probability, and
ΓTMZ : (x, y, z) 7→ (x+ a, y + b, z)
with a, b ∈ {0, 1} with equal probability. Hence, as TDZ ∼= TMZ but ΓTDZ 6= ΓTMZ these
maps are contextually represented.
So what distinguishes this style of proof from the one given in the paper?
1. The inclusion of measurements in the map would hopefully convince some of the more
die-hard operationalist that there is some merit in investigating transformations4.
2. The proof seemingly does not need the full Clifford group. However sadly this is not
the case, Clifford operations are required for this proof to hold. The assumption that
the ontology can be partitioned into the 8 ontic regions, indexed by the tuple (x, y, z),
can be derived by considering the action of Clifford operations on the representation
of stabilizer states. For a counter-example consider that Spekkens’ toy-model [77]
non-contextually represents ΓTDZ andΓTMZ , due to the lack of the y-bit to randomize.
3. This proof only holds for the full single-qubit stabilizer subtheory. Both Spekkens’
toy-model and the single-rebit subtheory, we shall see later that the single-rebit
subtheory requires a contextual ontological model, represent these transformations
non-contextually.
4Given one of the main qualms about the paper is statements to the effect “There are no transforma-
tions, just preparations and measurements”, which personally I feel is far too philosophically motivated,
even for a very philosophical field of physics. To combat this viewpoint I suggest an all-or-nothing doc-
trine for the ontological models formalism. That is to say, an ontological model should reproduce all the
physical features of an operational theory to be considered a physical account of said theory, not just some
subset of operational elements. Non-destructive measurements exist and we can’t ignore them.
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4. Unlike the transformations used in the paper, where T1(ρ) = T2(ρ) = I/2, ∀ρ, the
CPTP maps TDZ (ρ) and TMZ (ρ) do not map all states to the maximally mixed state,
making them operationally more interesting.
5. If we look at the 8-state Wigner function we find that the representation of the
measurement update maps Γk,P are positively represented. Unlike the Clifford op-
erations, for which all Clifford operations are negatively represented including the
identity. Therefore a map being positive does not preclude its use in a proof of
contextuality.
This proof raises one important question in my eyes, is the definition of measure-
ment non-contextuality complete? Equation (2.4) is the standard definition of measure-
ment non-contextuality and is certainly an adequate one if we only consider destructive
measurements. However, if we allow state updates post measurement, i.e. non-destructive
measurements, then this definition is missing the critical component of the measurement-
update map. When these update maps are included in an operational description of a
theory many of the operational equivalences disappear. To see this consider that the
Kraus-operators associated to an update after a measurement of the POVM element Ek
only need to satisfy Ek = M
†
kMk, which allows us to distinguish between measurements of
Ek in different “contexts”, by using sequential measurements on the system.
This leaves us with two possibilities for extending the definition of measurement non-
contextuality. In the first we keep the definition of MNC and add a fourth condition
measurement-update non-contextuality (MUNC). I.e. An ontological model is measurement
update non-contextual if all operationally equivalent measurement updates are represented
by the same probability densities;
Γk,M = Γk,M ′ ⇔ T(k,M) ∼= T(k,M ′). (1.15)
This definition then implies measurement non-contextuality5.
The second, and more lenient, definition is to demand that the joint distribution com-
posed of the response function and measurement update map, for a given measurement
outcome, are equal for all operationally equivalent measurements. Let us call this definition
of non-contextuality complete measurement non-contextuality (CMNC) that is;
Γk,Mξk,M = Γk,M ′ξk,M ′ ⇔ (k,M, T(k,M)) ∼= (k,M, T(k,M ′)). (1.16)
5As pointed out by R. Spekkens during the defense of this thesis.
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In my opinion both of these definitions present very interesting research avenues, be-
cause they are far more aligned with the original controversy surrounding measurements
in quantum theory, such as the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox and subsequently Bell’s
theorem. Reinstating the role of measurement update in foundational discussions.
1.9.2 Connecting Transformation Contextuality to Traditional
Contextuality
One of the open questions raised by the paper presented in this chapter is how does this
new proof of transformation contextuality relate to older proofs of contextuality, partic-
ularly traditional contextuality. To this end, Joel J. Wallman suggested we look at the
Choi–Jamio lkowski (CJ) isomorphism from quantum theory [60]. Hence, prior to mov-
ing on to other projects, I investigated whether these two types of contextuality could be
related in a satisfactory way. Unfortunately, we were unable to find a rigorous relation be-
tween the two, but did find a weaker connection and were able to make some observations
on state-dependent proofs of contextuality and the stabilizer formalism. In this section,
we shall explore the possible links between transformation and traditional contextuality,
in the context of the paper. However, in the interest of space, we will not dive too deep
into the background, but rather gives references where necessary and more focus on the
big picture.
The Choi-Jamio lkowski (CJ) isomorphism [60] allows us to connect completely-positive
(CP) maps onHd to quantum states inH2d. The standard definition of the CJ isomorphism
associates a CP map T ∈ L(Hd) to some state ρE ∈ D(H2d) via;
ρE = (T ⊗ I) (|B00〉 〈B00|) . (1.17)
The first thing to note is that the transformations used in the proof of transformation
contextuality, T1 and T2, both have trivial representations under the CJ isomorphism. I.e.
ρT1 = ρT2 = I/4. Therefore, we will focus our attention on the single-qubit Clifford gates.
The single-qubit Clifford gates, e.g. C ∈ Cl2, under the CJ ismorphism are mapped to









ent = (TC ⊗ I) (|B00〉 〈B00|) ,
= (C ⊗ I) |B00〉 〈B00| (C ⊗ I)† =
∣∣∣ψ(C)ent〉〈ψ(C)ent ∣∣∣ ,
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Where |B00〉 = |00〉 + |11〉 is the unnormalized Bell state and local operations preserve
entanglement. This gives a one-to-one correspondence between the 24 single qubit Clifford
gates and the 24 two-qubit entangled stabilizer states.
To attempt to connect the proof of transformation contextuality and traditional con-
textuality we first note that the transformations used in the proof are of the form TC(ρ) =
CTD(ρ)C†, where we have relabelled T1 → TD6 such that T1 = TI and T2 = TH . Therefore,






and {TC} we may be able to under-
stand how transformation contextuality for a single-qubit and traditional contextuality for
two-qubits are related.






we will use the Cabello-
Severini-Winter (CSW) exclusivity graph formalism [20]. As a brief overview an exclusivity
graph is constructed by associating projectors to vertices of a graph and edges are drawn
between commuting projectors. From this graph we can then investigate a variety of prop-
erties that have a one-to-one correspondence with contextuality inequalities. We can also
look at subgraphs of any exclusivity graph to find additional proofs of contextuality [18].
Using the CSW exclusivity graph formalism we can construct the exclusivity graph,






, given in fig. 1.2. This
exclusivity graph is equivalent to the exclusivity graph that would be constructed for the
Mermin-Peres square given in fig. 1.3. Therefore fig. 1.2 constitutes a state-independent
proof of traditional contextuality. By numerical calculation it is straightforward to verify
that the graph properties, relevant to contextuality, are given by;
Indepence Number: α(Gent) = 5,
Theta value: θ(Gent) = 6,
Fractional Packing: α?(Gent) = 6.
Before we start to connect transformation contextuality to traditional contextuality, we
first need to define the notion of an entangled stabilizer state’s phase class. An entangled
stabilizer state can be expressed by its stabilizer group as follows;
S(Πent) = {(−1)p0I, (−1)p1P1, (−1)p2P2, (−1)p3P3|
Pi ∈ {{X, Y, Z} ⊗ {X, Y, Z}} , pi 6=0 ∈ Z2, p0 = 0}, (1.18)
where this is a group because (−1)p1(−1)p2P1P2 = (−1)p3P3 and furthermore is Abelian as
[Pi, Pj] = 0, ∀i, j. For a more detailed review of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism refer to
6I.e. T1 is the maximally depolarizing channel.
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ent |C ∈ Cl2n
}
. Each vertex rep-
resents a projector onto one of the entangled stabilizer states, organised as follows; The
Bell-basis is the 4-vertices, connected by a blue circle, beside I. The Clifford operation
beside each blue circle, with 4 vertices, denotes which Clifford maps the Bell-basis to the
associated basis, via applying the Clifford to the first qubit. The green dotted line then
distinguishes the different phase classes of {Πent}, with the 3 bases above the line having
unbalanced phase vectors and the ones below having balanced phase vectors. Red and
blue lines connecting vertices indicate that the two projectors associated to these vertices
commute.
ZY — Y Z — XX → I
| | |
XZ — ZX — Y Y → I
| | |
Y X — XY — ZZ → I
↓ ↓ ↓
−I −I −I
Figure 1.3: The Mermin-Peres square where-in all contexts have entangled simultaneous
eigenbasis. Each context is defined by a row or column in the square, within which all
observables commute, and tensor product notation has been suppressed.
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Part III of this thesis. From eq. (1.18) we can define a 2-qubit entangled stabilizer state’s
phase vector by;
~pent = (p0, p1, p2, p3). (1.19)
We then can partition the set of 2-qubit entangled stabilizer states into two equivalency



















are in the same phase equivalence class if their phase vectors are equivalent
up-to the addition of some balanced vector, which can be defined by the inner product
~vBal = [c, ·], i.e. a balanced vector where the zeroth entry is zero. So mathematically;
~pi = ~pj + [c, ·]⇐⇒ Πi,Πj ∈ Vk.
Returning to fig. 1.2 I have organised the two equivalences classes to be separated by
the green dotted line, i.e. one is above the line and one is below the line. One of the
powerful features of the CSW exclusivity graph formalism is that a contextuality proof
can be constructed from a graph iff it contains odd-cycle subgraphs [18]7, of which fig. 1.2
contains many. With this in mind, fig. 1.2 clearly shows that to construct a proof of






we must use projectors from both
V1 and V2.






. Namely, we shall partition them according to
whether they are represented by maps of the form eq. (1.6) or eq. (1.7), let us call each
partition W1 and W2. Therefore a proof of transformation contextuality can only be
constructed by using a map from W1 and a map from W2. Explicitly these partitions are
given by;
W1 = {TC |C ∈ {I, HS, SH} ◦ {I, X, Y, Z}} , (1.20)
W2 = {TC |C ∈ {H,S, SHS} ◦ {I, X, Y, Z}} , (1.21)
where H is the Hadamard gate, and S is the phase gate.
With these partitions set up we can begin to qualitatively connect transformation con-
textuality and traditional contextuality. Namely, that the CJ representation of the Clifford
gates used in W1 are exactly the states in V1, and similarly for W2 and V2. While this
is not a quantitative or rigorous connection between the two, I believe it could lead to a
7Of size greater than 5.
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more concrete link between the two forms of contextuality. Possibly by fine graining the
maps used in TC , i.e. decomposing them into their constituent Clifford channels, a more
rigorous connection can be found. Additionally, another relationship can be drawn be-
tween these sets; Any Clifford operation defining the transformations in the set W1 leaves
the sets V1 and V2 invariant, i.e. CViC† = Vi, ∀C ∈ {I, HS, SH} ◦ {I, X, Y, Z}. And any
Clifford operation defining a map in W2 maps states in V1 to states in V2 and visa versa,
i.e. CViC† = Vj 6=i, ∀C ∈ {H,S, SHS} ◦ {I, X, Y, Z}.
Alternatively, to find a connection between transformation and traditional contextuality
one could investigate how the assumptions used in the proof of transformation contextuality
can be “run-through” the CJ isomorphism. However, this mapping has some ambiguities,
namely, there are many possibilities when extending a model from one-qubit to two-qubits.
Further, the CJ isomorphism for channels seems to indicate an assumption of locality must
be made. To see this, consider that one way of stating the CJ isomorphism is as a map
from an input-output pair to an input-input pair, i.e. the CJ isomorphism performs a
mapping of the form |i〉 〈j| → |i〉 |j〉. Does this imply that for the ontic input-output pair
λin → λout we must use a ontology of the form λin × λout ∈ Λ× Λ?
5-cycles of the {Πent} Exclusivity Graph
As a final aside, I’d like to note a kind of interesting property of certain 5-cycles that are
subgraphs of fig. 1.2. The first thing to consider is that fig. 1.2 contains a very large num-
ber of subgraphs that contain odd-cycle subgraphs, and therefore any of these subgraphs
provide a proof of contextuality. If we restrict our attention to subgraphs that are 5-cycles
we find there is an interesting feature regarding the classical non-contextuality bound and
the stabilizer formalism. Namely, the stabilizer formalism cannot saturate the classical
non-contextuality inequality for some 5-cycles.
In one of the 5-cycles I investigated, the classical non-contextuality bound was α(G5) =
2, the quantum bound was θ(G5) = 2.174..., but the maximum value achievable via 2-qubit
stabilizer states was 3/2. Does this indicate that while the stabilizer subtheory requires
a contextual ontological model, this contextuality is in some senses less powerful than a
classical non-contextual model? Clearly this question is ill-posed at the moment, as we
have very few if any satisfactory methods of quantifying how contextual a subtheory is,
but with some refinement could lead to some interesting results. My conjecture is that this
is related to Clifford circuits only being able to perform parity-L computation.
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Chapter 2
Contextuality and Negativity for
Subtheories of a Single Qubit
2.1 Chapter Preamble
In this chapter, I present work that was completed as another follow on project from the
Contextuality and the Single-Qubit Stabilizer Formalism paper. The previous work had left
a question open of how ubiquitous contextuality was once transformations were included
in the operational description of a subtheory. It had also re-opened the question of how
the necessity of a contextual ontological model was related to the necessity of a negatively
represented quasi-probability representation, again once transformations were included in
the operational description.
In this paper, to appear on the arXiv shortly, we answer the first question by showing
that an even smaller subtheory of a qubit, the rebit subtheory, also requires a contextual
description. Therefore implying that contextuality is far more prevalent than previous
thought. We answer the second question by showing that both the single-qubit stabilizer
subtheory and a singe-rebit subtheory require a negatively represented quasi-probability
representation. Re-establishing the link between contextuality and negativity when trans-
formations are included in the operational description.
This work presented here was completed in most part by me, Piers Lillystone. Joel J.
Wallman helped streamline the transformations used in the proof of contextuality for the
rebit subtheory and Joseph Emerson provided supervision over the project.
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There has been a long established equivalence between the requirement of a contex-
tual ontological model of quantum theory and quantum theory requiring a negatively
represented quasi-probability representation. However, this equivalence was only ex-
plored in the context of prepare-measure scenarios. In this paper, we investigate the
relationship between contextuality and negativity when transformations are included in
the operational theory. Specifically, we show that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory,
which must admit a contextual ontological model, must be negatively represented by
any quasi-probability representation. Further, we show that the single-rebit stabilizer
subtheory must be represented by a contextual ontological model and be negatively
represented by any quasi-probability representation. Contrary to the previously held
belief that it is a non-contextual subtheory of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory.
2.2 Introduction
Contextuality [7, 43, 55, 63, 56, 76, 75, 20] is a fundamental feature of quantum theory,
which includes Bell non-locality as a special case, and has been proposed as the non-classical
property of the theory that explains the dividing line between quantum and classical phe-
nomena. Recently, contextuality has appeared as an intriguing explanation for the resource
that powers quantum computation [39, 25, 9, 71]. Contextuality has been shown to be nec-
essary for exponential speed-up in magic state injection schemes [15]. It can also be used
to quantify computational advantages [82, 83, 9, 61, 21] in magic state and measurement
based [70] models of quantum computation. Additionally, contextuality provides a tool for
understanding the set of quantum correlations [20], and can be used to give experimentally
testable inequalities [17, 42, 85, 74], paralleling the more familiar non-locality inequali-
ties [22, 16]. More recently, contextuality has also been successful in lower bounding the
memory cost of simulating quantum circuits [40, 41, 19].
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The success of applying contextuality research to quantum information processing mo-
tivates us to investigate the scope of contextual phenomena. Recently, we showed that
single-qubit stabilizer subtheory must admit a contextual ontological model [52], when
transformations are included in the operational description of the subtheory. In this fol-
low on paper, we show that the rebit subtheories [25], which are strict subtheories of the
single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, do not also admit a non-contextual ontological model,
when transformations are included in the operational description of these subtheories.
The requirement of a contextual ontological model of the rebit subtheory is somewhat
surprising, given that the n-rebit subtheory admits a Kochen-Specker non-contextual on-
tological model [43, 25]. Further, the proof of contextuality used is novel in the sense that
we utilize two completely-positive trace-preserving maps that are operationally equivalent
within the subtheory, but not for larger theories, which includes the single-qubit stabilizer
subtheory. Additionally, these operations only require Pauli unitaries, rather than relying
on the specific structure of the allowed Clifford unitaries.
The necessity of a negative quasi-probability representation was previously shown to
be equivalent to the necessity of a contextual ontological model [78, 28, 27]. However,
this equivalence was only demonstrated in the prepare-measure experimental setting. In
this paper we show that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory and single-rebit stabilizer
subtheory require a negative quasi-probability representation. Confirming the link between
negativity and contextuality even when transformations are included in the operational
theory.
2.3 Preliminaries
2.3.1 Ontological Models and Generalized Contextuality
An operational theory [36] is a methodology that mathematically captures the statistics
of sets of experiments. A single experiment is considered to be composed of a sequence of
preparations, transformations, and measurements. The sequence of operations performed
then uniquely determines the outcome statistics of a given experiment. We express these
outcome statistics with the conditional probability Pr(k|P, T,M), where k is the observed
outcome of the performed measurement M , P is the preparation performed, and T is the
transformation applied to the preparation.
The ontological models formalism aims to explain an operational theory’s statistics by
supposing there exists a physical model of an experiment’s operational procedures. Here
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we follow the definitions of an ontological model given in Ref. [50], but restrict ourselves
to ontological models where there exists a measure that dominates all other measures1.
The most basic assumption of the ontological models formalism is that there exist a
set of real physical states that a system may be prepared in, which encode the physical
properties of the system. We call these physical states ontic states, λ, and the set of all
physical states the ontology, Λ. Preparation procedures are then considered to probabilis-
tically prepare one of these physical states. Therefore, each preparation P is associated to
a probability density, µP , over the ontology such that µP : Λ 7→ [0, 1], i.e. µP gives the
conditional probability of a preparation preparing a given ontic state, Pr(λ|P ) = µP (λ).
As some physical state must be prepared we have
∫
Λ
dλµP (λ) = 1. Additionally, we define
the support of a preparation procedure P to be ∆P = {λ|µP (λ) > 0}.
Transformations are considered to stochastically evolve the system’s ontic state. There-
fore, each transformation T is associated to a stochastic map ΓT that probabilistically
maps the ontic states to ontic states such that ΓT : Λ × Λ 7→ [0, 1], i.e. ΓT gives
the conditional probability that T maps some ontic state λ to a new ontic state λ′,





′, λ) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ.
Measurements in the ontological models formalism probabilistically output a possible
outcome of the measurement. Therefore, for every measurement procedure M we associate
a set of response functions {ξMk : Λ 7→ [0, 1]}k∈M , with a response function defined for each
outcome k, i.e. ξMk gives the probability that outcome k was observed given a measurement
M and some ontic state λ, Pr(k|λ,M) = ξMk (λ). As a measurement outcome must always




k (λ) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ.
An ontological model is said to correctly reproduce the statistics of an operational






′, λ)µP (λ), ∀P, T, (k,M). (2.1)
2.3.2 Generalized Contextuality
Generalized contextuality [76] is defined via the notion of operational equivalence. Two
operations are considered to be operationally equivalent, denoted ∼=, if for all possible
experimental settings the two operations produce the same experimental statistics, where
an experimental setting is the other operational elements an operation is performed with.
1Allowing us to use probability densities rather than a full measure theoretic treatment.
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Therefore for an operational theory, composed of a set of preparations P , a set of
transformations T , and a set of measurements M, we say: Two preparations P ∈ P and
P ′ ∈ P are operationally equivalent, (P ∼= P ′), if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P ′, T,M), ∀T ∈
T , ∀M ∈ M. Two transformations T ∈ T and T ′ ∈ T are operationally equivalent,
(T ∼= T ′), if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P, T ′,M), ∀P ∈ P , ∀M ∈ M. Two measurement
outcomes k ∈ M ∈ M and k ∈ M ′ ∈ M are operationally equivalent, [(k,M) ∼= (k,M ′)],
if Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P, T,M ′), ∀P ∈ P , ∀T ∈ T .
An ontological model is then considered non-contextual if operationally equivalent el-
ements are represented by the same object in the ontological model. So, an ontological
model is preparation non-contextual (PNC) if for all operationally equivalent preparations
it satisfies;
P ∼= P ′ ⇒ µP = µP ′ . (2.2)
An ontological model is transformation non-contextual (TNC) if for all operationally equiv-
alent transformations it satisfies;
T ∼= T ′ ⇒ ΓT = ΓT ′ . (2.3)
An ontological model is measurement non-contextual (MNC) if for all operationally equiv-
alent measurement outcomes it satisfies;
(k,M) ∼= (k,M ′)⇒ ξk,M = ξk,M ′ .. (2.4)
Therefore we say an operational theory is universally non-contextual, under the general-
ized notion of contextuality, if it admits a PNC (eq. (2.2)), TNC (eq. (2.3)), and MNC
(eq. (2.4)) ontological model. Otherwise we say the operational theory admits only con-
textual ontological models [76].
2.3.3 Single-Qubit Stabilizer Subtheory
The single-qubit stabilizer subtheory is defined by the single qubit Pauli operators, math-
ematically P1 = {X, Y, Z}. The set of pure single-qubit stabilizer states, S(H2), are the
±1 eigenstates of the Pauli operators;
S(H2) = {|ψ〉 |P |ψ〉 = ± |ψ〉 , P ∈ P1} = {|0〉 , |1〉 , |+〉 , |−〉 , |i+〉 , |i−〉} ,
where |0〉 , |1〉 are the Z eigenstates, |+〉 , |−〉 are the X eigenstates, and |i+〉 , |i−〉 are
the Y eigenstates. In this paper we use the density operator representation of these states.
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Therefore we define Πi,P = |ψ〉 〈ψ| , ψ ∈ S(H2) as the i ∈ {±1} eigenstate of P ∈ P1, for
example Π+1,Z = |0〉 〈0| and Π−1,X = |−〉 〈−|.
Unitary transformations in the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory are given by the Clifford
Group, which is defined as the normalizer of the Pauli group;
Cl2 =
{
U ∈ SU(2)|UPU † = ±P ′, ∀P ∈ P1 : P ′ ∈ P1
}
.
For example the Pauli operators are elements of the Clifford group, as PiPjPi = (−1)[i,j]Pj,
as well as the Hadamard gate H and Phase gate P , which can be chosen as generators of
the Clifford group, Cl2 = 〈X, Y, Z,H, P 〉.
Measurements in the single-qubit stabilizer formalism are given by the Pauli observables
P1. Hence the projectors associated to each outcome of a Pauli observable P are the
projectors {Πi,P}i.
2.3.4 The Single-Rebit Stabilizer Subtheory
The single-rebit stabilizer subtheory [25] is a strict subtheory of the single-qubit stabilizer
subtheory, where we only include in the subtheory states with real representations in the
computational basis. Therefore our set of states is;
R(H2) = {|0〉 , |1〉 , |+〉 , |−〉} .
The set of allowed transformations in the subtheory, TR, are the Clifford operations that
map R(H2) to itself;
TR = 〈X, Y, Z,H〉 .
Allowed measurements in the subtheory are the X and Z observables.
2.4 The Rebit Stabilizer Subtheory is Contextual
We now show the single-rebit subtheory admits only contextual ontological models. The
proof proceeds in a similar manner to the proof of contextuality for the single-qubit stabi-








(XρX + ZρZ). (2.6)
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It should be noted that Φ1 and Φ2 are operationally equivalent within the rebit subtheory,
but are not operationally equivalent for larger subtheories, for example they are not oper-
ationally equivalent in the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory. As far as we are aware, this is
the first such proof to rely on operational equivalence defined only within a subtheory.
We then note, Assuming PNC implies the ontic state space of any model of the single-
rebit stabilizer subtheory can be partitioned into 4 regions, similar to the 8 for the single-
qubit stabilizer subtheory. We can associate each partition to the X and Z eigenstate it
lies in the support of. Therefore each partition can be labeled by 2-bits denoted (x, z) ≡
∆x ∩∆z.
Theorem 2.4.1 Every ontological model of the single-rebit stabilizer subtheory that is
preparation non-contextual is transformation contextual, and every ontological model
that is traditionally non-contextual is transformation contextuala.
aAlso known as Kochen-Specker non-contextuality.
Proof. Assuming PNC, the stochastic maps given by eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) act on each
partition in the following way. ΓΦ1 maps the partition (x, z) to (x, z) and (x⊕1, z⊕1) with
equal probability, and ΓΦ2 maps the partition (x, z) to (x, z ⊕ 1) and (x⊕ 1, z) with equal
probability. Therefore ΓΦ1 and ΓΦ2 must be represented differently in any PNC ontological
model. Implying preparation non-contextuality ⇒ transformation contextuality.
Similarly the partitions can be defined by the observables in the subtheory when an
assumption of outcome determinism (OD) is made. These partition are mapped as given
above. Hence, as OD + MNC implies traditional non-contextuality [48] we have traditional
non-contextuality⇒ transformation contextuality. Therefore, any ontological model of the
singe-rebit stabilizer subtheory must be either preparation contextual or transformation
contextual, and either transformation contextual or traditionally contextual. 
One interesting thing to note about this proof, is that for a rebit we do not need to rely
on the structure of the allowed non-Pauli Clifford operations, i.e. only Pauli operations
are required to demonstrate contextuality. For comparison, the single-qubit stabilizer
subtheory requires a non-Pauli Clifford operation for any proof of contextuality, which can
be inferred via the fact that the toy-model [77] is a universally non-contextual model2.
2Which follows from its construction being equivalent to a particular choice of positively represented
elements of the one-qubit Wigner function.
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2.5 Frame Representations
Here we follow the usual quasi-probability representation (QPR) frame formalism [27].
Let F = {Fλ|Fλ ∈ H(H)} and D = {Dλ|Dλ ∈ H(H)}, where H(H) is the set of Her-




〈Fλ, A〉Dλ, ∀A ∈ H(H), (2.7)
which we refer to as the recombination formula.
The condition for F and D to form a QPR is that they satisfy
∑
λ Fλ = I and Tr (Dλ) =
1. Given a QPR we identify to every quantum state a representation in the primal frame
µρ(λ) = 〈Fλ, ρ〉, and every POVM element a representation in the dual frame ξEk(λ) =
Tr (EkDλ)
3. We refer to ξEk as measurement response functions, paralleling the definitions
in the ontological models formalism. The inner product between the two representations,












〈Fλ, ρ〉Tr (DλEk) = µρ.ξEk ,
where we have used eq. (2.7) to expand the density matrix ρ in the primal frame.









〈Fλ, ρ〉 〈Fλ′ ,Φ(Dλ)〉Dλ′ ,
where in the first line we have applied eq. (2.7) to the LHS and linearity to the RHS,
and have used eq. (2.7) to go from line 1 to 2. As this is a linear representation it must
be the case that 〈Fλ,Φ(ρ)〉 =
∑
λ′ 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉 〈Fλ′ , ρ〉. Therefore we identify ΓΦ(λ, λ′) =
〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉 as the transition map representing Φ, in matrix notation we have µΦ(ρ) =
ΓΦ.µρ. The transition map inherits normalization from the normalization of the primal
frame
∑
λ 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉 = 〈I,Φ(Dλ′)〉 = 1, for CPTP Φ. Therefore we call ΓΦ quasi-
stochastic.
3The Hilbert-Schmidt inner-product is required in the definition of the primal or dual representations
to reproduce the quantum statistics.
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2.6 Any Quasi-Probability Representation of the
Single-Qubit Stabilizer Subtheory must be
Negatively represented
Now we prove that any QPR of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory must be negatively
represented. To do so we let, without loss of generality, an arbitrary QPR represent all
states and all measurements positively. As is the case in the 4-state Wigner function [77, 79]
and 8-state model [84, 11, 44]. Let the QPR be defined by a primal and dual frame F and
D. Therefore the QPR satisfies;
〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 ≥ 0
Tr (Πi,PDλ) ≥ 0
}
∀Fλ ∈ F , ∀Dλ ∈ D, ∀i ∈ {±1} , ∀P ∈ P1. (2.8)
From this we can prove several lemmas; Firstly, that the support of the response functions
is constrained by the support of the state’s representation;
Lemma 2.6.1 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 implies Tr (DλΠi,P) = 1 and Tr (DλΠ−i,P) = 0.
Proof. By the Born rule we have;




〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉Tr (DλΠi,P) .
Therefore by equation 2.8 and normalization of the QPR,
∑
λ 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 = 1, it must be
the case that Tr (DλΠi,P) = 1, ∀λ such that 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0.
Similarly we have by the Born rule;




〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉Tr (DλΠ−i,P) .
Therefore ∀λ such that 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 it must be the case that Tr (DλΠ−i,P) = 0, again by
equation 2.8. 
From this we can infer the supports of orthogonal eigenstates must be disjoint;
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Corollary 2.6.2 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 implies 〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉 = 0.
Proof. For contradiction assume ∃λ such that 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 and 〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉 > 0. Lemma
2.6.1 implies Tr (DλΠi,P) = 1, however by the born rule we have;




〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉Tr (DλΠi,P) > 0.
Therefore we arrive at a contradiction. 
Secondly, it must be the case that every λ is in the support of Πi,P or Π−i,P , for all P .
Lemma 2.6.3 For all λ it must be the case that either 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 or 〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉 >
0, ∀P .
Proof. First we remove any Fλ from the primal frame that satisfies 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 = 0, ∀i, P
because this implies Fλ = 0 by the definition of an inner product
4, and therefore is a trivial
frame operator.
Therefore ∃i, P such that 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0, ∀λ. From this we can infer that all other bases








(〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉+ 〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉) > 0, ∀λ,
=⇒ 1
2
(〈Fλ,Πi,P ′〉+ 〈Fλ,Π−i,P ′〉) > 0, ∀P ′ 6= P.
Therefore by corollary 2.6.2 it must be the case that 〈Fλ,Πi,P 〉 > 0 or 〈Fλ,Π−i,P 〉 > 0 for
all P ∈ P1. 
Lemma 2.6.3 also implies;
〈Fλ,Πi,X〉 = 〈Fλ,Πj,Y 〉 = 〈Fλ,Πk,Z〉 , (2.9)
where i, j, k indicate which eigenbasis λ is in the support of.
4By noting that the set of projectors form a basis for the space.
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(I + xλ(Π+1,X − Π−1,X) + yλ(Π+1,Y − Π−1,Y ) + zλ(Π+1,Z − Π−1,Z)) , (2.11)
where xλ, yλ, zλ ∈ R and the 12 on the identity is due to Tr (Dλ) = 1. However we can
constrain the values xλ, yλ, zλ can take by considering lemma 2.6.1. Let λ ∈ supp(Πi,P )
therefore by lemma 2.6.1 we have;













(1 + ipλ) = 1,
=⇒ pλ = i, as i ∈ {±1} ,
where pλ is the phase on the Pauli operator P , i.e. if P = X then pλ = xλ. Note this
implies that the two 4-state Wigner functions and any QPR with the 8-state dual frame
are the only possible QPR’s of the single qubit stabilizer subtheory that represent all
stabilizer states and all Pauli measurements positively. With this we can now prove the
main theorem;
Theorem 2.6.4 Any quasi-probability representation of the single-qubit stabilizer sub-
theory must be negatively represented.
Proof. As previously we assume that all states and measurements are positively repre-
sented, equation 2.8. Further, without loss of generality we assume that the identity
transformation is positively represented;
ΓI(λ
′, λ) = 〈Fλ′ , Dλ〉 ≥ 0, ∀λ, λ′. (2.12)
Substituting in equation 2.11 and applying lemma 2.6.3 and corollary 2.6.2, and using
equation 2.9 we have;



























=⇒ (1 + iλiλ′ + jλjλ′ + kλkλ′) ≥ 0, (2.13)
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where we have used iλ, iλ′ , etc. to indicate which eigenstate of each Pauli basis is in the
support of λ and λ′ respectively.
If we consider that each product iλiλ′ , jλjλ′ , and kλkλ′ is ±1 valued, we can see that at
most two of the products can be negative, to enforce the positivity of eq. (2.13). Hence, the
key insight of the proof is to notice that with access to the full Clifford group we can flip




Finally all prior arguments in the paper apply equally if we let states be represented
by the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, µρ(λ) = Tr (Fλρ), and PVMs by an arbitrary inner
product, ξΠ(λ) = 〈Dλ,Π〉. 
So for example, let iλ = iλ′ = jλ = jλ′ = +1, and kλ = kλ′ = −1 which gives
iλiλ′ + jλjλ′ + kλkλ′ = 3. Therefore by considering the action of the Hadamard gate,

















Note, in the 4-state Wigner functions the condition that forces ΓI to be positively rep-
resented is iλjλ = ±kλ, which is satisfied by our example. Comparatively the 8-state model
represents the identity transformation negatively, and so immediately fails to satisfy theo-
rem 2.6.4.
2.7 The Rebit Stabilizer Subtheory must be
Negatively Represented by any
Quasi-Probability Representation
The proof proceeds slightly differently to that given in theorem 2.6.4 due to the structure
of the single-rebit subtheory. Firstly we note that lemma 2.6.1, lemma 2.6.3 and corol-
lary 2.6.2 apply equally to any QPR of the single-rebit subtheory. Secondly, rather than
the frame and dual operators having to span H(H2), we only require they span the real,
under a computational basis representation, plane of single-qubit Hermitian operators5.
5For the full n-rebit subtheory construction see ref ??.
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Further, we can project any representation to this subspace, as any component outside









(I + xλ(Π+1,X − Π−1,X) + zλ(Π+1,Z − Π−1,Z)) , (2.15)
where xλ, zλ ∈ R and the 12 on the identity is due to Tr (Dλ) = 1. However again we
can constrain the values xλ, zλ can take by considering lemma 2.6.1. Let λ ∈ supp(Πi,P )
therefore by lemma 2.6.1 we have;













(1 + ipλ) = 1,
=⇒ pλ = i, as i ∈ {±1} ,
where again pλ denotes the phase on Pauli operator P , so if P = X then pλ = xλ.
With this established we can now prove that any QPR the rebit subtheory which pos-
itively represents all states and measurements, must represent transformations negatively;
Theorem 2.7.1 Any quasi-probability representation of the single-rebit stabilizer sub-
theory must be negatively represented.
Proof. Again we assume a positive representation of the identity transformation,
ΓI(λ
′, λ) = 〈Fλ′,λ, Dλ〉 ≥ 0.
As before, substituting in equation 2.11 and applying lemma 2.6.3 and corollary 2.6.2,
and using equation 2.9 we have;
〈Fλ′ , Dλ〉 =
1
2

























where again we have used iλ, iλ′ , jλ, and jλ′ to denote which eigenstate of X and Z,
respectively, λ and λ′ lie in the support of. Therefore by the assumption that all states are
positively represented we have;
(1 + iλiλ′ + jλjλ′) ≥ 0. (2.16)
From this we can see that at most one of the products iλiλ′ or jλjλ′ can be equal to −1.
Further there must exist a λ and λ′ such that one of the products satisfies iλiλ′ = −1 or
jλjλ′ = −1, because if all products were positive this would imply that every λ was in the
support of one of the +1 or −1 eigenstates of X and Z and therefore the QPR could not
reproduce the quantum statistics.
Taking the λ and λ′ such that one of the products is negative and given that the
representation of a transformation is given by;
ΓΦ(λ
′, λ) = 〈Fλ′ ,Φ(Dλ)〉 .
We can flip the sign of any of the products in eq. (2.16) by applying the correct Pauli, say
P , therefore ΓP (λ
′, λ) = 〈Fλ′ , PDλP 〉 < 0. 
For example, if for some given λ and λ′, iλiλ′ = 1 and jλjλ′ = −1 then the representation
of the Z operation would be negative;
ΓZ(λ
′, λ) = 〈Fλ′ , ZDλZ〉 =
1
2
(〈Fλ′ , I〉 − iλ 〈Fλ′ , X〉+ jλ 〈Fλ′ , Z〉) ,
∝ (1− iλiλ′ + jλjλ′) < 0.
We note that theorem 2.4.1 and theorem 2.7.1 apply equally to any rebit subtheory, i.e.
the subtheories defined by considering real density matrices in a given Pauli basis. Despite
each subtheory possibly having a different set of allowed non-Pauli Clifford operations. This
is because the proofs we have given only require we have access to all Pauli operations, a
feature shared by all rebit subtheories6.
2.8 Discussion
In this paper we have shown that, like the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory, the rebit
subtheories require a contextual ontological model when transformations are included in the
6We propose a nomenclature for these theories: ReX-bit, ReY-bit, and ReZ-bit.
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operational theory. This is surprising due to these subtheories being strict subtheories of
the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory and are comparable to the qudit stabilizer subtheory.
Further we have shown that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory and rebit subtheories
must be represented by negative quasi-probability representations. Re-establishing the link
between contextuality and negativity when transformations are included in the operational
description of a subtheory.
The seeming ubiquity of contextuality once transformations are included in an opera-
tional description seriously damages the prospect of viewing contextuality as the resource
for quantum computational speed-up. Especially considering the n-rebit stabilizer subthe-
ory was specifically constructed [25] to be a non-contextual subtheory of the contextual
n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. However, for the n-rebit stabilizer subtheory (n > 1) the con-
textuality can be confined to the transformations, unlike the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory
(n > 1).
It remains an open question what the physical significance of transformation contextu-
ality is, and how it relates to the more explored notions of preparation and measurement
contextuality. The proofs given here and in Ref. [52] suggest that contextuality can be
“moved” around within an ontological model. However there are no known transformation
non-contextual ontological models of the subtheories investigated here and more generally.
This poses a question, is such model possible or is transformation contextuality somehow
more fundamental than preparation and measurement contextuality?
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In this relatively short chapter, which does not fit within the contexts of chapters 1 and
2, we shall investigate a possible research avenue given the results of chapters 1 and 2.
Chapters 1 and 2 investigate transformation contextuality and negativity within subtheo-
ries of the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory. However, one may ask: are there more general
results on transformation contextuality for larger subtheories and quantum theory? And
how does this relate to negativity, given the previously established relationship between
contextuality and negativity?
Here I will present a proof that any finite QPR cannot represent all unitaries positively.
Comparatively it is relatively straight-forward to construct a QPR where either all states
or all measurements are positively represented. The proof rests on an assumption that the
identity channel is represented by the identity map in a QPR. While this assumption is
physically plausible, it could be dropped with a more thorough investigation.
The work presented here is from my own research, but I have been in communication
with Hammam Qassim regarding the details of the proofs and possible routes forward.
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3.2 Introduction
The relationship between negativity and contextuality within the quasi-probability repre-
sentation formalism and the ontological models formalism has long been established [78, 28].
With the requirement of a negative representation of quantum theory being equivalent to
the requirement of a contextual ontological model of quantum theory. There has been some
discussion with my colleagues whether this statement extends to subtheories of quantum
theory, which I believe it does, but warrants further investigation.
The equivalence between negativity and contextuality has proven to be a powerful tool
in the foundationalist tool box [78, 28, 84, 82, 39, 25, 71], and has lead to some remarkable
insights. Especially when this equivalence is presented in the context of quantum compu-
tation, as it is in [82, 39, 25, 71]. However, the results presented in chapters 1 and 2 show
us that there had been a missing component in research into negativity and contextual-
ity. Namely, the role of transformations, which had often been relegated to asides. These
results posed a more general question to me: How are transformations in full quantum
theory represented? Can we represent all unitaries positively?
As we shall see in the following sections, we will see that this is not possible. All
quasi-probability representations that represent the identity transformation by the identity
matrix must represent almost-all unitaries negatively. The assumption that the identity
transformation is represented by the identity matrix is physically well justified. However,
following the results I present a possible route for removing this assumption, which would
allow us to prove the main result for all quasi-probability representations.
3.3 Definitions
Here we follow the treatment of quasi-probability representations (QPR) given in Ref. [78].
Additionally, for the current proof we restrict ourselves to QPRs defined over a finite
measurable space |Λ| = dr, where the subscript is used to distinguish this dimension from
the dimension of the Hilbert space, |H| = d, the QPR is a representation of.
For every density operator ρ ∈ D(H) we associate it to a real-valued function µρ
defined over Λ. Mathematically µρ : Λ→ R such that µρ is normalized,
∑
λ µρ(λ) = 1, and
therefore we refer to them as a quasi-probability distribution. Every CPTP map Φ ∈ L(H)
is associated to a quasi-stochastic map ΓΦ, such that if Φ(ρ) = ρ
′ we have ΓΦµρ = µρ′ . The
map is called quasi-stochastic if it satisfies
∑
λ′ ΓΦ(λ
′, λ) = 1. A POVM, {Ek}, in a QPR
is represented by a set of real-valued functions {ξEk}, where each function is associated
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to each element, Ek, of the POVM. All these functions satisfy a normalization constraint∑
k ξEk(λ) = 1.







Further we note, the set of possible QPRs is a strict subset of the set of super-operator
representations, wherein normalization conditions have been imposed on the super-operator
representation.
We say a QPR gives a non-negative representation of states, if for all ρ ∈ D(H) we have
µρ ≥ 0. Similarly we say a QPR gives a non-negative representation of measurements, if
for all POVMs {Ek} and all k we have ξEk ≥ 0. As per the proof in Ref [78], a non-negative
representation of states and measurements is impossible. However we can easily construct
QPRs where either states or measurements are positively represented. In the following we
will see that this is not the case for unitaries; all finite QPRs must represent almost all
unitaries negatively.
Finally, we note that in a QPR, channel composition can be represented by the com-
bined channel representation. So if we apply two transformations on a quantum system
Φ2(Φ1(ρ)) = Φ3(ρ)
1 then we can represent this sequence of transformations in a QPR by



































which is just the familiar matrix multiplication equation and so ΓΦ3 = ΓΦ2ΓΦ1 .
1Note: the reverse direction is not always possible, not all quantum channels can be decomposed into
a sequence of other channels. For example the amplitude damping channel.
2Assuming that the set of µρ form a basis for the set of functions over Λ.
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3.4 Finite Quasi-Probability Representations and
the Representation of Unitary Transformations
Without loss of generality we assume the identity transformation is positively represented,
i.e. ΓI ≥ 0. Further we utilize the following proposition;
Proposition 3.4.1 In any finite quasi-probability representation, which represents the iden-
tity transformation positively, the identity transformation is represented by the identity
map;
ΓI = Idr
This proposition makes intuitive sense, i.e. the identity map can be thought of “do
nothing map” and so should be represented by a trivial map. Further, if this is not the case
then the QPR is tracking extraneous information that is not relevant for reproducing the
desired statistics. In the next section we investigate proposition 3.4.1 and give an argument
for imposing it. However, a conclusive proof of proposition 3.4.1 would be desirable or at
least a weaker lemma that can still be used to prove the main theorem.
Armed with proposition 3.4.1 we can now prove the main theorem.
Theorem 3.4.2 Any finite quasi-probability representation, which represents the identity
map positively and satisfies proposition 3.4.1, cannot be non-negative for all transfor-
mations.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that ΓU ≥ 0, ∀U ∈ U(d). By the properties of a QPR we
have;
ΓUΓU† = ΓId = Idr .
This implies that ΓU† = Γ
−1
U .
By assumption both ΓU and ΓU† are positively represented and therefore are represented
by stochastic matrices. The only invertible stochastic matrices are permutation matrices
this implies ΓU and ΓU† are permutation matrices. Given that in all, there are |Sdr | = dr!
permutation matrices, where Sdr is the set of all dr × dr permutation matrices, it is clear
that |Sdr | < |U(d)| for all finite dr and d. Therefore only finitely many unitaries can be
positively represented, implying any QPR cannot be non-negative for transformations. 
Theorem 3.4.2 allows us to immediately prove two corollaries:
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Corollary 3.4.3 Any finite QPR, defined over Rdr , can only represent at most dr! uni-
taries positively.
Proof. The size of the set of permutation matrices is dr!. 
Corollary 3.4.4 In any quasi-probability representation, defined over Rdr , almost all
unitaries are negatively represented.
Proof. As |Sdr | is finite for all finite dr and |U(d)| is infinite for all finite d the set of
positively represented unitaries is a measure-zero set of U(d). 
3.5 Representing the Identity Transformation in
QPRs
Proposition 3.4.1 can be physically justified as follows. If we perform no transformation
on a physical system we expect its state to remain static, including its ontological states.
Therefore the map should be represented by a “do nothing” map, in a QPR which aims
to reproduce the dynamics of an ontological model. However, there may be the possibility
of some kind of steady-state dynamics, which would be captured by the identity transfor-
mation. There is some ambiguity here though as steady-state dynamics are often consider
to take place over some time scale, which means by subdividing the process many identity
maps could be constructed. Hence this raises the question which map is “the” identity
map, with the best contender again being the instantaneous ‘do nothing’ map.
However, the QPR formalism makes no assumption about the form of the identity map,
but does imply some very stringent constraints on its representation. The first thing to
note is that eq. (3.2) implies the identity transformation is idempotent and therefore a
projector;
ΓIΓI = ΓI (3.3)
Secondly, all quasi-probability distributions in the QPR, µρ, lie in the +1 eigenspace of the
identity map as;
ΓIµρ = µρ, ∀ρ. (3.4)
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Thirdly, the identity transformation is the identity element for the set of transformations
represented by the QPR, via eq. (3.2);
ΓIΓΦ = ΓΦΓI = ΓΦ, ∀Φ (3.5)
Fourthly, all response functions ξEk also lie in the +1 eigenspace of the identity map;
ξEkΓI = ξEk , ∀Ek. (3.6)
Lastly, as we are interested in positivity we can assume the identity transformation is
positively represented;
ΓI ≥ 0. (3.7)
What do eqs. (3.3) to (3.7) tell us about the representation of the identity? That there
is a subspace of the representation that is “unused” by the QPR, as all physically relevant
quantities are contained in the +1 eigenspace of the identity transformation. Therefore
once we project out this junk subspace we are left with a representation of the identity that
is the identity matrix. However, this process necessarily redefines the QPR and therefore
cannot be seen as constituting a proof of negativity for the larger QPR, yet.
There may be a way of extending theorem 3.4.2 to representations defined over a larger
space, which can be mapped to the smaller representation. i.e, if we let a QPR, Q1,that
satisfies proposition 3.4.1 be defined over RdI and consider another QPR, Q2, defined over
Rdr , satisfying eqs. (3.3) to (3.7), such that the subspace defined by the projector ΓI is of
dimension dr − dI . Then can we show that the necessity of a negative representation of
unitaries in Q1 implies a negative representation in Q2?
3.6 Discussion
By theorem 3.4.2 we can see that a QPR that satisfies proposition 3.4.1 cannot have a non-
negative representation for all unitaries. This is in stark contrast to the case of states and
measurements, which individually do admit non-negative QPRs. This raises the question,
what is it about the structure of transformation in quantum theory that distinguish them
from states and measurement?
Additionally, can the bound on the number of positively represented unitaries given
by corollary 3.4.3 be tightened? There is some evidence to suggest that a tighter bound
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does indeed exist. If we consider the single-qubit toy-model proposed by Spekkens [77],
which satisfies proposition 3.4.1, only 12 unitaries are positively represented. Compared to
the potential of 24 = 4! being positively represented, with the final 12 permutation matrices
being assigned to anti-unitary operations. Similarly, the n-qudit Wigner function3, defined
over a space of size dn, does not represent dn! unitaries positively.
Finally, there is some potential for additional insights over the previously know negativ-
ity⇔ contextuality results [78, 28], where previous results focused on the prepare-measure
operational setting. If indeed it can be shown that no non-negative quasi-probability rep-
resentation of unitaries can be achieved for the n-qubit Clifford group, then this would
imply that negativity is necessary for universal quantum computation. Sadly the same








Using the Wigner Function to
Represent the n-Qubit Stabilizer
Subtheory
4.1 Chapter Preamble
In this chapter I shall present a project that led into the papers covered in chapters 5
and 6. Joel J Wallman gave Hammam Qassim and I a project to investigate whether the
n-qubit stabilizer formalism could be reproduced by a frame-switching Wigner function.
This frame-switching model was intended to be an extension of the 8-state Wigner function
and to parallel the n-qudit Wigner function, which gives an efficiently simulable classical
weak simulation for qudits of odd-prime dimension.
The outcome of the project was that a frame-switching Wigner function was unable to
represent stabilizer measurement update positively. This then lead to me stripping away
the Wigner function machinery to eventually construct the ψ-epistemic model presented in
chapter 5, and revealing the result presented in chapter 6. Hence, this chapter is designed to
serve as in-depth introduction to the results in chapters 5 and 6, covering the background
material more thoroughly. It is also my hope that this chapter will serve as a bridge
between the recent result by R. Raussendorf et al. [69], a quasi-probability representation
of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism, and the ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer
formalism presented in chapter 5.
The results presented in this chapter are exclusively from my own research efforts, with
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H. Qassim’s efforts focusing on the simulation aspect of the project. However, we were both
in regular contact about how our various directions were progressing, and so I consider this
joint work with him.
4.2 Introduction
In this chapter, we will investigate the failure of a research project that led to the results
presented in chapters 5 and 6. Namely, research into whether a frame-switching Wigner
could be used as a basis for simulating the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory, and provide a
construction for a ψ-epistemic model of the subtheory. As chapters 5 and 6 are repro-
ductions of their respective papers, they are relatively light on explaining the background
theory. Therefore, this chapter has been designed as a more detailed review of the necessary
theoretical background, and compliment the material covered in the later chapters.
The n-qubit stabilizer subtheory forms the basis for many applications in quantum
information research [31, 32]. However, at the time this project was started, there was
no known classical model1 of the subtheory, despite it admitting an efficient classical sim-
ulation. This was in stark contrast to the n-qudit stabilizer subtheory for odd prime
d, which admits not only a classical phase-space representation but this representation
is also non-contextual in all regards [82, 83, 39]. Therefore it was an open problem as
to how this disconnect between the qubit and qudit stabilizer subtheories could be re-
solved. Especially considering that state-independent proofs of traditional contextuality
could be constructed purely within the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory, for example Mermin-
Peres square [55, 63, 56] and GHZ style proofs of contextuality [33]. Comparatively, no
such proofs can be constructed for qudits of odd prime dimension, by the existence of a
non-contextual ontological model.
With scalable quantum computation moving from the realm of theory to experiment,
understanding the source of a quantum computer’s power compared a classical counterpart
has become even more relevant. It had been the hope within the foundations community
that this quantum speed-up could be attributed to previously defined notions of non-
classicality, such as contextuality and non-locality [7, 43, 55, 63, 56, 75]. Indeed, there are
significant results showing the necessity, and sometimes sufficiency, of these principles for
a variety quantum information tasks [4, 70, 82, 68, 83, 9, 61, 3, 21].
However, no known definition of non-classicality has been able to identify the resource
behind quantum computation, with contextuality arguably the closest. Hence, one of aims
1Where by “classical” models I essentially mean models that are not ψ-ontic.
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of this project was to categorize the contextuality within the n-qubit stabilizer formalism,
to allow us to refine the definition of contextuality such that it could be identified as the
crucial component of a quantum computer. Ironically, the work stemming from the project
presented in this chapter has actually suggested that another, more contentious, definition
of non-classicality, ψ-onticity, may be the resource behind quantum computation2.
Recently R. Raussendorf et al. [69] presented a quasi-probability representation that
can represent the n-qubit stabilizer formalism. Their approach is very similar to the frame-
switching Wigner function work presented here, with both being based on quasi-probability
representations with overcomplete frames. However, their construction, to avoid the results
of chapter 6, is remarkably similar to the ψ-epistemic model presented in this thesis. It
is my conjecture that the ψ-epistemic model and overcomplete-frame representation from
Raussendorf et al. are actually equivalent up to some relaxation3. Hence, this chapter is
intended as both an introduction to the work in chapters 5 and 6, and as a reference point
for any work that may link the ψ-epistemic model in chapter 5 to the over-complete frame
representation presented by Raussendorf et al. I have presented my thoughts on how this
connection manifests in the final section of this chapter.
The chapter is structured as follows; To begin, I provide an in-depth review of the
theoretical machinery of n-qubit stabilizer formalism, covering all operationally relevant
elements of the theory: states, transformations, measurement outcomes, and measurement
updates. However, in the interest of space and your time I have omitted discussing the
error-correction and quantum information tasks based on the formalism, but for the inter-
ested reader I suggest Daniel Gottesman’s in depth book on the subject [32]. I then present
the binary-symplectic representation of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism as it ubiquitously
used within the literature, and provides a computational method to represent the stabi-
lizer formalism4. From this, I briefly cover the celebrated Gottesman-Knill theorem, as it
provides much of the motivation behind the project. From this we will move on to quasi-
probability representations and frames, of which the Wigner function is an example. A
detailed review of the frame formalism of quasi-probability representations is given, which
is used extensively by the frame-switching Wigner function. This then naturally leads us
to defining the original discrete Wigner function.
With the background material introduced we will then move onto the results of the
project. Firstly, I will define the frame-switching Wigner function, and motivate why we
might be interested in such a construction. We will also verify that the construction forms a
2See chapter 6 for more details.
3Once the model’s ontology is reduced as detailed in the appendix of chapter 6 and the over-complete
frame is restricted to a particular set of phase-point operators.
4Which is used in the 2-qubit mathematica code accompanying chapter 5, attached in the appendix
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valid quasi-probability representation. Secondly, I provide a set of positivity theorems and
one crucial negativity theorem. Theorem 4.4.3 gives us an iff condition defining which sta-
bilizer states are positively represented by a given Wigner function. Theorem 4.4.5 proves
that Clifford transformations have positively represented transition matrices, if they are
composed with a frame switching operation. Theorem 4.4.6 then tells us that all stabilizer
measurement projectors are positively represented in any frame. Lastly, theorem 4.4.8
proves that for any given frame there always exists a negatively represented measurement
update map, for some choice of stabilizer measurement. Finally, I derive the representation
of the β-function in the binary-symplectic representation, and provide a qualitative link
between my work and the work of Raussendorf et al.
4.3 Preliminaries
4.3.1 The n-Qubit Stabilizer Subtheory
The n-qubit stabilizer formalism can be constructed from the n-qubit Pauli group;






Pi|Pi ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} , p ∈ Z4
}
Where I is the identity operator and X, Y and Z are the single-qubit Pauli oper-
ators.






















For the purposes of this chapter it will prove easier to define the n-qubit stabilizer
formalism via the projective Pauli group;
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Definition 4.3.2 The n-qubit projective Pauli group, P̃n, is constructed via modding
out the global phases in the n-qubit Pauli group, Pn;
P̃n = {⊗ni=1Pi |Pi ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}} = Pn\U(1) (4.1)
Stabilizer States
To define a stabilizer state we first need to define the notion of a stabilizer operator. A
stabilizer operator, S, is an operator that leaves a state, |ψ〉, invariant when it is applied to
a system, i.e., S |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 and therefore |ψ〉 is in the +1 eigenspace of S. The motivation
for working with the projective Pauli group rather than the full Pauli group is that the
full Pauli group contains operators that stabilize no state5. Therefore we select the set of
operators from the Pauli group which stabilize quantum states. This turns out to be all
elements of the projective Pauli group with a ±1 phase, where we cut −I as it stabilizes
no state.
Definition 4.3.3 The set of n-qubit stabilizer operators, Sn, is all projective Pauli
elements with a ±1 phase, minus −I;
Sn =
{
±P |P ∈ P̃n
}
\ − I ∼= (Z2 × P̃n)\ − I.
To define the set of pure stabilizer states we note that all the projective Pauli operators
are rank-2 and therefore have eigenspaces with dimension 2n−1. Therefore a single pure
stabilizer state can be in the +1 eigenspaces of many stabilizer operators, and furthermore
the set of stabilizer operators of which it is a +1 eigenvector uniquely identifies a pure
stabilizer state.
Let us denote the set of stabilizer operators that stabilizes some state |ψ〉 by;
S(ψ) = {S|S |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ; S ∈ Sn} . (4.2)
Firstly we can see that all elements of S(ψ) must mutually commute as follows. Given any
5For example, the Pauli operator iX satisfies (iX)2 = −I and therefore stabilizes no state. To see this
assume iX stabilizes an arbitrary state |ψ〉, we then have |ψ〉 = iX |ψ〉 = iXiX |ψ〉 = − |ψ〉 and thus reach
a contradiction.
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S1, S2 ∈ S(ψ) we have:
|ψ〉 = S1 |ψ〉 = S1S2 |ψ〉 ,
|ψ〉 = S2 |ψ〉 = S2S1 |ψ〉 ,
and ss Pauli operators either commute or anti-commute, S1 and S2 must commute. Sec-
ondly, it is straight forward to see that if S1 ∈ S(ψ) and S2 ∈ S(ψ) then (S1S2) must also
stabilize |ψ〉 and therefore (S1S2) ∈ S(ψ). Thirdly, as I stabilizes all states, I ∈ S(ψ), ∀ψ ∈
H. Finally all stabilizer operators satisfy S2 = I and therefore S are self-adjoint operators,
i.e., S = S−1 since they are also unitary. Putting all these inferences together we can see
that S(ψ) is an Abelian group6. Furthermore the stabilizer groups of pure stabilizer states
are the largest Abelian subgroups of the Pauli group and are specified by n generators [32],
i.e., |S(ψ)| = 2n. We refer to the stabilizer groups of pure stabilizer states as maximal




(2n−k + 1) = 2(.5+o(1))n
2
.
Throughout this part, chapter, and indeed thesis, I will employ a variety of methods
to represent stabilizer groups, and more generally sets of Pauli operators. Here we will
introduce a few key methods. The first, and most straight-forward, is to simply treat the
stabilizer groups as a set, i.e.;
S(ψ) = {S|S |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 , S ∈ Sn} . (4.3)
The second, more explicit, method is to express the group elements in terms of elements






where I have omitted the usual conditions for simplicity. This representation is far more
useful when we are looking at how stabilizer groups update after a measurement, which
will be covered below. The final method is to refer directly to a choice of generators of the
group:
S(ψ) = 〈G1, G2, ..., Gn〉 . (4.5)
6Where associativity is inherited from the fact that stabilizer operators are linear operators on H.
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Again this representation is useful for understanding how stabilizer groups update through
measurement.
We can also reverse the direction of representation and use stabilizer groups and gen-














projects on to the +1 eigenspace of Gi. The stabilizer groups can also give us
information on the inner-product between two stabilizer states, the most important for us
is the condition for two stabilizer states to be orthogonal;
Theorem 4.3.1 Two pure stabilizer states, ψ and φ, are orthogonal, i.e. 〈ψ|φ〉 = 0, iff
∃P ∈ S(ψ) such that −P ∈ S(φ).




∣∣P ∣∣φ〉 = −〈ψ|φ〉 ,
⇒ 〈ψ|φ〉 = 0.
For the second direction assume |〈ψ|φ〉|2 = 0: Define the ψ and φ’s stabilizer groups as;
S(ψ) = {(−1)psPs| (−1)psPs |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ;Ps ∈ P̃n, ps ∈ {0, 1}},
S(φ) = {(−1)ptPt| (−1)ptPt |φ〉 = |φ〉 ;Pt ∈ P̃n, pt ∈ {0, 1}}.
We can express the inner product as;




























So for the sum in eq. (4.7) to equal zero it must be the case that the vector v =
(..., ps + pt, ...)s=t is balanced (i.e. it has equal 0’s and 1’s). For this to be the case there
must exists a s = t such that ps 6= pt, i.e. ps = pt + 1 mod 2. Therefore, 〈ψ|φ〉 = 0 ⇒ ∃P ∈
S(ψ) and −P ∈ S(φ). 
Further, eq. (4.7) also allows us to work out the overlap between two stabilizer states;
Corollary 4.3.2 Two non-orthogonal pure stabilizer states |ψ〉 and |φ〉 have overlap;
|〈ψ|φ〉|2 = 2−(n−s), (4.8)
where 2s is the size of the largest mutual subgroup of S(ψ) and S(φ), i.e. M =
S(ψ) ∩ S(φ) and |M | = 2s.
Proof. As |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are non-orthogonal by assumption this implies that ps = pt, ∀s, t ∈
S(ψ)∩S(φ) in eq. (4.7). Therefore the sum counts the number of elements shared between
S(ψ) and S(φ), which is given by the largest mutual subgroup, which we define to have
size 2s, i.e. this subgroup is specified by s generators. 
Lastly, for mixed stabilizer states there are two classes of mixed states we might con-
sider. The first are simple probabilistic mixtures of pure stabilizer states;
S(D(H2n)) =
ρ | ρ = ∑
{|ψi〉}
piρψi ; 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1,
∑
i
pi = 1,∃ {|ψi〉} ⊂ S(H2n)
 ,
where S(H2n) is the set of pure stabilizer states, and D(H2n) the set of density operators
associated with H2n . It is clear the set of states S(D(H2n)) is infinite for any n. The
second set of mixed stabilizer states are what I call sub-normalized stabilizer states, that








; k < n
}
,
where {Gi} is a set of independent generators. As SN (D(H2n) is finite, due to Sn being
finite, we know it is therefore a measure-zero set of S(D(H2n)). It is in fact this set of
density operators that forms the basis for all error-correcting codes, as these operators
represent the code-space of the code.
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Clifford Operations
For stabilizer circuits, composed of input stabilizer states and transformations on them,
we require that any transformation in the circuit only maps stabilizer states to other
stabilizer states. Similarly with measurements we require that the post-measurement state
is a stabilizer state. The set of such transformations is the Clifford group and the possible
measurements are the Pauli observables.
Considering we can express a stabilizer state in terms of its stabilizer group, we want
transformations in stabilizer circuits to map stabilizer operators to stabilizer operators. In
group theory the set of such operations is known as the normalizer of the group. This
allows us to define the stabilizer operations as follows;
Definition 4.3.4 The set of n-qubit stabilizer transformations is the Clifford group,
which is defined as the normalizer of the Pauli group;
Cl2n :=
{
U |UPU † = P ′,∀P ∈ Sn; P ′ ∈ Sn, U ∈ U(H2n)
}
,
where U(H2n) is the set of unitary operations on H2n, and Sn is the set of stabilizer
operators.
Further, any stabilizer state can be constructed from the computational all-zero state,
|0〉⊗n, by the application of an appropriate Clifford, i.e.
∀ |ψ〉 ∈ S(H2n), ∃C ∈ CL2n such that C |0〉⊗n = |ψ〉 .
Indeed for a given stabilizer state there are many Clifford operations that map the all-zero
state to a given stabilizer state.
In most error correction schemes the set of Clifford operations that are used to generate
the full Clifford group are the single qubit Hadamard gate, Hi, the single qubit Phase gate,
Si, and either the two-qubit CNOT gate, CNOTij, or the controlled-Z gate, CZij, i.e.
Cl2n = 〈Hi, Si, CNOTij〉i,j = 〈Hi, Si, CZi,j〉i,j, (4.9)
where the indices i and j indicate which qubit the operation is acting on. For the CNOT
and CZ gates i is the control qubit and j the target qubit. In the computational basis
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1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 , CZ =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 .
It should be noted that all single qubit Paulis can be generated by the Hadamard and
Phase gates, as S2 = Z, HZH = X, and SXS† = Y . While the CNOT gate is the
canonical standard entangling gate used in the stabilizer formalism, the controlled-Z gate
has the nice property of being symmetric on the target and control qubits, and therefore
is slightly easier to work with. Interestingly, the addition of any non-Clifford gate to the
Clifford group promotes the Clifford group to quantum computational universality [57, 58].
In the context of this project it is useful to note that this definition implies that the
Clifford group is uniquely determined by its action on the projective Pauli group. Further,
a Clifford operation’s action on the Pauli group can be described in terms of its action on
a generating set of the Pauli group, and as the Clifford group represents an automorphism
on the Pauli group it maps generating sets to generating sets. For use later, let us define
the notation for the action of a Clifford operation on a generic projective Pauli operator
as follows;
Definition 4.3.5 The action of a Clifford operation, C, on a projective Pauli operator,
Pi ∈ P̃n, is given by;
CPiC
† = (−1)φC(j)Pj
Where φC(j) ∈ Z2, j = C(i) and Pj ∈ P̃n .
The reason why we index the phase by j rather than i is to simplify the mathematics
when dealing with phase-point operators.
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Stabilizer Measurements
The allowed measurements in stabilizer circuits are the stabilizer observables, which can be
considered to be the Projective Pauli group elements with some additional classical post-
processing. For this reason, I focus mainly on representing measurements of the projective
Pauli observables;
Definition 4.3.6 The set of allowed measurements in an n-qubit stabilizer circuit are
the Projective Pauli observables P̃n with classical post-processing bit flips;
MSTAB ∼= Z2 × P̃n. (4.10)
As the Projective Pauli observables are binary outcome measurements, with±1 eigenvalues,
we can write the projector onto the (−1)k, k ∈ {0, 1} eigenspace of a projective Pauli





This expression is derived from the identities P = Π+1,P − Π−1,P and I = Π+1,P + Π−1,P .
The operational statistics of the stabilizer formalism can easily be expressed by look-
ing at the expectation values of a projective Pauli observable, given an input stabilizer
state;
Lemma 4.3.3 Given an input stabilizer state |ψ〉 ∈ S(H2n), with stabilizer group S(ψ),




1 : M ∈ S(ψ) (C1),
0 : ±M /∈ S(ψ) (C2),















where we have used the identity Tr(PiPj) = 2
nδi,j, ∀Pi, Pj ∈ P̃n, and lower case p indicates
the phase on the stabilizer element P . Therefore if ±M ∈ S(ψ) we have 〈M〉ψ = ±1, and
0 otherwise. 
Given that the stabilizer measurements are binary outcome and have eigenvalues of
±1 we simply state the outcome statistics of a stabilizer circuit by referring to stabilizer
groups: If M is in the pre-measurement stabilizer group then the outcome is given by
the phase on the corresponding stabilizer element, and otherwise the outcome is uniformly
random.
Stabilizer Measurement Update
Stabilizer measurement update rules can be derived via considering how a stabilizer state
updates after the measurement of a Pauli observable. We can directly derive how a sta-
bilizer group updates under measurement using the von Neumann-Lüder’s update rule. If
we measure some pure stabilizer state ρψ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| with measurement M ∈ P̃n and ob-
















S + (−1)kMS. (4.12)
One of the very nice features of the Pauli group is the fact that given any Abelian subgroup
of the Pauli group, G ⊂ Pn, any Pauli operator commutes with exactly half of the elements
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of G, and this subset forms another Abelian subgroup of Pn, or every element of G.
Therefore the final line in eq. (4.12) can be thought of as follows;
If M was an element of the pre-measurement stabilizer group then stabilizer state will
stay the same, as will it’s stabilizer group. To see this, consider that the sum is over all
elements of the group and that both terms in the sum generate all elements of the group.
So the sum can be collapsed to a sum over the group elements7. If M was not an element
of the pre-measurement group then the sum will be over half the elements of the pre-
measurement group that did commute with M , including the identity. Therefore we can
see that the first term S is a sum over elements common to the pre and post measurement
groups and the second term (−1)kMS identifies the new elements of the post-measurement
stabilizer group. I.e. We remove elements of the group that do not commute with M , then
add to the group M and compositions of M with the elements that do commute with M .












b| [b,m]=0 , (4.13)
where we have used the definition PaPb = (−1)β(a,b)Pa+b| [a.b] = 0, and an arbitrary index
over elements of the Pauli group. One such index, the Binary-symplectic representation,
will be explored in the next section.
There is one last way we can express the stabilizer measurement update rules, by refer-
ring to generators of the stabilizer groups. Suppose we have a pre-measurement stabilizer
group given by;
S(ψ) = 〈G1, G2, . . . , Gn〉 . (4.14)
If we measure M with outcome k, we can update this set of generators to a new set
of generators that generate the post-measurement stabilizer group in the following way;
Check through all Gi to find the first Gi that doesn’t commute with M , remove this Gi from
the set of generators and then add (−1)kM in it’s place, letting this Gi = H. Continue
to find the set of Gi that do not commute with M . For every instance of Gi that does
not commute with M , replace Gi with GiH, which is guaranteed to commute with M as
[GiH,M ] = GiHM −MGiH = GiHM −GiHM = 0. Furthermore, these new generators
will also be independent of any other generator left in the generating set.
7Noting that by lemma 4.3.3 the outcome of M is equal to it’s phase if it is in the group.
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We can further abstract the above update rules. Given any stabilizer group S(ψ) and
any Projective Pauli operator M ∈ P̃n we can always express the group as;
S(ψ) = 〈G1, G2, . . . , Gn−1, h〉 , (4.15)
such that [Gi,M ] = 0, ∀Gi and ±M /∈ 〈G1, G2, . . . , Gn−1〉, and either we have h = (−1)kM
or [h,M ] 6= 0. Under this representation, updating the generators after a measurement of




G1, G2, . . . , Gn−1, (−1)kM
〉
. (4.16)
This way of thinking about stabilizer groups and updating stabilizer groups after measure-
ment is relevant for the work presented in both chapters 5 and 6. However is less relevant
for the material presented in this chapter.
4.3.2 The Binary-symplectic Representation
Throughout the this chapter and the next two I will often refer to arbitrary indices over
elements of the Projective Pauli group. This abstraction, while mathematically useful, does
not lend itself well to computational investigations. For the purposes of such computations
the binary-symplectic representation provides an expression of the stabilizer formalism that
is easily implementable in computer software. In this section I will give a brief overview
of the representation and in a following section derive an expression for the β-function in
the binary-symplectic representation.
The binary-symplectic representation uses the group properties of the stabilizer theory
to reduce the representation of stabilizer elements from quantum operators to binary vec-
tors. This allows certain properties of the stabilizer formalism to be calculated without
referring to the operator framework8.
Any n-qubit stabilizer operator can be represented as a 2n + 1 binary vector, where
the 2n bits represents which members of a generating set for the Pauli group generates
the given stabilizer operator, and the final bit determines the ±1 phase of the stabilizer
operator. So suppose we have some generating set, G = {Gi}i=1,..,2n, for the Pauli group;
〈Gi〉i=1,..,2n = Pn.
8One major exception to this is calculating the statistics of circuits which contain non-stabilizer ele-
ments.
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Ggii , ∀S ∈ Sn | s, gi ∈ Z2, (4.17)
where we note that the product is necessarily ordered as the Gi do not mutually commute.
From this we can represent any stabilizer operator as a binary vector;
B(S) = (g1, g2, ..., g2n|s).
In standard quantum information literature it is common practice to take the generating
set to be the single-qubit X and Z operators, so;
GBS = {Xi}i=1,..,n ∪ {Zi}i=1,...,n , (4.18)
where Xi = Ij 6=i ⊗ X and Zi = Ij 6=i ⊗ Z are used to suppress tensor notation. With this
generating set the binary vector representing a stabilizer operator can be broken into an
X vector and a Z vector;
B(S) = (sx1 , sx2 , ..., sxn|sz1 , sz2 , ..., szn|s) = (~sx|~sz|s).
From this we can reconstruct the stabilizer operator via;




which is the analogue of eq. (4.17).
From this we can uniquely characterize any stabilizer Pauli operator by 2n binary num-
bers with an additional binary number to denote the phase associated with the operator, as
per definition 4.3.3. This then forms a group representation of the projective Pauli group,
where multiplication of operators is replaced with addition of binary vectors. This allows
us to define the binary-symplectic representation of the stabilizer operators as;
Definition 4.3.7 The binary-symplectic representation is a map, B, from the stabilizer
Pauli operators, Sn, to a binary-symplectic vector space;
B : Sn 7→ Z2n2 × Z2.
We can represent any stabilizer operator, S, by;
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B(S) = (a, s) , ∀S ∈ Sn,
where a = (ax, az) ∈ Z2n2 is the vector representing the projective Pauli operator and
s ∈ Z2 represents the phase associated with it, as per eq. (4.18) and definition 4.3.3.
The binary-symplectic representation in the context of this thesis allows us to index
any projective Pauli operators as Pa, where a ∈ Z2n2 . This binary-symplectic representation
can then be extended to characterize stabilizer groups with n binary-symplectic vectors
representing the generators of the stabilizer groups.
The commutation relations between two Pauli operators, e.g. Pa and Pb, can be calcu-




(ax.bz + az.bz) mod 2,




Finally it should be noted that special care must be taken in calculating the phase bit,
s, when composing Pauli operators as it is not a straight forward addition, but rather some
polynomial function, for more details see section 4.5.
The Gottesman-Knill Theorem
While the Gottesman-Knill Theorem [31], and corresponding improvement by Aaronson
and Gottesman [2], are not directly relevant to the work presented here. It does form a key
motivation for why we are interested in representing the n-qubit stabilizer formalism with
a ψ-epistemic model, because due to these theorems we know that the n-qubit stabilizer
formalism represents a subtheory of quantum theory that admits an efficient classical
simulation. Therefore, we would expect it to admit a classical model, i.e. one that is
not ψ-ontic.
The theorem states that there is a classical simulation algorithm that can simulate
any n-qubit stabilizer circuit in polynomial time, O(n3) for the original theorem [31] and
O(n2) for the improved simulation [2]. To achieve these run-times the theorems use a very
particular kind of stabilizer circuit, namely; An input state that is the computational all-
zero state |0〉⊗n. Clifford gates and Pauli gates from {I, Xi, Yi, Zi, Hi, Si, CNOTi,j}. And
intermediate computational basis measurements, i.e. the Z basis. This particular set of
circuits is equivalent to the full set of Clifford circuits in the stabilizer formalism.
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The key thing to extract from the Gottesman-Knill Theorem, for the purposes of this
thesis, is the use of stabilizer tableaus. To represent a stabilizer group of some stabilizer
state ψ we use a binary tableau, Tψ,G, representing a particular choice of generators for the














Operations in the simulation algorithm are then performed on this tableau. Note, the
improved simulation algorithm adds n extra rows representing a generating set for the full
Pauli group, termed destabilizer generators, allowing for the improvement in simulation
runtime.
However, the computational model of the stabilizer formalism given by these tableaus
constitutes a ψ-ontic model of the stabilizer formalism, where ψ-onticity is often regarded
as a non-classical property. We can see this by looking at the ontological elements as defined
by the Gottesman-Knill theorem. The ontology of the Gottesman-Knill algorithm is the
set of all tableaus Λ = {Tψ,G}. Epistemic states are then delta-functions over a particular
tableau, making the model ψ-ontic. However there is already a glaring issue with this, there
are as many tableaus representing a state as there are choices of generators for that state’s
stabilizer group. This makes makes the model highly preparation contextual, as even pure
states are contextually represented. Therefore this begs the question: Is there a more
natural ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism? This question motivated the
work presented in this chapter, and lead to the ψ-epistemic model presented in chapter 5,
and as a consequence the results in chapter 6.
4.3.3 Quasi-Probability Representations and Frames
In this chapter we will be focused on the n-qubit discrete Wigner function, which is an
example of a quasi-probability representation (QPR) of quantum theory. However unlike
previous definitions of the Wigner function in this work we will allow the representation
to switch between different Wigner functions, i.e. switching frames - the frame-switching
Wigner function. To perform this mathematical trickery it will be useful to cover some of
the basic concepts from the formalism of quasi-probability representations.
The most fundamental definition of a quasi-probability representation is that given by
Spekkens [78]. Every quantum density operator ρ on a Hilbert space H is associated with a
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real-valued measure µρ over some measurable space Λ, such that
∫
Λ
µρdλ = 1. Note as this
function is only constrained to be real valued it can be negative. Hence the term quasi -
probability representation, as these negative values are thought of in the same context as
negative probabilities.
Every linear CP map Φ in the space of linear operators on H is associated to a
real-valued measurable function ΓΦ(λ
′, λ) over the measurable space Λ × Λ, such that∫
Λ
ΓΦ(λ
′, λ) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ. Here we have been slightly sloppy as this definition could al-
low for switching between representations, by adjusting the definition of the image of the
map. Indeed, it is possible to define a pure “representation switching” operation, and any
quantum map can be thought of as having been performed before or after the switch of
representation.
Every quantum measurement, POVM, {Ek} on H is associated to a set of real-valued
measurable functions {ξk} over Λ, such that
∑
k ξk(λ) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ. With the trivial
measurement I being represented by the unit function over Λ.
Putting all these definitions together, a quasi-probability representation is a faithful










There are several things to note about this definition of a quasi-probability represen-
tation. Firstly, the notions of generalized non-contextuality are essentially baked into the
definitions. With every quantum operation having a one-to-one correspondence with an
element of the quasi-probability representation. Secondly, the definitions are effectively
the same as the definitions for an ontological model, without the requirement of positiv-
ity and the one-to-one correspondence between operational elements and representations.
Therefore we can see that if we impose positivity on the definitions of a quasi-probability
representation then we automatically get the definitions of a non-contextual ontological
model, and similarly in the reverse direction. Lastly, the definitions of a quasi-probability
representation are actually a subset of the super-operator representations, for example the
Pauli-Louville representation, where we impose normalization on the representation. This
in my eyes casts doubt on whether it is correct to interpret negative values as negative
probabilities. In the definitions of the Wigner function I give an argument proposing these
negative values are better seen as expectation value of outcomes, rather than mystical
negative probabilities.
The above definitions provide a very abstract way of thinking about quasi-probability
representations. A more accessible approach is that given by the frame formalism, where
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more detail can be found in [27]. As before, a frame is defined by referring to some
measurable space Λ, finite or infinite, referred to as a phase-space. However unlike the
abstract definition of a QPR, to each point in the phase-space we associate two Hermitian
operators Fλ and Dλ. The set Fλ, F = {Fλ|Fλ ∈ H(H)}, is called the primal frame, and






given some inner product 〈·, ·〉 ∈ R on the space and the above equation holds for all
A ∈ H(H) we wish to represent in the frame representation. We refer to eq. (4.22) as
the recombination formula. Note, for eq. (4.22) to hold we only require span(F) and
span(D) only include the operators we are trying to represent. Typically it is the case
that span(F) = H(H) and span(D) = H(H), but these conditions are not required. For
example the frames used in the Delfosse et al. rebit Wigner function [25] has frames that
do not satisfy this property, yet are properly defined frame representations. As we will be
working with Wigner functions where the set of phase-point operators do span the space
of Hermitian operators, I will assume that a primal and dual frame pair span the space of
Hermitian operators, unless stated otherwise.






Given that 〈Fλ, ρ〉 ∈ R we define the quasi-probability representation of a state to be
µρ(λ) = 〈Fλ, ρ〉, i.e. a state is represented in the primal frame. Conversely POVMs are
represented in the dual frame, however to reproduce the quantum statistics here we must
use the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. So every POVM element Ek is represented by
the measurable function ξk(λ) = Tr(EkDλ), which we often refer to as response functions.














Further, imposing the normalization constraints of a QPR on the frame representation














λ Fλ = I9. From the requirement that ξI(λ) = 1, ∀λ we have Tr(Dλ) =
1, ∀Dλ ∈ D.
To represent quantum CP maps we again turn to the recombination formula. Given
some channel Φ we denote the output of the channel as ρ′ = Φ(ρ). Assuming both ρ and


















λ′ 〈Fλ′ ,Φ(Dλ)〉Dλ′ using the recombination formula and equating





〈Fλ′ , ρ〉 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉Dλ. (4.24)
Therefore, as the coefficients for each Dλ must be equal we can see that 〈Fλ,Φ(ρ)〉 =∑
λ′ 〈Fλ′ , ρ〉 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉. From this we define ΓΦ(λ, λ′) = 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉 to be the transition
matrix representing Φ in the QPR. We call this transition map quasi-stochastic as it inherits
normalization from the normalization of the primal frame;
∑
λ 〈Fλ,Φ(Dλ′)〉 = 〈I,Φ(Dλ′〉 =
1, ∀Dλ′ ∈ D, or in terms of the QPR language
∑
λ ΓΦ(λ, λ
′) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ.
We can apply a similar technique as we did to the representation of quantum maps
to define how we switch from one frame to another. Suppose we wished to switch our
representation from the primal/dual frame pair F and D to another primal/dual frame
9Or the projector onto the space F spans.
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〈Gλ′ , ρ〉Hλ′ .
Therefore again it must be the case that 〈Gλ′ , ρ〉 =
∑
λ 〈Fλ, ρ〉 〈Gλ′ , Dλ〉. From this we
identify Γ{F ,D}→{G,H}(λ, λ
′) = 〈Gλ′ , Dλ〉 as the transition map between two different repre-
sentations.
As we shall see in the following sections the transition map between two frames can be
negatively represented, but can still used to define stochastic maps between two frames.
As long as we compose the map with a quantum operation and limit the set of input states
and output states. However, this allows in the possibility of transformation contextuality.
In much the same way as the work presented in chapter 2: Wherein the 8-state Wigner
function has negatively represented transition matrices for the single-qubit Clifford gates,
but there still exists a sensible way to define stochastic transition maps for the Clifford
gates, which define the 8-state model10. Finally there is some confusion within our academic
group as to whether the frame formalism is actually equivalent to the definitions of a quasi-
probability representation given by Spekkens. However, investigating this question is not
relevant to the work in this thesis, but does pose an interesting theoretical question.
4.3.4 The Discrete Wigner Function
The Wigner function is a method by which we can represent quantum states while retaining
some notion of a classical phase-space. As mentioned previously Wigner functions are
quasi-probability representations of quantum states. Here our interest lies in the n-qubit
stabilizer formalism, and therefore we will be working with Wigner functions defined on
the Hilbert space H2n .
In the Wigner function representation we use frames that form operator bases for the set
of all Hermitian operators onH, H(Hd). So F = {Aa}, Tr(AaAb) = δa,b, and span({Aa}) =
H(Hd) therefore | {Aa} | = d2. Further, for the Wigner functions we are interested in, these
10Here I have used “8-state Wigner function” and “8-state model” to draw attention to the fact that
these two models are only equivalent if transformations are not included in the operational theory.
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operator bases are self dual, i.e. F = CD, where C is some normalization constant. The
choice of inner product used in the Wigner function is the standard Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product, i.e. 〈A,B〉 = Tr(AB).
As we are interested in the the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory we limit ourselves to Wigner
functions defined over H2n . This leaves us with the question: which set of operators do
we use for {Aa}? Ideally we wish to use operators that give positive representations of
stabilizer states. We’d also like the set of frame operators to generate from an origin frame
operator, much like in classical phase-space representations. A natural choice is to follow
the definitions of the qudit Wigner function, thus we arrive at our first attempt at defining












(−1)[a,b]Pb, Pa ∈ P̃n, (4.26)
where A0 is the origin phase-point operator and the Pa the translation operators. This
definition is the analogue of the widely used qudit Wigner function [29]. However for
qubits11 we require a more general definition if we are to have all stabilizer states positively
represented, under some choice of Wigner function. For the moment let us use the phase-
point operators given by eq. (4.25) to define one example of a discrete Wigner function for
qubits.
The representation of a quantum state in the Wigner function is given by;
µρ(λ) = Wa(ρ) = Tr (Aaρ) . (4.27)
Further as the Wigner function frame is self-dual we also have;
ξa(Ek) = Tr (CAaEk) . (4.28)
Finally, transformations in the Wigner function are represented by;
ΓΦ(a
′, a) = Tr (AaΦ(CAa′)) . (4.29)
However despite this being the canonical definition of a transition map, which crucially is
a linear mapping, this does not mean this definition is well applied or even used in the
11And qudits, although the additional phases turn out to be trivial.
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Tr (Aaρ) Φ(Aa) =
∑
a
Tr (Aaρ) Aφ(a), (4.30)
where φ is taken to be an bijective function on the set of a, i.e. it permutes a in some
manner12. If such a φ can be found, for some set of transformations {Φ}, it is then argued
that this set of transformations can be represented by a corresponding permutation, φ, of
the phase space. However this is not strictly true, in the QPR sense, an example of which
lead to the result presented in chapter 2, where as for the qudit Wigner function it turns
out that eq. (4.29) and eq. (4.30) are equivalent.
For the following work it is useful to see the consequences of this non-equivalence in
representations of transformations. To do so we can use the 8-state Wigner function and


















(c(x),(c(z)), ∀C ∈ Cl2,
where c(x), and c(z) represents the permutation the Clifford acts on the X and Z phase.














I + (−1)zX + (−1)x+z+p+1Y + (−1)xZ
)
= Ap+1(z,x).
Therefore, the Hadamard gate can be represented by the permutation H : (x, z, p) 7→
(z, x, p + 1). However when we look at the representation of the the Hadamard us-
ing eq. (4.29) we find it is negatively represented;
4ΓH =

1 1 −1 1 2 0 0 0
1 −1 1 1 0 0 0 2
−1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0
1 1 1 −1 0 2 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 1 −1 1
0 0 0 2 1 −1 1 1
0 0 2 0 −1 1 1 1
0 2 0 0 1 1 1 −1

.
12Often referred to as covariance.
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Indeed all Clifford gates in the 8-state Wigner function are negatively represented, includ-
ing the identity gate. This mismatch between eq. (4.29) and eq. (4.30) is what allows for the
emergence of transformation contextuality, as eq. (4.29) is a linear map where as eq. (4.30)
is not.
4.4 The Frame-Switching Wigner Function
The n-qubit Wigner Function phase point operators given in the previous section, eq. (4.25)
are not the only choice of phase-point operators we can use to define a n-qubit Wigner func-
tion. Indeed to have any hope of representing the n-qubit stabilizer formalism positively
we must turn to other options. For example, the representations of all Bell states, e.g.
|B00〉 = 1√2(|00〉+ |11〉), using the phase-point operators given in eq. (4.25) are negative.
The way we will achieve this is to define a class of phase-point operators based on what
we term the phase function;
Definition 4.4.1 The phase function, γ, is a mapping from the projective Pauli
operators, P̃n, to Z2;
γ : P̃n 7→ Z2, (4.31)






















Therefore let us define the frame associated to a phase function γ as;










Here I note that the above definition of the origin can be improved. However, it is
not technically necessary for the results present here and complicates the frame switching
procedure. To see this consider that a perfectly acceptable phase function is given by
γ(b) = [c, b], c ∈ B(P̃n). I.e. given this definition of γ we can chose any phase-point
operator from eq. (4.25) as the origin. To avoid this “double counting”13 we can define an
equivalence class of phase functions Cγ =
{
γ′| γ′ = γ + [·, c]; c ∈ B(P̃n)
}
. Unfortunately
defining these equivalence classes does not simplify our problem due to the symmetry of
the classes, which makes any choice of class representative a purely aesthetic one.
Now we must prove that any choice of γ gives a valid Wigner function. To do so we
must check that Fγ satisfies the frame conditions
∑
λ Fλ = I and Tr (Dλ) = 1, where
Hermiticity of the phase-point operators follows naturally from the Hermicitiy of the Pauli

























For the last line we have used the definition that γ(I) = 0, ∀γ and that
∑
a(−1)[a,b] = 4n
if and only if b = B(I) and is equal to zero otherwise, as [·, b] is a balanced vector14.
Next we must check is that Fγ forms a self-dual frame;






a |Pa ∈ P̃n
}
forms a self-dual






Fγ(a)Tr (Fγ(a)A) , ∀A ∈ H(H2n) (4.33)




13More like 4n counting.
14i.e. it has equal number of zeros and ones.
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We can use the projective Pauli operators, e.g. Pi ∈ P̃n, to show that eq. (4.33) is satisfied













































where the sums are taken over the projective Pauli group and C = 1
2n
.
Therefore the frame Fγ is self-dual ∀γ. 
We therefore can identify the dual frame for these Wigner functions as Dγ = 2nFγ.
From this it is easy to see that the phase-point operators satisfy the property Tr (Dλ) =
Tr (Aγa) = 1, ∀a, γ, as we have Tr (P) = 0, ∀P ∈ P̃n\I.
Finally all choices of γ additionally lead to Fγ being an operator basis for H(H2n), i.e
they satisfy Tr (AγaB
γ
b) = δa,b, where A
γ




















(−1)[a+b,c] = δa,b, (4.35)
where we have used the trace-orthonormality of projective Pauli operators, Tr (PaPb) =
2nδa,b, to go from line 1 to 2. The fact that (Fγ,Dγ) forms a basis is unsurprising given that
|Fγ| = 4n, i.e. the number of operators required to define an operator basis for H(H2n).
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4.4.1 Stabilizer State Representations in the Frame-Switching
Wigner Function
With these different classes of Wigner functions established we can now look at how the
frame-switching Wigner function works. The idea will be that we model stabilizer states in
frames where they are positively represented. Then, when an quantum operation is applied
we switch frames to make sure the state stays positively represented. However, as we shall
see this is not possible when we try to model measurement update.
The first step in this procedure is to identify which frames a stabilizer state is positively
represented in. However prior to doing so we will need a straightforward preliminary
lemma;
Lemma 4.4.2 If a pure stabilizer state ψ ∈ S(H2n) is positively represented by a Wigner
function W γ, i.e. W γa (ρψ) ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ B(P̃n), then all states of the form P |ψ〉 , P ∈ P̃n
are also positively represented.
Proof. We have;
W γa (PρψP ) = Tr (A
γ









One of the consequences of this lemma is that the bases of the form{
S(ψ) =
〈




are all positively represented in the same Wigner function. I refer to these bases as the Pauli
bases, as the set can be constructed via projecting on the joint subspaces of n commuting
Pauli operators. Famous examples of such bases are the computational basis, the X basis,
the Y basis, and the maximally entangled basis. However note these are not the only










cannot be constructed from a single set of generators, as we have;








(|01〉 − |10〉)) = {I,−XX,−ZZ,−Y Y } ,
S(|11〉) = {I,−IZ,−ZI, ZZ} .
Using lemma 4.4.2 we can prove our main stabilizer state positivity theorem;
Theorem 4.4.3 A pure stabilizer state ψ ∈ S(H2n) is positively represented, W γa (ρψ) ≥
0, ∀a ∈ B(P̃n), if and only if the phase function γ is of the form;
γ(b) = sb + [c, b], ∀b ∈ B(S(ψ)), c ∈ B(P̃n) (4.36)
where sb is defined as the phase associated to the Stabilizer group elements;
Sb = (−1)sbPb, ∀b ∈ B(S(ρ)) and Pb ∈ P̃n.
Proof. Forward direction:
γ(b) = sb + [c, b], ∀b ∈ B(S(ψ)), c ∈ B(P̃n) =⇒ W γa (ρψ) ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ B(P̃n).












Therefore the Wigner function of this state with our choice of phase function γ is given by;












Using trace-orthonormality of the projective Pauli operators, Tr (PbPa) = 2
nδb, a, and
applying our assumption, γ(b) = sb + [c, b], ∀b ∈ B(S(ψ)), c ∈ B(P̃n),we have;
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where we have used the linearity of the inner product, and set a′ = a+ c, c ∈ Z2n2 .
As B(S(ψ)) forms a group we can add any element of the group to all members of the
























[a′,b] = S, we have S = (−1)[a′,d]S. If ∃d ∈ B(S(ψ)) such that
[a′, d] = 1 then S = −S =⇒ S = 0. If no such d exists [a′, d] = 0, ∀d ∈ B(S(ψ)) and
therefore S = 2n. Considering both cases implies that W φa (ρ) ≥ 0, ∀a.
Backward direction:
W γa (ρψ) ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ B(P̃n) =⇒ γ(b) = sb + [c, b], ∀b ∈ B(S(ψ)), c ∈ B(P̃n).
To proceed with the proof we will actually step outside the definitions of QPRs and use
a result from non-contextuality. Namely that in any preparation non-contextual ontological
model of quantum theory of dimension d we have;
µψ(λ) = dµI/d(λ), ∀µψ, ∀λ ∈ supp(µψ).
Given that there exists an orthonormal basis ψ is an element of, as proven in the introduc-
tion of this thesis15. If the stabilizer state ψ is positively represented by a Wigner function
W γ, then W γ forms a preparation non-contextual ontological model for the Pauli basis
ψ is an element of. As by lemma 4.4.2 if W γa (ρψ) ≥ 0, ∀a then W γa (PρψP ) ≥ 0, ∀a and
∀P ∈ P̃n, and {P |ψ〉}P∈P̃n forms an orthonormal basis for H2n .
Therefore we have;




I), ∀a such that W γa (ρψ) > 0. (4.37)
15This fact can be easily proven for postively represented quasi-probability representation as well.
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It is a straight forward calculation to see thatW γa (
1
2n
I) = 1/4n, ∀a, which implies W γa (ρψ) =
1/2n, ∀a such that W γa (ρψ) > 0.
Applying the definition of the Wigner function and using our assumption we have;





(−1)γ(b)+sb+[a,b] ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ B(P̃n).







As |B(S(ψ))| = 2n the vector γ + s + [a, ·] must be balanced or constant. Therefore
γ(b) + sb + [a, b] = [c, b], ∀a and for some choice of c, implying γ(b) = sb + [c′, b], ∀b ∈
B(S(ψ)), c ∈ B(P̃n) . 
In theorem 4.4.3 we can see the equivalence classes of phase functions. Cγ, appearing
again. The binary balanced vector in eq. (4.36) is exactly the definition we used for the
equivalence classes. Therefore we can see that if W γa (ρ) ≥ 0, ∀a then W γ
′
a (ρ) ≥ 0, ∀a, ∀γ′ ∈
Cγ.
By investigating theorem 4.4.3 we can see that a stabilizer state is positively repre-
sented if and only if the phase function of a particular Pauli is equal to the phases on the
corresponding Pauli in its stabilizer group, up to some constant or balanced vector. Note
this means that positivity is not conditional on Paulis outside the stabilizer group of a
state. This fact will be leveraged in chapter 5 when we define a ψ-epistemic ontological
model of the stabilizer formalism, which uses a modified version of the phase function. The
key foreshadowing I will do here is that by the Wigner functions construction γ provides
a value assignment to all Pauli operators.
4.4.2 Clifford Operation Representations in the
Frame-Switching Wigner Function
Prior to investigating how frame switching works through a Clifford transformation it will
be useful to look at how switching between Wigner functions, with different phase functions,
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works in the absence of transformations. From the definition of a frame switching quasi-
stochastic map we have;
Γγ1→γ2(a








The first thing to note is that switching frames between two frames in the same equivalency
class, i.e. γ1, γ2 ∈ Cγ, is represented positively. To see this we note that for two phase
functions in the same equivalency class we have Aγ1a = PcA
γ2
a Pc = A
γ2
a+c, for some Pc.
This means that switching between these two frames is the equivalent to applying a Pauli
operator to the system, and under any choice of γ the transition map ΓγP is positively
represented;
ΓγP (a









= δa′,a+p ≥ 0, ∀a′, a.
However, for generic γ1 and γ2 eq. (4.38) has no guarantee of being positively rep-
resented, in fact it is most likely always negatively represented. This fact eliminates a
straightforward frame switching procedure, but we can be clever about how we switch
frames when applying a Clifford gate. We will only allow frame switching between par-
ticular frames. This leads us a lemma that tells us how Clifford gates allow us to deduce
some facts about the positivity of stabilizer states;
Lemma 4.4.4 If ρψ′ = CρψC
†, where ψ and ψ′ are stabilizer states, and W γa (ρψ) ≥
0, ∀a, then W γ′a (ρψ′) ≥ 0, ∀a.
Where C ∈ Cl2n, and γ′(b) = γ(C−1(b))+γC(b), with γC(b), C−1(b) : CPC−1(b)C† =
(−1)γC(b)Pb.
Proof. Using the definition of the Wigner function, inserting identity and using the cyclic
property of the trace we can write;



























































P †a′ = A
γ′
a′ ,
where γ′(b) = γ(C−1(b)) + γC(b), with γC := CPb′C
† = (−1)γC(b)Pb, and we have used
the definition of the Clifford group to permute through the Clifford operations, as per
definition 4.3.4.
Therefore as a Clifford operation is a group automorphism on the Stabilizer operations
we have that if W γa (ρ) ≥ 0, ∀a, then W γ
′
a (ρ
′) ≥ 0, ∀a, with appropriate relabeling. 
This is very useful for us, it tells us that if we apply a Clifford gate to ψ, which is
positively represented by W γ, then CρψC
† is positively represented by W γ
′
. All that is
left for us to show is that the quasi-probability map representing the Clifford gate and the
transition between γ and γ′ is positive;
Theorem 4.4.5 The transition map ΓC,γ→γ′(a
′, a), where γ′(b) = γ(C−1(b)) + γC(b), is
positive for all a, a′. i.e. mathematically;
ΓC,γ→γ′(a
′, a) ≥ 0,∀a, a′. (4.39)
Proof. From the definition of the transition map we have;
ΓC,γ→γ′(a

































where to go from line 3 to 4 we have used the definition of γ′. Using the fact that










′+C(a),b] ≥ 0, ∀a, a′.

This means that while directly mapping from γ to γ′ may be negative and in general the
transition matrix ΓC,γ→γ may also be negative, if we map from γ to γ
′ in conjunction with
applying a Clifford C we will always get a positively represented map, i.e. ΓC,γ→γ′ .
So far we have statements about which stabilizer states are positively represented and
how applying Clifford transformations maps between these frames, and preserves positivity.
Our next element in the frame-switching Wigner function is measurements, which as we
shall see pose far more challenging problems.
4.4.3 Stabilizer Measurement Representations in the
Frame-Switching Wigner Function
Before investigating how the frame-switching Wigner function attempts to model measure-
ment update we first note that representing how measurement outcomes of Pauli observ-
ables are represented;
Theorem 4.4.6 Given a set of phase-point operators defining the dual-frame, {Bγa}, of
a Wigner function, W γ.
All projectors of the form Πs,m =
1
2
(I + (−1)sPm), with s ∈ Z2 and Pm ∈ P̃n, are
positively represented, i.e. ξγa (Πs,m) ≥ 0, ∀a and ∀γ ∈ γn.
Proof. The Wigner Function representation for measurement projectors is given by;
ξγa (Πs,m) = Tr (B
γ
aΠs,m) .






















where Pa ∈ P̃n. Using these two definitions we have;



























= δs, γ(m)+[a,m] ≥ 0, ∀a, and ∀γ ∈ γn.

This theorem tells us that every Wigner function W γ represents all Pauli measure-
ments positively and outcome-deterministically. This is actually unsurprising given the
connection between quasi-probability representations and non-contextual ontological mod-
els. However we shall now show that the frame-switching model breaks down when we try
to model measurement-update, after a measurement of a Pauli observable. To do so we
will need the following lemma;
Lemma 4.4.7 Given a measurement of observable Pm ∈ P̃n, with outcome s, the phase-
















where γ′(b) = γ(b + m) + γ(m) + β(b,m), ∀b| [b,m] = 0 and γ′(b) = γ(b) otherwise.
The function β(b,m) is defined via PbPm = (−1)β(b,m)Pb+m| [b,m] = 0.





































Splitting the above expression into the first and second terms of the sum, we have or the








For the second term we use theorem 4.4.6 to note that given the point a in phase space
the outcome is given by s = γ(m) + [a,m], and by the nature of update maps ΓΠ is only






















where γ′(b) = γ(b+m) + γ(m) + β(b,m), | [b,m] = 0 and γ′(b) = γ(b) otherwise. To move
from line 1 to 2 we have also applied the identity β(b+m,m) = β(b,m);
(−1)β(b+m,m)Pb = (−1)β(b+m,mPm+b+m = PmPb+m = (−1)β(b,m)PmPbPm
= (−1)β(b,m)+[b,m]Pb = (−1)β(b,m)Pb


















So what does lemma 4.4.7 tell us? Well some of the literature out there would suggest
that this lemma implies that under a sampling regime (i.e. a is a sample from a positive dis-
tribution) that we randomly update our frame from γ to γ or γ′ (equally a 7→ {a, a+m}).
However this interpretation fails to give positive update maps;
Theorem 4.4.8 Given some Wigner function W γ there exists a P ∈ P̃n such that
Γ(P,s),γ→γ < 0 and Γ(P,s),γ→γ′ < 0.
Proof. We will prove this statement by example, with the generalization coming from the
application of a Clifford to the circuit to map to other phase-functions. We choose the
2-qubit Wigner function W γ016, i.e the Wigner function where γ0(b) = 0, ∀b.
Under this choice of Wigner function the state |00〉 is positively represented. If we
perform a XX measurement on this state and post-selecting on the +1 outcome, the post-
measurement state will be |B00〉 = 1√2(|00〉+ |11〉). However this state is negatively repre-
sented in both choices of frame given by lemma 4.4.7, where γ′0(b) = β(b,XX), ∀b| [b,XX] =
0 and γ′0(b) = 0 otherwise, W
γ0(|B00〉 〈B00|) < 0 and W γ
′
0(|B00〉 〈B00|) < 0. This im-
plies that the update maps must have negative elements, i.e. Γ(XX,+1),γ0→γ0 < 0 and
Γ(XX,+1),γ0→γ′0 < 0.
This proof can then be generalized to any other frame via applying a Clifford to the
above circuit, using;
ΠXX,+1 |00〉 〈00|ΠXX,+1 ∝ |B00〉 〈B00|
−→CΠXX,+1C†C |00〉 〈00|C†CΠXX,+1C† ∝ C |B00〉 〈B00|C†
I.e. we map γ0 → γC via the application of some Clifford C. This implies, by theorem 4.4.5,
that;
W γC (C |00〉 〈00|C†) ≥ 0,
W γC (C |B00〉 〈B00|C†) < 0,
W γ
′
C (C |B00〉 〈B00|C†) < 0.
Therefore the measurement update maps Γ(C(XX)C†,γC(XX)),γC→γC and Γ(C(XX)C†,γC(XX)),γC→γ′C
are negatively represented, where we have changed the outcome to γC(XX). 
16This proof can easily be embedded for larger n.
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With this necessity of negatively represented measurement update maps we lose all
hope of a positively represented model (and furthermore efficient simulation scheme). The
attempts to rectify this and the conclusions it lead us to are covered in the final section
of this chapter. Finally, we note that the update maps Γ(P,s),γ→γ and Γ(P,s),γ→γ′ are equal.
This is because eq. (4.40) is symmetric on γ and γ′ and therefore via an easy calculation
Γ(P,s),γ→γ = Γ(P,s),γ→γ′ . This implies that switching the frame actually has no effect on the
representation of the post-measurement state.
4.5 The β-function in the Binary Symplectic
Representation
While the above theorems and lemmas provide a rigorous method for studying the frame-
switching Wigner function. It is often the case that numerics are needed to verify the
proofs, and provide graphical representations of the Wigner function. To do so, we use
binary-symplectic representation to reduce the computational complexity of the Wigner
function, considering that each Wigner function is defined on a 4n grid. Crucially we
need a closed form expression for the β-function in the binary-symplectic representation.
Recalling that the β-function is defined as;
PaPb = (−1)β(a,b)Pa+b|[a, b] = 0,∀Pa, Pb, Pa+b ∈ P̃n. (4.42)











Noting that the dot product ax.az effectively is a counter for the number of Y factors in















Now if we re-investigate eq. (4.43) we note that by assumption axi , azi ∈ Z2 and therefore
(axiazi) ∈ Z2. However, in the above we have (axi + bxi).(azi + bzi) ∈ {0, 1, 2}, to convert
it to the correct form we use;
a+ bmod 2 = a+ b− 2ab, a, b ∈ Z2.
Focusing on the i exponent in the tensor product we have;
(axi + bxi).(azi + bzi) = ([axi + bxi ] mod 2 + 2axibxi).([azi + bzi ] mod 2 + 2azibzi),
= ([axi + bxi ] mod 2).([azi + bzi ] mod 2)
+ 2axibxi [azi + bzi ] mod 2 + 2azibzi [axi + bxi ] mod 2, (4.44)
= ([axi + bxi ] mod 2).([azi + bzi ] mod 2)
+ 2axibxi(azi + bzi − 2azibzi) + 2azibzi(axi + bxi − 2axibxi),
= ([axi + bxi ] mod 2).([azi + bzi ] mod 2)
+ 2axibxi(azi + bzi) + 2azibzi(axi + bxi). (4.45)
Where we have repeatedly used the fact that anything with a factor of 4 disappears.
Finally re-substituting the above into the previous derivation, noting that az.bx−ax.bz =
[a, b] which is the binary symplectic inner product, and defining a triple product of vectors
as a.b.c =
∑
i aibici, we get;
PaPb = i
[a,b]+2ax.bx.(az+bz)+2az .bz .(ax+bx)Pc, (4.46)
and therefore;




[a, b] + ax.bx.(az + bz) + az.bz.(ax + bx) | [a, b] ∈ 0, 2, (4.48)
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where we note the binary symplectic product indicates two Pauli operators commute if
[a, b] = {0, 2}.
Finally, if we define PaPbPc = (−1)β(a,b,c)I | [a, b] = 0, where cx = ax + bx mod 2 and
cz = az + bz mod 2, the β function can be expressed as, via eq. (4.44), as;
β(a, b, c) =
1
2
[a, b] + ax.bx.cz + az.bz.cx,
which could have a useful operational interpretation.
4.6 Relation to the Phase-Space Simulation by
Raussendorf et Al.
Recently, Raussendorf et al. presented a quasi-probability simulation of the n-qubit sta-
bilizer formalism [69] that shares many of the features of the frame-switching Wigner
function and the ψ-epistemic model presented in chapter 5. In this section I shall provide
a connection between the three approaches.
First let us briefly overview the Raussendorf et al construction, where we will restrict
ourselves to qubits. Firstly in their construction they define phase-point operators of the







where Ω ⊂ P̃n. Hence the ontology of their quasi-probability representation is given by the
pair (Ω, γ). Both Ω and γ are then defined to satisfy certain properties. Most importantly,
Ω is closed under inference; if Pa and Pb are in Ω and commute then Pa+b is also in Ω.
And γ satisfies a non-contextual value assignment for all a and b in Ω; i.e. γ satisfies
γ(a) + γ(b) + γ(a + b) = β(a, b). Lastly, they show that the set of Ω and γ that satisfy
these properties can be parameterized by an integer m such that Ω has a center17 of size
2n−m.
While the Raussendorf et al paper does not give an explicit proof of these facts I
believe the frame they define is self-dual, by using a modified version of lemma 4.4.1, and
17Where the center is defined as the largest subset of Ω such that all elements of Ω commute with the
center.
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all stabilizer states are positively represented, via a modified theorem 4.4.3. However, it
should be noted that in their paper they leave the quasi-probability formalism behind by
letting density operators be decomposed into arbitrary sets of phase-point operators, such
that a positive decomposition can be found. At a glance this procedure would appear to
reproduce the quantum statistics. However, I believe it would be prudent to verify this
method as it could be the case that the frame’s normalization and definition of the dual
frame might cause problems. Additionally, by considering decompositions of this form
their model’s mapping from quantum states to quasi-probability distributions is no longer
linear.
For the following discussion we will treat the Raussendorf et al. construction as a linear
QPR18. Firstly we note that the sets Ω play a very similar role to the different frames in the
Wigner function presented above. Namely that if we fix an Ω then we can define an origin
and use Pauli translation operators to move us between the different γ associated with Ω.
I.e. the set Γ(Ω) plays the same role as the equivalency classes Cγ. Where the definitions
differ though is the requirement of a non-contextual assignment, with the frame-switching
Wigner function above imposing no restrictions on the structure of γ.
The ψ-epistemic model presented in chapter 5 was derived by modifying the frame-
switching Wigner function presented in this chapter. As a consequence it retains many of
the features of the Wigner function. The version of the ψ-epistemic model we shall use here
is the reduction given in section 5.9. This reduction reduces the size of the ontology and
converts the model from an outcome deterministic model to a outcome in-deterministic




ax1,g1 ax2,g1 · · · axn,g1 az1,g1 az2,g1 · · · azn,g1 γ(g1)










ax1,gn−1 ax2,gn−1 · · · axn,gn−1 az1,gn−1 az2,gn−1 · · · azn,gn−1 γ(gn−1)
{Si}i
ax1,S1 ax2,S1 · · · axn,S1 az1,S1 az2,S1 · · · azn,S1 γ(S1)
ax1,S2 ax2,S2 · · · axn,S2 az1,S2 az2,S2 · · · azn,S2 γ(S2)
ax1,S3 ax2,S3 · · · axn,S3 az1,S3 az2,S3 · · · azn,S3 γ(S3)
(4.50)
Where {gi}i represent a stabilizer group of size n − 1 and {Si}i are the three possible
commuting extensions to the stabilizer group. The first thing we note is that this tableau
is “non-contextual” and “closed under inference” as defined in [69], if we consider it to
18With the connections still holding when this assumption is dropped.
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define a set Ω = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn−1, S1, S2, S3〉 and a phase-function γ equal to the phases in
the tableau.
Considering the above I conjecture that the reduced ψ-epistemic model is equiva-
lent to the Raussendorf QPR19 which is constructed from all phase-point operators given
in eq. (4.49) such that m = 1.
4.7 Final Remarks
From these results we can see that some kind of unified frame-switching Wigner function,
which would play an analogous role to the n-qudit Wigner function, is dead in the water.
However, there are still some questions that may be asked. For example, theorem 4.4.8
does not say that all Pauli measurement updates are negatively represented. This leads
us to the question; maybe we can limit the Pauli’s we can measure, given a frame, and use
Clifford operations to reach the rest. However as shall be seen by the results in Chapter
6 this is not possible. We can always construct some sequence of measurements that will
eventually require a negatively represented map.
So, what can we salvage from this project? Firstly let us investigate how a weak-
simulation of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory would be performed using the frame-switching
Wigner function. Firstly we would prepare some stabilizer state, ψ, in a Wigner function,
W γ, such that W γ(ρψ) ≥ 0. As the distribution is uniform we can then sample a point
in phase-space from this distribution to perform our weak simulation with, let us call this
point Aγa such that W
γ
a (ρψ) > 0. Then by using lemma 4.4.4 and theorem 4.4.5 we can
evolve our sample to a new point in phase-space and update our phase function accordingly,
i.e. (a, γ) 7→ (C(a), C(γ)). When we reach a measurement in the circuit we can use the-
orem 4.4.6 to output an outcome. Finally, the measurement update is trying to move us
to a frame where the post-measurement state is positively represented. However, there are
ambiguities in how this update should be performed, due to the amount of information
contained in our sample a.
To understand how this ambiguity arises it is useful to return to the example used
in theorem 4.4.8. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b gives the representations of the |00〉 and |i+ i+〉
state in the γ0 Wigner function. As can be seen both states share support on the origin,
Aγ00 . Additionally, the origin also gives a +1 outcome for a measurement of XX, as shown
in fig. 4.2, satisfying the example in theorem 4.4.8. Looking at how the stabilizer groups
19Under the linear definition of a QPR.
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(a) The Wigner function representa-
tion of |00〉, where we have chosen
γ(b) = 0, ∀b.
(b) The Wigner function representa-
tion of |i+ i+〉, where we have chosen
γ(b) = 0, ∀b.
Figure 4.1: A graphical representation of the W γ0 Wigner function. The blue boxes indicate
phase-points with, positive, non-zero support for each given state. The Pauli operators
represent the translation operators required to reach a phase-point from the origin, located
top left.
of |00〉 and |i+ i+〉 update after the measurement of XX we have;
|00〉 : {I, IZ,ZI, ZZ} XX,+1−−−−→ {I, ZZ,XX,−Y Y } ,
|i+ i+〉 : {I, IY, Y I, Y Y } XX,+1−−−−→ {I, Y Y,XX,−ZZ} .
Noting theorem 4.3.1 we can see that after the measurement ofXX, with a +1 outcome |00〉
and |i+ i+〉 are mapped to orthogonal states. This implies, by another of our results [72],
that the representations of |00〉 and |i+ i+〉 must share no support over the support of
ξΠXX ,+1. This is clearly not the case in this Wigner function, and therefore to avoid a
contradiction negativity must be introduced after the measurement.
However digging a bit deeper we can start to see what the Wigner function is trying
to achieve during measurement update. From theorem 4.4.3 we can see that a stabilizer
state is positively represented iff the phase-function is equal to the phases on the stabilizer
elements, up to some balanced vector. Implying the Bell basis, |B00〉 etc., is negatively
represented in the all-zero phase function. However it will be positively represented in any
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Figure 4.2: A graphical representation of the W γ0 Wigner function’s representation of the
projector ΠXX,+1 = (I+XX)/2. The blue boxes indicate phase-points with, positive, non-
zero support. The Pauli operators represent the translation operators required to reach a
phase-point from the origin, located top left.
phase function that satisfies;
γ(XX) + γ(ZZ) + γ(Y Y ) mod 2 = 1 = β(XX,ZZ). (4.51)
Noting that any balanced vector over the Pauli group defined as v(a) = [a, c] for some
c ∈ B(P̃n), is also balanced over any Abelian subgroup of P̃n.
Therefore after a measurement of XX the Wigner function tries to move to a phase-
function that satisfies the above relationship. However it runs into a problem, how to set the
phase of Y Y and ZZ? Without extra knowledge of the state of the system prior to measure-
ment (say by knowing an element of the stabilizer group, not equal to the identity), it tries
to set the phases for Y Y and ZZ for both possibilities. Setting γ′0(Y Y ) = β(XX, Y Y ) = 1
to satisfy the update |00〉 XX,+1−−−−→ |B00〉 and setting γ′0(ZZ) = β(XX,ZZ) = 1 to satisfy
|i+ i+〉 XX,+1−−−−→ |B10〉. Which when substituted into eq. (4.51) fails to generate a phase-
function that positively represents the post-measurement state, where γ′0(XX) = γ0(XX).
Armed with this knowledge we can start to build a ψ-epistemic model of the stabilizer
formalism, which is explicitly constructed to avoid ambiguities of the form presented above.
This is the model presented in chapter 5. Considering these ambiguities in general will then
lead us to the results of chapter 6, which tell us that any model of the n-qubit stabilizer
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formalism requires at least n − 1 generators to be encoded in the ontology to correctly
reproduce state update. This represents one of the most stringent requirements we could




A Contextual ψ-Epistemic Model of
the n-Qubit Stabilizer Formalism
5.1 Chapter Preamble
In this chapter I present work that followed on from the previous chapter’s work on frame
switching Wigner functions. The frame switching methodology was unable to represent
measurement update correctly and to make any progress I had to approach the project from
a different angle. To do so I began by stripping away the Wigner function machinery and
started to investigate a model that directly sampled a stabilizer operator from the stabilizer
group of a state (effectively what the sampling part of the frame switching Wigner function
was doing) and deterministically stored outcomes of measurements (as the phase function
in the Wigner function does).
This approach lead to the first iteration of this model. However, it soon became clear
that the single-stabilizer sampling could not reproduce the quantum statistics. To avoid
this problem it became necessary to encode n − 1 generators in the ontology, such that
measurement update could be performed consistently. This would then be extended to
show that any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism must encode n − 1
generators, which is presented in chapter 6.
The work presented in this paper was completed solely by myself, with supervision from
Joseph Emerson. It is currently published on the arXiv, with submission to journals to
follow [52].
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A Contextual ψ-Epistemic Model of the n-Qubit
Stabilizer Formalism
Piers Lillystone1, and Joseph Emerson2,3
1Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
2Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Applied Mathematics,
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Contextuality, a generalization of non-locality, has been proposed as the resource that
provides the computational speed-up for quantum computation. For universal quantum
computation using qudits, of odd-prime dimension, contextuality has been shown to
be a necessary and possibly sufficient resource [39]. However the role of contextuality
in quantum computation with qubits remains open. The n-qubit stabilizer formalism,
which by itself cannot provide a quantum computer super-polynomial computational
advantage over a classical counterpart [31], is contextual. Therefore contextuality
cannot be identified as a sufficient resource for quantum computation. However it can
be identified as a necessary resource [71]. In this paper we construct a contextual
ψ-epistemic ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism, to investigate the
contextuality present in the formalism. We demonstrate it is possible for such a model
to be outcome deterministic, and therefore have a value assignment to all Pauli observ-
ables. In our model the value assignment must be updated after a measurement of any
stabilizer observable. Remarkably, this includes the value assignments for observables
that commute with the measurement. A stronger manifestation of contextuality than
is required by known no-go theorems.
5.2 Introduction
Contextuality is well-established as a fundamental non-classical feature of quantum the-
ory [7, 43, 55, 63, 56, 75], including as a special case Bell non-locality. This has naturally
lead to it being proposed as a candidate for understanding the source of quantum computa-
tional speed-up. Recent work in classifying contextuality as a resource for quantum compu-
tation has proved a fruitful research field. Howard et al. [39] proved that contextuality is a
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necessary and possibly sufficient resource1 for universal quantum computation, in the con-
text of magic-state injection schemes, with odd-prime dimension qudits. For qubit quantum
computation contextuality has been proven to be a necessary resource [25, 9, 71]. Further it
can even quantify the amount of computational advantage in magic-state injection schemes
and measurement-based models of quantum computation [4, 70, 82, 68, 83, 9, 61, 3, 21].
However, despite recent progress in identifying contextuality as a resource for quantum
computation, it can only ever be considered as a necessary resource. This is because the
n-qubit stabilizer formalism, a fundamental subset (which we call a subtheory) of quantum
operations that is not universal for quantum computation [30, 15, 32], admits an efficient
classical simulation [31, 81, 2, 62], but is contextual under any standard definition of
contextuality [55, 63, 56, 4, 38, 45, 51]. Therefore contextuality cannot be classified as
sufficient for universal quantum computation.
This motivates the question: can the concept of contextuality be re-characterized or
refined such that a revised notion can be identified as both a necessary and sufficient
resource for universal quantum computation? If such a redefinition is possible it would unify
the foundational principle that contextuality is the fundamental non-classical property of
quantum theory [7, 43, 56] which justifies the widely held belief that quantum computation
is more powerful than classical computation [64]. A natural next step toward answering
this question is to understand exactly how contextuality manifests in the n-qubit stabilizer
formalism by constructing an explicit contextual ontological model of that subtheory.
Within the landscape of ontological models there are two primary types [35, 36, 50]:
ψ-ontic ontological models wherein a quantum state is uniquely specified by the physical
state, and ψ-epistemic ontological models wherein quantum states are not fully specified
by the underlying physical state of system, i.e. there exist physical states that can be
prepared by multiple quantum states. A ψ-epistemic ontological model provides for a
classical-like model of quantum theory and is appealing because it provides a means to
evade the measurement problem while maintaining a classically natural notion of objective
reality. For example, the Kochen-Spekker model of a qubit [43], the 8-state model of
the qubit stabilizer formalism [84, 11], and Gaussian quantum mechanics [6] are all ψ-
epistemic models of subsets of quantum theory. Conversely, in a ψ-ontic model the quantum
state fully describes the state of a system and hence cannot give a classically natural
account of quantum theory. It remains an open question whether a physically plausible
ψ-epistemic model of quantum theory is possible, with recent work [72] demonstrating
that all previously known ψ-epistemic models of quantum theory cannot reproduce state
1With sufficiency dependent on the conjecture [83] that all ρ /∈ PSIM, where PSIM is the set of ancilla
states not useful for magic state distillation routines, can be distilled to a magic state.
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update.
The Gottesman-Knill theorem can be used to define a ψ-ontic ontological model of
the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. This is also the case for the computational basis phase
model [24, 81], which can be used to construct a weak-simulation of the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory and beyond [14]. For the, non-contextual, n-qudit stabilizer subtheory, of odd
prime dimension, a ψ-epistemic model is possible [79, 21]. However, for qubits the only
previously known ψ-epistemic model was for the single qubit stabilizer formalism, the
8-state model [84]. Indeed, for a single qubit, all of quantum theory is traditionally non-
contextual [43].
Hence it has been an interesting open question whether an ψ-epistemic ontological
model of the full n-qubit stabilizer subtheory can be constructed, which is expected because
we know that this subtheory admits an efficient classical description. In this paper we
answer this open question in the positive by explicitly constructing a contextual ψ-epistemic
model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. We expect that this model will serve as a
fundamental insight into the structure of contextuality within quantum theory and help
clarify the role of contextuality as a resource for quantum speed-up for which the stabilizer
subtheory serves as a stepping stone.
As we will see, the ψ-epistemic ontological model constructed in this paper is out-
come deterministic, that is, physical states of the system fully encode the outcome of
any stabilizer measurement. Outcome determinism is often seen as a core motivating
principle behind the traditional notion of contextuality, often referred to as Bell-Kochen-
Specker contextuality [7, 43]. Therefore it of interest that the model presented here satisfies
this principle, a feature shared by previous contextual explanations of the Mermin-Peres
square [41, 47]. However the model does not satisfy the requirement that the possible static
value assignments respect all functional relationships between sets of commuting observ-
ables. Rather it only requires that a given value assignment is consistent with the current
state and uses measurement update rules to satisfy the functional relationship between
outcomes of commuting observables. We also provide a restructuring of the model in the
appendix, which has the appealing feature of being an always-ψ-epistemic model, but is
no longer outcome deterministic.
In our model a correct update to the value assignments of the model requires the
physical states to encode n − 1 generators of a stabilizer state. However, we highlight as
an open question whether a generic ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism




To build a model of the stabilizer formalism we use the ontological models formalism.
To define an ontological model we begin with the mathematical framework of operational
theories. An operational theory provides a framework for predicting the observed outcomes
of experimental procedures, which can be decomposed into a sequence of preparations,
transformations, and measurements. Hence an operational theory gives a specification of
the experimentally observed statistics Pr(k|P, T,M) [36].
An ontological model provides a description of a set of experimental statistics by sup-
posing that there exists a well defined notion of a real physical state of a system, referred
to as the ontic state λ, which encodes all physically knowable properties of the system.
The ontological models formalism then describes preparations, transformations, and mea-
surements in terms of probability densities, stochastic processes, and response functions
over the set of ontic states, Λ, which we call the ontic space:
Preparations: A preparation P is represented in an ontological model by a prob-
ability density µP over the ontic space: µP : Λ → [0, 1], where∫
Λ
µP (λ)dλ = 1.
Transformations:A transformation T is represented in an ontological model by a
stochastic map ΓT between ontic states: ΓT : Λ×Λ→ [0, 1], where∫
Λ
ΓT (λ
′, λ)dλ′ = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ.
Measurements: A measurement of a POVM, M , is represented in an ontological
model by a set of conditional probability distributions over out-
comes of the POVM {ξM(k|λ)| k ∈M} , where ξM(k) : Λ → [0, 1],
and
∑
k ξM(k|λ) = 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ.







ξM(k|λ′)ΓT (λ′, λ)µP (λ)dλdλ′. (5.1)
For example in this paper we are interested in the operational theory defined by the
n-qubit stabilizer formalism. I.e. convex mixtures of; n-qubit pure stabilizer state prepa-




The ontological models formalism provides a platform for investigating statements about
how physical reality may be structured. A central question in any such investigation is
whether a quantum state provides a unique description of physical reality, i.e. whether
every ontic state λ can be associated to a single quantum state ψ. Ontological models
where this is the case are termed ψ-ontic. Conversely, ontological models where there
exists at least one ontic state that could be prepared by multiple quantum states, are
termed ψ-epistemic:
Definition 5.3.1 A ψ-ontic ontological model, O, is one where all pure quantum states’
probability distributions, P(O), are non-overlapping:∫
Λ
µPψ(λ)µQφ(λ)dλ = 0, ∀Pψ, Qφ ∈ P(O).
Otherwise it is ψ-epistemic.
For example, in the ontological model defined by the Gottesman-Knill theorem every
possible tableau of generators is identified as an ontic state. Hence each ontic state corre-
sponds to exactly one stabilizer state, making the model ψ-ontic. Note, a stabilizer state
can be represented by 2n(n−1)/2
∏n−1
k=0(2
n−k − 1) tableaus [2], therefore there are as many
ontic states associated to a single stabilizer state.
An alternative way to express the criteria for an ontological model to be ψ-epistemic
is to notice that definition 5.3.1 requires that there exists at least one ontic state λ that is
in the support of more than one quantum state’s support:
Definition 5.3.2 An ontological model is ψ-epistemic if there exists an ontic state
λ that is in the support of more than one pure quantum state, i.e. mathematical we
require:
∃λ ∈ supp(µPψ) ∩ supp(µQφ), Pψ, Qφ ∈ P(O),
2In the fragment notation the qubit stabilizer subtheory is defined as
Fstab,2n =< S(D(H2n)), Cl2n , P̃n > [50].
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where the support is defined as supp(µPψ) =
{
λ|µPψ(λ) > 0, λ ∈ Λ
}
.
Requiring that there only exists one ontic state in the support of more than one quantum
state is a very weak condition. A more natural requirement of an ontological model is that
all ontic states are an element of more than one quantum state’s support3, such a model
is called an always-ψ-epistemic model;
Definition 5.3.3 An ontological model is an always-ψ-epistemic if the model satis-
fies;
∀λ ∈ Λ there exist two or more operationally distinct pure state preparations
Pψ, Qφ ∈ P(O) such that λ ∈ supp(µPψ) ∩ supp(µQφ).
Additionally we can require that all ontic states are in the support of the same number
of quantum states. We term ontological models that satisfy this symmetric-always-ψ-
epistemic models.
One of the interesting features of always-ψ-epistemic models is their relation to weak
simulations [81]. Ideally in a weak simulation the act of sampling should not give us enough
information to calculate the final distribution we wish to sample an outcome from. Simi-
larly in an always-ψ-epistemic model having knowledge of which ontic state was prepared
is insufficient to determine the quantum state of the system and therefore the full exper-
imental statistics. However both are guaranteed to agree with the experimental statistics
over many repeated runs, and never disagree with the experimental certainties.
5.3.2 Traditional Contextuality
Traditional non-contextuality, originally proposed by Kochen-Specker and Bell [7, 43,
55, 63, 56], is defined by assuming it is possible to assign values to sets of commuting
observables, such that functional relationships between observables are satisfied. So given
an observable M and an ontic state λ, λ deterministically specifies the outcome of a
measurement M . Mathematically we express this value assignment as vλ(M) ∈ {Ek},
where {Ek} is the set of eigenvalues of M indexed by k.
Within quantum theory if an observable M is simultaneously measurable with some
set of mutually commuting observables {A,B, ..} then any functional relationship between
3Such a requirement firmly places the role of the quantum state at the level of a state of knowledge,
i.e. given an ontic state we cannot determine which quantum state that ontic state.
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these observables, f(M,A,B, ..) = 0, will also be satisfied by the simultaneous eigen-
values of these observables, so f(Ek, Ea, Eb, ..) = 0. The assumption of traditional non-
contextuality then assumes that this functional relationship should also hold for any value
assignment, i.e. f(vλ(M), vλ(A), vλ(B), ...) = 0,∀λ ∈ Λ.
The above assumption implicitly assumes that the value assignments should satisfy
the functional relationship for any set of commuting observables, i.e. {M,A,B, ...} and
{M,L,M, ...}, even if such sets do not mutually commute. It is this assumption that the
model presented here explicitly breaks from. We only require that the value assignment
given by an ontic state is consistent with the quantum state prepared and not any set of
commuting measurements. The functional relationships between commuting observables
are then satisfied via a measurement update rule, which also ensures the post-measurement
value assignment is consistent with the post-measurement state.
5.3.3 The n-Qubit Stabilizer Formalism
As we are interested in building a contextual ontological model of stabilizer circuits we
restrict ourselves to the unitary/PVM n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. The operational theory
we are interested in is therefore p(k| ρ, C,M), where ρ ∈ S(H), C ∈ Cl2n , M ∈ P̃n.
The most basic element of the stabilizer formalism is projective Pauli group P̃n, which
we define as;






Pi|Pi ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}
}
= Pn/U(1).
We say an operator stabilizes a state if applying that operator to the state leaves it
unchanged, i.e. it is an element of the +1 eigenspace of the operator. In the stabilizer
formalism we choose the projective Pauli group with ±1 phases as our set of stabilizer
operators. Hence the set of stabilizer operators is isomorphic to (Z2 × P̃n)\ − I ∼= Sn,
where we have removed −I as it stabilizes no state. Note the full Pauli group, Pn, contains
operators that square to negative identity and therefore do not stabilize any state, i.e.
non-Hermitian Pauli operators such as iX ∈ Pn.
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For the purposes of the model we are interested in pure stabilizer states. Mixed sta-
bilizer states in the model are considered to be convex combinations of pure stabilizer
states. The set of pure stabilizer states is defined as the set of pure states that are
in the joint +1 eigenspace of n mutually commuting stabilizer operators, i.e. S(ψ) =
{S|S |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 , S ∈ Sn} where [S, S ′] = 0, ∀S, S ′ ∈ S(ψ). From this it can be shown that
the stabilizer group of |ψ〉, S(ψ), is a maximal abelian subgroup of the Pauli group [32],
with n generators. Further the stabilizer group uniquely specifies the stabilizer state. To












i.e. we repeatedly project onto each generator’s +1-eigen-subspace until we reach a 1-
dimensional subspace.
The unitaries in the stabilizer formalism are unitaries from the Clifford group, Cl2n ,
which is defined as the normalizer of the Pauli group;
Cl2n =
{
U ∈ U(2n)|USU † ∈ Sn, ∀S ∈ Sn
}
. (5.3)
Therefore Clifford gates, such as the Hadamard, phase, and CNOT gates, strictly map
stabilizer states to stabilizer states.
As previous stated the observables measurable in the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory are all
projective Pauli operators, where other stabilizer operators can be measured via a classical
post-processing bit flip. Therefore the operational statistics any ontological model of the
n-qubit stabilizer formalism must reproduce can expressed as;
Lemma 5.3.1 Given a stabilizer state |ψ〉 ∈ S(H) and a Pauli observable M ∈ P̃n the
expectation value of the observable is given by;
〈M〉ψ = Tr(Mρψ) =

1 : M ∈ S(ψ) (C1),
0 : ±M /∈ S(ψ) (C2),
−1 : −M ∈ S(ψ) (C3),
(5.4)
Where S(ψ) denotes the stabilizer group of |ψ〉.
Proof. Simply substituting in equation 5.2 to the LHS and using the trace-orthonormality
of the projective Pauli operators, Tr(PiPj) = 2
nδi,j, retreives the desired result. 
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Note here we have used the expectation value for clarity over the corresponding projec-
tors. As the expectation is bounded between −1 and +1, and the observables M ∈ P̃n have
±1 eigenvalues, we can see that if M ∈ S(ρ) then the outcome must be 1 (C1), similarly
-1 for −M ∈ S(ρ) (C3). Condition 2 (C2) implies the outcome of the measurement is
uniformly random, over {+1,−1}, if ±M /∈ S(ρ).
5.3.4 The Stabilizer Formalism and Measurement Update Rules
Central to the model’s construction are the ontological measurement update rules. Here
we recap how measurement updates are performed in the stabilizer formalism.
As stabilizer measurements are rank 2n−1 PVMs the update rules for them are rela-
tively straight forward to state. Suppose we measured the stabilizer state |ψ〉 with Pauli
observable M and observed outcome k ∈ {0, 1}. Then the post measurement state is given



















(−1)γ(b)Pb + (−1)γ(b)+k+β(b,m)Pb+m, (5.5)
where we have used the definition PaPb = (−1)β(a,b)Pa+b | [Pa, Pb] = 0. Expressing
the update rule this way allows us to infer that the post-measurement stabilizer group is
constructed by removing all elements of S(ψ) that do not commute with M and replacing
them with compositions of M and the commuting group elements. This allows us to even
further simplify the the update rule;
Given any stabilizer group of a pure state S(ψ) and any projective Pauli operator
M , it is always possible to express the group as S(ψ) = 〈G, h〉 where G is a proper
subgroup of S(ψ) such that [Gi,M ] = 0, ∀Gi ∈ G and ±M /∈ G. Therefore the post-
measurement group, after a measurement of M with outcome k, is homomorphic to S(ψ′) =〈
G, (−1)kM
〉
, i.e. either h 6= (−1)kM and [h,M ] 6= 0 and therefore we remove h and add
(−1)kM in its place or h = (−1)kM and the pre-and-post measurement stabilizer groups
are the same.
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Many of known no-go theorems can be performed in the stabilizer formalism by using
sequential measurement procedures. For example, the Mermin-Peres square, a proof of
contextuality, and the PBR theorem, which can be implemented via adaptive stabilizer
measurements.
5.4 A simple model via a global value assignment
Before building a full ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism, let us construct
a model of a simpler subtheory. Namely the prepare-measure-discard n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory, i.e. we allow preparations of pure stabilizer states and a terminating measure-
ment of a Pauli observable. From the stabilizer statistics, lemma 5.3.1, the outcome of a
measurement, M , only requires knowledge of whether ±M ∈ S(ρ), which we can simply
encode in a value assignment over all Pauli observables:
Definition 5.4.1 The value assignment ν is a function that assigns {+1,−1} to
every element of the projective Pauli group P̃n;
ν : P̃n −→ {+1,−1} , (5.6)
such that ν(I) = +1.
However for the majority of the this paper it will be more useful to use a binary
representation of the value assignment, that is we map +1 → 0 and −1 → 1, which we
term the phase function4;
Definition 5.4.2 The phase function γ is a function that assigns {0, 1} to every
element of projective Pauli group P̃n;
γ : P̃n −→ Z2, (5.7)
such that γ(I) = 0.
To move between the two representations we can use ν(M) = (−1)γ(M) and γ(M) =
1
2
(1− ν(M)). We denote the set of n-qubit phase functions as γn =
{
γ| γ : P̃n −→ Z2
}
.
4Similar to the value assignments used in Wigner functions [25, 9, 71]
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This definition naturally introduces the notion of consistency between stabilizer states
and assignments γ;
Definition 5.4.3 A phase function γ is consistent with a stabilizer state ρ ∈ S(H),
denoted γ ∼= ρ, with stabilizer group S(ρ) =
{
(−1)pbPb|pb ∈ Z2, Pb ∈ P̃n
}
iff;
γ(b) = pb, ∀b ∈ B(S(ρ)),
where B denotes the binary sympletic representation of S(ρ).
For the rest of this paper we will let lower case letters imply some index over the
projective Pauli group such that they form a group homomorphism, for example the binary-
sympletic representation.
Note in definition 5.4.3 the phase function retains consistency regardless of its value
on points not in the stabilizer group. From this we can reproduce the stabilizer statistics
by defining an epistemic state to be a uniform distribution over consistent phase functions
and measurements to read-out the value of the phase function. Therefore the outcome of
a measurement will be random if ±M /∈ S(ρ) and equal to the phase on M if ±M ∈ S(ρ).
While the scope of the model is a highly restricted, what we can learn is that the phase
function is sufficient to output the outcomes of measurements in the prepare and measure
setting. The subsequently presented ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism
leverages this by effectively encoding the outcome of a measurement in the phase function.
Then uses additional ontology to ensure that the post-measurement phase function is
consistent with the post-measurement state, with randomization where necessary. Hence
reproducing the quantum statistics.
5.5 A contextual ψ-Epistemic Model of the 2-Qubit
Stabilizer Formalism
Before building the full n-qubit model it will be insightful to present the 2-qubit case,
which has a slightly less abstract construction. Clearly to reproduce the outcome statistics
of any prepare-transform-measure stabilizer circuit it is sufficient to only use the phase
function as described earlier. However to handle sequential measurements the update rules
requires additional ontology.
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The additional ontology we require is non-trivial strict subgroups of the stabilizer group
of the state. Which for two qubits is just the group containing one projective Pauli operator,
G =
{
I, P |P ∈ P̃2
}
. We are only interested in projective Pauli operators as the phase
function contains the information on whether P or −P is an element of the stabilizer
group.





uniform distributions, µψ, representing a pure stabilizer state ψ ∈ S(H22) have support;
supp(µψ) =
{
λ = (P, γ)|P ∈ S̃(ψ)\I, γ ∼= ψ
}
, (5.8)
where the uniformity of the distribution ensures a random outcome for observables not in
the stabilizer group. The model is ψ-epistemic as some non-orthogonal states have mutual
support. For example, the computation basis state |00〉 has support on all λ = (P, γ) such
that γ(IZ) = γ(ZI) = γ(ZZ) = 0 and P ∈ {IZ,ZI, ZZ}. Therefore the all-zero state
shares ontic states with a state |ψ〉 if ∃P ′ ∈ S(ψ) such that P ′ ∈ {IZ,ZI, ZZ}, and there
exist phase functions consistent with both |00〉 and |ψ〉, i.e. |0+〉.
A Clifford operation’s map on the ontology can be derived by considering it’s map on
the stabilizer operators, it’s stabilizer relations. The stabilizer relations for a given Clifford
operation C can be expressed as CPaC
† = (−1)γc(a)Pc(a) where Pa, Pc(a) ∈ P̃n. Using this
expression we represent a Clifford operation in the model by a permutation of the ontic
states;
ΓC : (Pa, γ) −→ (Pc(a), γR + γc), (5.9)
where γc is the vector of the phases γc(a) and γ is reordered to match the Clifford permu-
tation, therefore (γR + γc)(a) = γ(c
−1(a)) + γc(a).
A measurement M ’s response functions “read-out” the value of the phase function;
ξk,M(λ) =
{
1 if γ(M) = k,
0 otherwise.
. (5.10)
Therefore the model is outcome deterministic and the construction clearly satisfies the
stabilizer outcome statistics for single shot experiments, as we effectively have reproduced
the prepare-measure model given in the previous section.
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Note 5.1 The measurement update rules for the 2-qubit model have been restructured
from published version of this paper to fit the style of the thesis. However to maintain
consistency each update case has been labeled with the appropriate line number. Also
additional motivation for each update rule has been included. 
Using the stabilizer measurement update rules described previously we can define the
stochastic measurement update map to be Γk|M , letting k = γ(M);
Γk|M : (P, γ) 7→ (P ′, γ′) (5.11)
Such that;
Line 1: We set P 7→ P ′ = M .
Note this update can be redefined to not “ store” the previous measurement as
follows: If [P,M ] 6= 0 set P ′ = M , conversely if [P,M ] = 0 set P ′ = {P,M,PM}
with equal probability. The update rule included in the paper was the simplest to
state and therefore the one I chose to include. However the second update rule may
be more in line with the quasi-probability simulation given in [69].
Line 2: If [M,P ] 6= 0 : γ
′(S) = γ(S)
γ′(SM) = γ(S) + k + β(S,M)
}
∀S ∈ P̃2, | [S,M ] = [S, P ] = 0.
With knowledge of P we can only infer what the other possible stabilizer elements
of the pre-measurement group could have been, namely any S such that [S, P ] = 0.
However with knowledge ofM we can further reduce the set of stabilizer elements that
could have been part of the post-measurement group, namely S such that [S,M ] = 0.
Therefore we update value of the phase function for any possible new element of the
post-measurement stabilizer group SM , remembering that if S commutes with both
P and M it’s value should remain fixed through the measurement.
Line 3: if [M,P ] = 0 : γ′(PM) = γ(P ) + k + β(P,M).
If P and M commute then we can directly construct the post-measurement sta-
bilizer group, given P 6= M which implies a trivial update, which is S(ψ′) ={
I, (−1)γ(P )P, (−1)kM, (−1)γ(P )+k+β(P,M)SP+M
}
. Hence we need to update γ′(PM)
as given above.
Line 4: Set γ′(S) = {0, 1} w. eq. prob ∀S ∈ P̃2, | [S,M ] 6= 0, [S, P ] = 0.
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This line randomizes all elements of the phase function that could have been part
of the pre-measurement stabilizer group, but not the post-measurement stabilizer
group. Ensuring no biasing of future measurement outcomes.
Line 5: Set γ′(S) = γ(S) Otherwise.
This final line captures the fact that if none of the conditions above are met we must
keep the value of the phase function static.
Lemma 5.5.1 The ontological model presented above is a ψ-epistemic model of the 2-
qubit stabilizer subtheory.
Proof. The proof of correctness is subsumed by the general n-qubit proof, theorem 5.6.1.
The direct proof of this lemma has been included in the appendix. We have included the
proof as it gives an intuitive understanding of the structure of update rules in the model.

We have also provided a mathematica code base5 to simulate the 2-qubit model.
Note 5.2 This code and an explanation of the functionality has been provided in ap-
pendix A.1. 
5.5.1 Features of the 2-qubit Model
The Mermin-Peres Square
The Mermin-Peres (MP) square [55, 63, 38] is a well known proof of state-independent
traditional contextuality. The proof only requires stabilizer measurement, therefore the
n-qubit stabilizer formalism, for n > 1, is traditionally contextual. There are several
variations of the MP square for 2-qubits. Here we will focus on demonstrating how the
model reproduces the quantum statistics for the most common form of the square, figure
5.1.
5Accessible on github, date last accessed April 7th 2019.
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XI — IX — XX → I
| | |
IZ — ZI — ZZ → I
| | |
XZ — ZX — Y Y → I
↓ ↓ ↓
I I −I
Figure 5.1: A Mermin-Peres square for 2-qubits, with tensor notation suppressed. Each
row and column constitutes a set of commuting observables, who’s product is given at the
end of the arrows.
Under the assumptions of traditional non-contextuality there is no value assignment
that satisfies the functional relationships between all commuting observables in the Mermin-





vλ(XZ)vλ(ZX)vλ(Y Y ) = +1,
vλ(XX)vλ(ZZ)vλ(Y Y ) = −1.
The model here evades such a contradiction by implicitly demanding the value assign-
ment is updated after any measurement. Further, we’d argue that a measurement update
rule that updates value assignments is physically well justified: It is perfectly reasonable to
demand that a measurement that extracts information from a system disturbs the state of
the system, regardless of whether the measurement was performed with other commuting
measurements. By inspecting the measurement update rules we can also see that we can
only ever learn n-bits of information about the value assignment, due to the randomization
step, satisfying the Holevo bound [37], similar to previously constructed contextual models
of the Mermin-Peres square by Larsson and Kleinmann et al. [47, 41].
To demonstrate how the model correctly reproduces the statistics of the Mermin-Peres
square let us consider a test case of the |00〉 state, to be measured in one of the contexts. The
model gives a deterministic outcome assignment to every Pauli observable, i.e. vλ(M) =
(−1)γλ(M). However, as we must update the ontic state after every measurement we can
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only effectively learn the values assigned to one context. Suppose the ontic state of the
system is λ = (ZI,~0) ∈ supp(µ00). We therefore have a value assignment to the observables
in the Mermin-Peres square which can be expressed as;








Where the second Mermin-Peres square has been used to demonstrate that cells not in
the stabilizer group have uniformly random values. In the left-hand Mermin-Peres square
the last column’s constraint is not satisfied. So let us measure this problem context, starting
with Y Y . To output an outcome of a measurement we simply read out the value of the
phase function for that observable. So in this case kY Y = +. To perform the update rule
we note that [ZI, Y Y ] 6= 0 so we update ZI → Y Y and follow the non-commuting cases
in the update rules. The post-measurement update to the phase function is given by line
2 of equation 5.11, so γ′(S) = γ(S) and γ′(SM) = γ(S) + k+ β(S,M), ∀S ∈ P̃2 such that
[S, Y Y ] = [S,ZI] = 0. So we need to find the set of 2 qubit Pauli operators that commute
with both ZI and Y Y . Namely {I, ZZ, IY, ZX} which forms a non-abelian subgroup of the
Pauli group6. Following the phase function update rules we need to update phase function
to:
γ′(Y Y ) = γ(Y Y ) = k = 0,
γ′(ZZ) = γ(ZZ) = 0,
γ′(XX) = γ(ZZ) + k + β(ZZ, Y Y ) = 1,
γ′(ZX) = γ(ZX) = 0,
γ′(XZ) = γ(ZX) + k + β(ZX, Y Y ) = 0.
Finally we randomize any elements that commute with ZI and anti-commute with Y Y ,
i.e. in this Mermin-Peres sqaure ZI, IZ, and IX. This means, after converting the phase
function, the value assignment for the Mermin-Peres square after a Y Y measurement is
now, chosing the randomization to give +;








6Note that the Mermin-Peres square gives graphical way to find such operators.
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Where we have colored the deterministically updated cells blue and the randomized
cells green. Note the final row’s value assignments are now correlated but random, this
makes sense when we consider that given P = ZI the pre-measurement stabilizer group
could have been {I, ZI, IZ,ZZ} or {I, ZI, IX,ZX}, so the update rule must account for
both possibilities.
The update rule has enforced that the contexts that Y Y is an element of satisfy the
functional relationships, as the new ontic state is in the support of any state stabilized by
Y Y . Further, as expected, the value assignments are consistent with the new stabilizer
group S(B11) = {I,−XX,ZZ, Y Y }, where |B11〉 = 1√2 (|00〉 − |11〉). If we were to go
through the update rules for every other measurement in the context (the third column)
we would see that the value assignment for the square only performs the randomization
step.
The PBR theorem
One obstacle to constructing any ontological model of the stabilizer formalism is the Pusey-
Barrett-Rudolph no-go theorem [66]. This no-go result states that any ontological model
that treats preparations on subsystems independently of preparations on other subsystems,
referred to as preparation independence, must be ψ-ontic.
As the model presented here is ψ-epistemic the PBR theorem implies the model must
represent preparations non-locally. This indeed is the case. For example consider the
|00〉 preparation, the stabilizer group of |00〉 is given by S(|00〉) = {I, ZI, IZ,ZZ} and
therefore the support of µ|00〉 only contains ontic states that satisfy γ(ZI)+γ(IZ) = γ(ZZ),
however the same cannot be said for other local variables such as γ(XI)+γ(IZ) 6= γ(XZ).
Hence the model evades the PBR theorem by being explicitly non-local, even for product
preparations.
The anti-distinguishing measurements used in the PBR theorem also place additional
constraints on the structure of possible ψ-epistemic models, as demonstrated by Karanjai
et al.. Namely they imply that any set of states that can be anti-distinguished cannot have
a global intersection7 [40]. A quick sketch of the proof is as follows [50]; Suppose we have
a set of states S = {ρi}i that can be antidistinguished by some POVM, with elements Ej.
7Karanjai et al. also proved strict lower bound on the size of the ontic space of any ontological model
of the stabilizer formalism, which the model presented here satisfies. This is covered in more detail in the
appendix.
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Figure 5.2: The Pusey-Barrett-Rudolph anti-distinguishing adaptive measurement circuit.
The input to the circuit is a ψi, which all give a random outcome for the measurement of
Y Y . The second measurement is then conditioned on the outcome of Y Y . The possible
sets of outcomes then anti-distinguishes the preparation. For example O(Y Y ) = +1 and




= 0, if i = j,
≥ 0, otherwise.
I.e. if we measured outcome j we know with certainty that ρj was not prepared. This im-
plies that in any ontological model that reproduces the statistics of an anti-distinguishing





dλ ξj(λ)µρj(λ) = 0. If we assume that µρi share a joint support, ∃∆ ⊂ ∆ρi , ∀i,
then the same argument holds for all outcomes, i.e. ξi(λ) = 0, ∀λ ∈ ∆, ∀i. However by
normalization we require
∑
i ξi(λ) = 1, ∀λ, therefore we have a contradiction.
While these anti-distinguishing POVMs cannot be measured by a single measurement
in the stabilizer formalism, we can measure them via a sequence of adaptive measurements.
To demonstrate how the model accounts for these sequences of adaptive measurements we
use the anti-distinguishable set of states {|00〉 , |0+〉 , |+0〉 , |++〉} from the PBR paper [66].
The adaptive sequence of stabilizer measurements that anti-distinguishes this set of states
is given in figure 5.2.
The measurement of the first observable, with outcome k, updates the stabilizer groups
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≡ {I, IZ,ZI, ZZ}
≡ {I, IX,ZI, ZX}
≡ {I, IZ,XI, XZ}
≡ {I, IX,XI, XX}
O(Y Y )=k−−−−−→
{
I, ZZ, (−1)kY Y, (−1)k+1XX
}
,{
I, ZX, (−1)kY Y, (−1)kXZ
}
,{
I, XZ, (−1)kY Y, (−1)kZX
}
,{




By noting that two stabilizer states, ρ1 and ρ2, are orthogonal if and only if ∃P ∈ S(ρ1)
and −P ∈ S(ρ2). We can see that the first and last post-measurement stabilizer states
are orthogonal if k = 0 and equivalent if k = 1. Similarly, the second and third post-
measurement groups are orthogonal if k = 1 and equivalent otherwise. Therefore by
adaptively measuring XX or XZ, equally ZZ or ZX, after the first measurement we can
rule out a single preparation, anti-distinguishing the set of input states.
The first thing to note about how the model reproduces the PBR statistics is that it
satisfies the no joint overlap requirement. By investigating the stabilizer groups of the
pre-measurement states above it is clear that the 4 states do not share a mutual generator
and therefore have no joint overlap. Mathematically, @P such that (P, ·) ∈ supp(µψi), ∀i
therefore ∩isupp(µψi) = ∅.
To demonstrate how the measurement update rule gives the correct anti-distinguishing
measurement statistics we investigate the evolution of the representations of |00〉 and |++〉,
a similar analysis can be given for |0+〉 and |+0〉. Firstly we let γ(Y Y ) = k for both states.
Considering that the λ = (P, ·) in the support of µ|00〉 and µ|++〉 are P ∈ {IZ,ZI, ZZ} and
P ∈ {IX,XI, XX}, respectively, therefore µ|00〉∩µ|++〉 = ∅. For completeness, we examine
both [P, Y Y ] = 0 and [P, Y Y ] 6= 0.
Taking our input state to be ψ = |00〉 and (P, ·) = (IZ, ·) the update rules determine
that we must update all S ∈ P̃2\I such that [S, Y Y ] = [S, IZ] = 0, as [IZ, Y Y ] 6= 0. This
set is {I, ZZ,XZ, Y I}, therefore we perform the update;
γ′(ZZ) = γ(ZZ) = 0,
γ′(XX) = γ(ZZ) + k + β(ZZ, Y Y ) = k + 1,
as required by equation 5.12. Note we also update γ′(XZ) = γ(XZ) and γ′(ZX) =
γ(XZ) + k + β(XZ, Y Y ) = γ(XZ) + k, which as γ(XZ) is random implies γ′(ZX) is
random. This update is important because the ontic state we have considered is in the
support of |+0〉, therefore if γ(XZ) is fixed by consistency it gives the correct update for
that state. Applying the above to (IX, ·) ∈ supp(µ|++〉), where now the set of commuting
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operators is {I, XX,ZX, Y I}, we have;
γ′(XX) = γ(XX) = 0,
γ′(ZZ) = γ(XX) + k + β(XX, Y Y ) = k + 1,
as required.
By symmetry we can infer the update rules for λ1 = (ZI, ·) and λ2 = (XI, ·) will
follow a similar structure. So finally we must check the commuting cases [ZZ, Y Y ] =
[XX, Y Y ] = 0. By the update rules we know in this case we leave γ(P ) static and
update γ′(PM), therefore given λ1 = (ZZ, ·) we perform the updates γ′(ZZ) = γ(ZZ)
and γ′(XX) = γ(ZZ) +k+β(ZZ, Y Y ) = k+ 1 and for similarly for λ2 = (XX, ·) we have
γ′(XX) = γ(XX) and γ′(ZZ) = γ(XX) + k + β(XX, Y Y ) = k + 1, as required.
Traditional Contextuality
In the ontological model presented in this paper the phase function clearly defines a value
assignment to all Pauli observables. However in comparison to the Mermin style proofs of
contextuality [55, 63, 56] we do not assume that the value assignments of all commuting
observables can be simultaneously extracted. Further any measurement procedure neces-
sarily disturbs the value assignments of commuting observables. Therefore as expected the
model is Kochen-Specker contextual.
However we argue that the contextuality present in the stabilizer formalism is not a
surprising form of contextuality. Taking the Mermin-Peres square as our example, there
is no reason to believe that the outcome of Y Y should be the same independent of the
context it is measured in. Nor should its outcome be the same independent of where
in the sequence of measurements it is performed. The only requirement imposed by the
stabilizer formalism is that we satisfy the algebraic constraints, given by the stabilizer
group operation, on observables in a stabilizer group.
To illustrate this let us consider four measurement sequences S1 = XX → ZZ → Y Y ,
S2 = XZ → ZX → Y Y , S ′1 = Y Y → ZZ → XX, and S ′2 = Y Y → ZX → XZ. The first
thing to note is that the first two measurements in each sequence define a rank-1 projective
measurement, which fixes the outcome of the final measurement. For the first sequence we
have the constraint S1 : O(XX)O(ZZ) ⊕ 1 = O(Y Y ), similarly S2 : O(XZ)O(ZX) =
O(Y Y ). The usual contradiction is derived by adding in contexts that jointly constrain the
outcomes of XX, ZZ, XZ, and ZX. However this ignores what the algebraic constraints
are imposing, i.e. the outcome of a Y Y measurement is constrained by the outcomes of
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the previously measured observables. Not on the possible, counter-factual, measurement
sequences.
The final two sequences, S ′1 and S
′
2, illustrate that such an update to the value assign-
ment is physically justified. Consider measuring a context in the Mermin-Peres square with
the maximally mixed state as the input. In this case the outcome of a Y Y measurement
should be random, by lemma 5.3.1. If we measure sequence S ′1 and S
′
2 the outcome O(Y Y )
is clearly random, by definition of the phase function. Similarly if we measure sequences S1
or S2 the outcome O(Y Y ) is still random, as the outcomes of the previous measurements
in the sequence are random, but not necessarily equal to the outcome if Y Y was measured
first. Therefore there is no reason to expect the outcome of Y Y to be the same regardless
of whether it was measured first or last, as the only constraint we should obey is that it’s
outcome is random. Hence, the only case where we should expect a fixed outcome for Y Y
is if the input state was an eigenstate of Y Y , in which case the algebraic constraints limit
our value assignments to other commuting observables, but crucially no others.
5.6 Generalizing the model to n-qubits
To begin we first establish some notation, denote a proper abelian subgroup of the projec-
tive Pauli group with bold font, i.e. G ⊂ P̃n. We define the set of all Abelian subgroups
with k generators as Pk :=
{
G|G ⊂ P̃n, |G| = 2k
}
. These subgroups will replace the
role of P̃2\I in the two qubit model, and technically for the two qubit model the stabilizer
ontology is P1.
The ontology of the n-qubit model is defined to be Λ = Pn−1 × γn. The uniform
distributions representing n-qubit pure stabilizer states ψ ∈ S(H2n) have support;
supp(µψ) =
{
λ = (G, γ)|G ⊂ S̃(ψ), G ∈ Pn−1, γ ∼= ψ
}
. (5.13)
These states, while being defined on an exponentially growing ontology, are ψ-epistemic.
For example the ontic state λ = (〈Zi〉i=1,..,n−1, γ = ~0) is in the support of |0〉
⊗n and
|0〉⊗n−1 |+〉. To find which pure stabilizer states have support on a given ontic state note
that given a G ∈ Pn−1 there is a finite set of non-commuting Pauli operators that commute
with G that can all be added to the group to construct valid stabilizer groups.
As before the Clifford operations in the model can be inferred from their action of
the projective Pauli group. So a Clifford operation’s, C, ontological representation, ΓC , is
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given by;
ΓC : (G, γ) 7→ (CGC†, γR + γc), (5.14)
Where again we re-order γ to match the Clifford permutation and the conjugation is take
to be on every element of G.




1 if γ(M) = k,
0 otherwise.
. (5.15)
Note 5.3 As with the two-qubit update rules I have presented a more in-depth analysis
of the n-qubit update rules compared to the published version of this paper. 
We define the measurement update rules for a measurement of M with outcome k to
be;
Γk|M : (G, γ) 7→ (G′, γ′) (5.16)
Such that;
Line 1: We set;
G 7→ G′ = 〈GM ,M〉 w. eq. prob GM ∈ Pn−2 | [M,Gi] = 0, GM ⊂ G, ∀Gi ∈ GM .
Note this update can be redefined to not “ store” the previous measurement as
follows: If [G,M ] 6= 0 set G′ = 〈GM ,M〉. Conversely if [G,M ] 6= 0 uniformly
sample a subgroup H ∈ Pn−1 from 〈G,M〉 and set G′ = H . Again update rule
included in the paper was the simplest to state and therefore the one I chose to
include. However again the second update rule may be more in line with the quasi-
probability simulation given in [69].
Line 2: If [M,G] 6= 0 :
γ′(S) = γ(S)
γ′(SM) = γ(S) + k + β(S,M)
}
∀S ∈ P̃n, | [S,M ] = [S,G] = 0.
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If M does not commute with G then we must perform an update similar to the
2-qubit case. We find all S that could have been an element of the pre and post
measurement groups and update the phase function for the possible new elements
of the group SM . See the proof of theorem 5.6.1 for a full explanation of how this
correctly updates the phase function.
Line 3: If [M,G] = 0 :
γ′(GiM) = γ(Gi) + k + β(Gi,M) ∀Gi ∈ G.
If M commutes with all of G then we update the phase function for all new elements
the post-measurement stabilizer group {GiM | ∀Gi ∈ G}.
Line 4: Set:
γ′(S) = {0, 1} w. eq. prob ∀S ∈ P̃n, | [S,M ] 6= 0, [S,Gi] = 0, ∀Gi ∈ G.
This line randomizes all elements of the phase function that could have been part
of the pre-measurement stabilizer group, but not the post-measurement stabilizer
group. Ensuring no biasing of future measurement outcomes.
Line 5: Set γ′(S) = γ(S) Otherwise.
This final line captures the fact that if none of the conditions above are met we must
keep the value of the phase function static.
Theorem 5.6.1 The ontological model presented above is a ψ-epistemic model of the
n-qubit stabilizer subtheory.
Proof. The model is ψ-epistemic by the example given above. It also reproduces the single
shot statistics, by the argument given for the prepare-measure-discard model. Therefore
we just to check that the measurement update rule maps the phase function to a new phase
function that is consistent with the post-measurement state.
The first line corresponds to updating G to a new subgroup that is an proper subgroup
of the post-measurement state. As there are many possible proper subgroups of G that
commute with M if [M,Gi] = 0, ∀Gi ∈ G we sample one of them uniformly. If M does
not commute with all elements of G there is only one such GM . 〈GM ,M〉 is an proper
subgroup of the post-measurement group and therefore (G′, ·) ∈ suppµρ′
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We will prove correctness by running through each of the possible measurement updates
that need to be applied, which are categorized by the commutation relation between G
and M .
The first case we consider is [M,G] 6= 0, i.e. M does not commute with 2n−2 elements
of G. We can write the post-measurement group as 〈GM ,M, S〉, where S is the unknown
stabilizer element, such that [S,M ] = [S,G] = 0, S /∈ G and GM is the subgroup of G
containing all elements that commute with M . There are 3 non-trivial equivalence classes
of S, which mutually anti-commute. Any S ∈ P̃n that commutes with both M and G
could have been elements of the pre-measurement and post-measurement group, implying
their phase function should remain fixed through the measurement. We therefore update
all possible new elements of the post-measurement group, which are SM /∈ S(ρ) as ∃G ∈ G
such that [SM,G] 6= 0. Given two possible extensions generated by S1 and S2 such that
[S1, S2] 6= 0 we have [S1Mg, S2Mg′] 6= 0,∀g, g′ ∈ GM . This implies the post measurement
equivalence classes do not intersect, i.e. S1Mg /∈ 〈GM ,M, S2〉 , ∀g ∈ GM . Therefore SM
is only an element of one possible group extension implying that γ′(SM) has the correct
phase if SM ∈ S(ρ′). Note that any G ∈ G that commutes with M satisfies the conditional
of lines 2 and 3. Finally any element that could have been part of the pre-measurement
group, but not the post-measurement group is randomized, line 4.
The second case we need to consider is when M commutes with all elements of G.
Again this can be broken down to two cases M /∈ G and M ∈ G. If M commutes with all
of G but is not an element of the group, then we know the post-measurement stabilizer




. Therefore the new (or potentially old) elements
of the group are GiM with phase γ(GiM) = γ(Gi) + k + β(Gi,M) = γ
′(GiM). Note
if these Pauli operators were elements of the stabilizer group prior to measurement their
phase remains unchanged. If M ∈ G then the phase function should remain unchanged
through the measurement, up to randomization on stabilizer measurements not in the
stabilizer group. This is expressed in lines 3 through 5 of the update rule. Note line 5 will
be satisfied by operators that commute with both M and G, but are not in G, these are
possible elements of the stabilizer group and therefore their phase function should remain
fixed.
Therefore the update rule given above maps an ontic state λ = (G, γ) ∈ supp(µψ) to







randomization procedure ensures a random value of the phase function for observables not




It is interesting to note that the additional stabilizer ontology we introduced has not
been required prior to defining the update rules. However, we can actual use this ontology
to streamline the model to define an always-ψ-epistemic model. We can achieve this
by noticing that when [G,M ] 6= 0 the outcome of the measurement should be random,
and therefore we can reconstruct the response functions accordingly. An overview of this
procedure is covered in the appendix.
The generalization of the model to n-qubits has required us to extend the stabilizer
ontology to proper subgroups of maximal abelian subgroups of the Stabilizer operators. It
is not clear whether this additional ontology is required or can be made more compact.
However by reducing the size of the groups in the ontology leads to ambiguities in how
the phase function should be updated during measurement. It is therefore a highly in-
teresting open problem whether n − 1 generators of a stabilizer state are truly required
to correctly update an epistemic state in an arbitrary ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit
stabilizer formalism. If this is indeed the case, it would suggest almost full knowledge of
a stabilizer state8 is required to be encoded in the ontology to correctly reproduce the
stabilizer subtheory’s statistics.
5.6.1 The n-qubit model’s relation to the single-qubit 8-state
model
Corollary 5.6.2 The n = 1 case of the model is equivalent to the 8-state model.
Proof. To see this let us consider the ontology for a single qubit in the model is Λ =
P0 × γn=1. As P0 = {I} and all stabilizer groups contain I, the stabilizer group part of
the ontology is trivial and we can remove it. The non-trivial ontology is therefore Λ = γ1,
which is identical to the 8 possible value assignments over X, Y , and Z in the 8-state
model.
States are defined as having uniform support over all consistent phase functions. Writ-




support on all phase functions such that γ(P ) = sP . I.e. a stabilizer state has support on
4 ontic states as in the 8-state model, and the supports in coincide. Therefore stabilizer
states in the model presented here and the 8-state model have the same representation.
Clifford transformations are represented as permutations of the ontic space in both our
model and the 8-state model. In the 8-state model the permutation maps representing a
8As n generators uniquely specify the state.
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Clifford operations are derived from their stabilizer relations, i.e. Γ8−state(H) : (x, y, z) 7→
(z, y ⊕ 1, x). This also holds in the model presented here, i.e. Γmodel(H) : (x, y, z) 7→
(z, y, x)⊕ (0, 1, 0), where we have decomposed the map into γR and γc for clarity.
The measurement response functions are defined identically, with the response function
essentially reading out the value of the phase function/value assignment. All that is left is to
demonstrate is that the update rules are the same. In the single-qubit stabilizer formalism
all measurements are rank-1 projectors. Therefore the measurement update map in the 8-
state model can be simply stated as repreparing the eigenstate corresponding the eigenvalue
measured. For example an X measurement with a +1 outcome the measurement update
rule prepares the distribution µ|+〉.
Returning to the n = 1 case of the updates rules for the model, equation 5.16. As all
single qubit measurements commute with P0 ontology we only consider the commuting
case of the update rules. In this case we have γ′(GiM) = γ(Gi) + k + β(Gi,M), ∀Gi ∈ G,
which for a single qubit reduces to setting γ′(M) = k. Finally we randomize all phase
function elements that don’t commute with M , which in the case of a single qubit Pauli
observable is all other single qubit Pauli observables. This update effectively reprepares
the eigenstate of the measured observable with eigenvalue k. Therefore the update rules
are the same. This implies the 8-state model and the n = 1 case of the ontological model
of the qubit stabilizer formalism presented here are the equivalent. 
5.7 Discussion
In this paper we have constructed a contextual ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer
formalism. The model is constructed by considering that given a stabilizer state it is pos-
sible to reproduce the one-shot statistics of stabilizer measurements by uniform sampling
over value assignments, which we term the phase function, that are consistent with a sta-
bilizer state. Measurement update rules then ensure that this value assignment is mapped
to a value assignment consistent with the post-measurement state. Therefore reproducing
the statistics of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism.
The core component of the model’s presentation is the value assignment. We have
constructed the model this way to investigate the structure of contextuality in the n-
qubit stabilizer formalism. However, to correctly update the value assignment through a
measurement we are need to encode n−1 generators of the stabilizer state in the ontology.
Whether this additional ontology is required or can be reduced is an interesting open
question.
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By moving away from an outcome deterministic model it is possible to use the presented
model to construct an always-ψ-epistemic model, covered in the appendix. Always-ψ-
epistemic models have a strong resemblance to probabilistic classical models as a quantum
state represents a true lack of knowledge of the physical state of a system. Therefore they
present an interesting possibility of a categorizing the transition from classical to quantum
theory. Further they share many properties with weak-simulations and could providing an
intriguing formalism for investigate the resources required to simulate quantum systems,
universal or otherwise.
We would like to thank Hammam Qassim, Juan Bermejo-Vega, and Joshua Ruebeck
for useful discussions. This research was supported by the Government of Canada through
CFREF Transformative Quantum Technologies program, NSERC Discovery program, and
Industry Canada.
5.8 Proof of correctness of the 2-qubit ontological
model
Here we give the proof of lemma 5.5.1;
Proof. From the argument given for the prepare-measure-discard model we know that we
will correctly reproduce the stabilizer outcome statistics if the phase function satisfies
γ(M) = pb, ∀b ∈ B(S(ρ)) and is random otherwise. The distributions representing prepa-
rations clearly satisfy this, therefore we just need to show the update rule maps γ to a γ′
such that γ′(M) = pb′ , ∀b′ ∈ B(S(ρ′)) and random otherwise. Additionally by the stabi-
lizer update rule we know that (−1)kM ∈ S(ρ′) so the update on the stabilizer operator
portion of the ontology is in the support of the post-measurement state.
To prove the phase function update map correct updates to a phase function consistent
with the post-measurement state we will exhaustively prove each possibility, with each case
defined via the commutation relation between M and P .
For the first case, we let [P,M ] 6= 0, i.e. M was certainly not an element of the
pre-measurement stabilizer group. We can always write this group as;{
I, (−1)γ(P )P, (−1)γ(S)S, (−1)γ(S)+γ(P )PS
}
,
where [M,PS] = [M,P ] 6= 0 and [S,M ] = 0. Therefore the post measurement group is
given by; {




I.e. we need to keep γ′(S) = γ(S) static through the update and update the phase
function on PS+M to γ
′(SM) = γ(S) + k + β(S,M). This is captured by lines 2 and 3 of
the update rule. However in the update rule we search over all such S, we do this because
given a P there are 3 possible non-trivial stabilizer groups P is an element of, modulo
phases. I.e. there are 3 non-commuting Pauli operators, {S1, S2, S3} we could combine
with P to construct all possible maximal stabilizer groups containing P . These groups
only share the elements I and P , this can easily be verified by checking PSi’s commutation
relations with Sj 6=i and PSj 6=i, therefore by updating all possible S we cover all possible pre-
measurement stabilizer groups. Further by the consistency of the phase function with the
pre-measurement state we know if S ∈ S(ρ) then γ(S) = pS, and if not γ(S) is a random
value. Therefore the phase function remains random on elements not in the group. Finally
for any S such that [P, S] = 0 and [M,S] 6= 0 we randomize γ(S) as S could have been an
element of the pre-measurement group, but is definitely not an element after. Therefore γ′
is consistent with all possible post-measurement stabilizer groups.
The second case is that [M,P ] = 0 and M 6= P . Regardless of what the pre-
measurement group was we can actually directly construct the post-measurement group;{
I, (−1)γ(P )P, (−1)kM, (−1)γ(P )+k+β(P,M)PP+M
}
.
Therefore we only need to update γ′(PM) = γ(P ) + k+ β(P,M) and randomize all phase
function elements that could have been elements of the pre-measurement group, but cannot
be part of the post-measurement group, lines 4 and 5 of the update rule. Finally we have the
case that P = M . This case is trivial and no update rule should be applied as pre-and-post
measurement stabilizer groups are the same. However this case is rolled into the previous
case in the update rule above, this can be seen by noting γ′(PM) = γ(MM) = γ(I) = 0
and the randomizing step does not effect any potential stabilizer elements.
Therefore the update rule Γk|M maps a phase function γ to a set of phase functions {γ′i}i
such that γ′i(Pb′) = pb′ , ∀i, ∀b ∈ B(S(ρ′)) and γ′i(M) is uniformly random over i if ±Pb′ /∈
S(ρ′). And therefore reproduces the stabilizer statistics for sequential measurements.

5.9 Streamlining the model
In the main body of this paper we have presented the ontological model of the stabilizer
formalism in such a way that the phase function encodes the stabilizer statistics. This
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has been done for ease of presentation. However, we can reduce the size of the model by
utilizing the stabilizer part of the ontology.
Recall the ontology of the model is defined to be Λn = Pn−1 × γn. This definition of
the ontology of the model grows super-exponentially;








where we have used a similar argument as [2] for the first term. Clearly 24
n
dominates for
all but the smallest n. Therefore the ontology grows super-exponentially with number of
qubits, making it a poor candidate for a physically motivated ontological model.
The super-exponential scaling derives from us allowing all possible value assignments
the model. However if consider the stabilizer statistics, lemma 5.3.1, we see that ∃S ∈ S(ρ)
such that [S,M ] 6= 0 then the outcome of a measurement of M should be random.
Therefore if we have an ontic state λ = (G, γ) then we know the outcome of any
measurement M will be random if [G,M ] 6= 0. Further this randomness can be encoded
in the response functions, rather than the phase function;
ξk,M(λ) =

1 if γ(M) = k, [G,M ] = 0
1
2
if [G,M ] 6= 0
0 otherwise.
Therefore we do not need to store the value of the phase function if a Pauli operator does
not commute with G.
Further as we know the phase function must be consistent with a stabilizer state we
can infer that we only need to store the phase on a set of generators of G, due to the
group structure of the stabilizer groups. I.e. it must be the case that γ(g1 + g2) =
γ(g1) + γ(g2) + β(g1, g2), ∀g1, g2 ∈ G.
Finally as G ∈ Pn−1 there are only three possible equivalence classes of generators
we can add to G to construct a pure stabilizer state’s stabilizer group. Denote these
possible extensions as S(ψ1) = 〈G, S1〉, S(ψ2) = 〈G, S2〉, and S(ψ3) = 〈G, S3〉, where
S(ψ1) 6= S(ψ2) 6= S(ψ3). As the phase function must be consistent with one of these
three group extensions, we only need to store the phase of the relevant generator, γ(Si).
However if we wish not to be able to infer the quantum state from the ontic state we
should treat each extension equivalently. So we demand the phase function also satisfies
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γ(Si+g) = γ(Si)+γ(g)+β(Si, g),∀Si, which is satisfiable via the non-intersecting property
of {S(ψi)\G}i.
Therefore can construct an symmetric-always-ψ-epistemic model by encoding the ontic
state in a tableau similar to the Gottesman-Aaronson strong-simulation [2];
λ ≡
{gi}i
ax1,g1 ax2,g1 · · · axn,g1 az1,g1 az2,g1 · · · azn,g1 γ(g1)










ax1,gn−1 ax2,gn−1 · · · axn,gn−1 az1,gn−1 az2,gn−1 · · · azn,gn−1 γ(gn−1)
{Si}i
ax1,S1 ax2,S1 · · · axn,S1 az1,S1 az2,S1 · · · azn,S1 γ(S1)
ax1,S2 ax2,S2 · · · axn,S2 az1,S2 az2,S2 · · · azn,S2 γ(S2)
ax1,S3 ax2,S3 · · · axn,S3 az1,S3 az2,S3 · · · azn,S3 γ(S3)
(5.17)
Where the binary-sympletic representation has been used to encode Pauli operators. From
this we can see that an ontic state can be stored in (2n + 1)(n + 2) bits, which sat-
isfies the bound proven by Karanjai et al. [40]. The ontology is symmetric as each
ontic state is in the support of exactly 3 quantum states, given by the stabilizer groups
S(ψ1), S(ψ2), andS(ψ3).
This construction drastically reduces the size of the ontology of the model. It also
provides a route to investigating whether such a model can be used as the basis for a
weak-simulation scheme, which will be covered in a follow up paper.
5.10 Generalized Contextuality
Generalized contextuality is an extension of traditional contextuality to preparations,
transformations, and probabilistic ontological models. This generalization is defined via
the concept of operational equivalences. We say that two (experimental) physical opera-
tions are operationally equivalent, denoted ∼=, if and only if they give the same experimental
statistic, regardless of the choice of experimental procedure:
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Preparations: Two preparation procedures P and P ′ are operationally equivalent,
(P ∼= P ′), iff Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P ′, T,M), ∀T,M .
Transformations:Two transformation procedures T and T ′ are operationally equiva-
lent, (T ∼= T ′), iff Pr(k|P, T,M) = Pr(k|P, T ′,M), ∀P,M .
Measurements: The outcome k of two measurement procedures k ∈M and k ∈M ′
is operationally equivalent, ([k,M ] ∼= [k,M ′]), iff Pr(k|P, T,M) =
Pr(k|P, T,M ′), ∀P, T .
The assumption of generalized non-contextuality then states that any two operationally
equivalent procedures in our physical theory should be represented by the same object in
an ontological model. Therefore we say an ontological model is preparation non-contextual
(PNC) if;
µP = µP ′ ⇔ P ∼= P ′. (5.18)
Similarly it is transformation non-contextual (TNC) if;
ΓT = ΓT ′ ⇔ T ∼= T ′. (5.19)
And measurement non-contextual (MNC) if;
ξk,M = ξk,M ′ ⇔ [k,M ] ∼= [k,M ′]. (5.20)
As previously mentioned the n-qubit stabilizer formalism exhibits all forms of contextuality.
Therefore it is not surprising that the model presented in this paper does not satisfy any
of these requirements. Hence it is a preparation-transformation-measurement contextual
ontological model.
5.10.1 The model and generalized contextuality
Preparation Contextuality
The model is preparation contextual for n > 1. To see this we use what we call Pauli
eigenbases. A Pauli eigenbasis {ψi}i is a set of stabilizer states such that we can write
the stabilizer groups of all eigenstates as S(ψi) = 〈±G1,±G2, ...,±Gn〉, where {Gi ∈ P̃n}
are the same for all eigenstates. We call these Pauli eigenbases as they are exactly the
joint eigenstates of sets of commuting Pauli operators. However it should be noted that
these are not the only orthonormal bases we can construct in the stabilizer formalism. The
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PBR POVM elements give a clean example of an orthonormal basis that does not have the
structure of a Pauli eigenbasis9.



















where Zi = Ij 6=i ⊗ Zi and similarly for Xi, and (−1)f(i,j) is a function that maps index
j to all possible ±1 phases on each generator. These are the Z (computational) and X
eigenbases respectively and clearly share no non-identity stabilizer element, i.e. @S, j, k
such that S ∈ S(ψZ,j)\I and S ∈ S(ψX,k)\I. Therefore by noting the definition of the
support of a stabilizer state in the model we can infer that µψZ,j ∩ µψX,k = ∅, ∀j, k.
To demonstrate that the model is preparation contextual consider that both eigenbases

















Therefore the representation of the maximally mixed state depends on which eigenbasis
















by the disjointness of the pure state preparations. Therefore the model is preparation




I/2n) = ∅. However, we can define
a canonical representation of the maximally mixed state via a uniform distribution over
all possible representations.
The above analysis does not apply in the n = 1 case as the stabilizer part of the ontology
is trivial, i.e. for a single qubit Λn=1 = {(I, γ)|γ ∈ γn=1} and I ∈ S(ρ), ∀ρ ∈ S(H2).
Therefore we can effective discard it, making the n = 1 case preparation non-contextual as
all bases span the space of phase functions, note this spanning nature of a basis also holds
for n > 1.
9To construct these bases you leverage the fact to stabilizer states ρ1 and ρ2 are orthogonal iff P ∈
S(ρ1) and −P ∈ S(ρ2).
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Transformation Contextuality
The model inherits the transformation contextuality of the single qubit stabilizer subtheory
[51]. This implies, via embedding, the model is transformation contextual for all n.
Recently there has been proposals to strengthen the definition of transformation con-
textuality to be more akin to traditional contextuality [53]. This definition would class an
operational theory as transformation contextual if the representation of a unitary transfor-
mation was dependent on the set of unitaries it was performed with. Under this definition
the model is transformation non-contextual.
Measurement Contextuality
The model up to this point has been constructed such that only rank 2n−1 measurements
are permissible, i.e. binary outcome measurements. This restriction has been imposed
on the model as it directly corresponds to the measurements allowed within the stabilizer
formalism. However any model of binary outcome measurements are trivially measurement
non-contextual, as there is only one context a projector can be measured in.
Considering, a sequence of rank-2n−1 PVMs can be used to construct rank-1 PVMs. For
example we can construct a computational basis measurement for two-qubits by measuring
ZI, with outcome k1, followed by IZ, with outcome k2, which will project any state onto
|k1k2〉 with the correct probability. Alternatively we could have measured ZI followed
by ZZ, with outcome k3, which will project onto the state |k1(k3 ⊕ k1)〉. This gives two
contexts in which the computational basis can be measured.
By using the operational elements of the model we can construct effective response
functions that correspond to measuring any rank 2k, k ∈ {1, ..., n− 1} observable with
stabilizer eigenspaces. Here we will present this construction for two sequential measure-
ments. However, it can easily be extended to longer measurement sequences. We consider
a sequence of two measurements M1 → M2 such that [M1,M2] = 0, this implies that
both are diagonal in some basis. Letting the outcome of each measurement be k1 and k2,
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respectively, we can construct effective response function for the joint measurement via;














where ξMi(ki|λ) are the response functions for a binary outcome measurements and Γk|M
is the post-measurement transition map. Therefore the effective response functions are
dependent on the sequence of measurements and choice of rank-2n−1 measurements used.
Implying the model is measurement contextual.
Alternatively, to see how the model must be measurement contextual consider that
traditional non-contextuality is the conjunction of measurement non-contextuality and
outcome determinism. Therefore as the model is outcome deterministic and traditionally
contextual, it must be measurement contextual10.
10A final possible way to derive measurement contextuality is to note a projector can be associated
to an outcome in many different measurement procedures. For example, Π00 = |00〉 〈00| is an a possible
outcome of measuring each qubit in the computational basis, e.g. M1 = ZI and M2 = IZ, and it is
an outcome of a PBR-style measurement, e.g. M1 = ZZ then adaptively measure M2 according to;
O(M1) = 0 −→M2 = ZI, O(M1) = 1 −→M2 = XX.
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Chapter 6
Is the Stabilizer Subtheory the Limit
of ψ-Epistemic Models?
6.1 Chapter Preamble
In this chapter we present a result that was derived during the construction of the contex-
tual ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism. Namely that for any ontological
model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism there must exist some region of the ontology that
encodes n− 1 generators of a stabilizer group, and that any measurement will “drive” the
ontological representation of a state to this region. There is some irony in this work, as
the ψ-epistemic model, presented in the previous chapter, started life in a version of this
proof, which I believed was wrong, but turned out to be correct.
The work presented here was solely completed by myself, with supervision from Joseph
Emerson. It will appear in a future publication.
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Is the stabilizer subtheory the limit of ψ-epistemic
models?
Piers Lillystone1, and Joseph Emerson2,3
1Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
2Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Applied Mathematics,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
3 Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1Z8, Canada
Quantum computation has the potential to offer exponential computational advantage
over classical computation. However, the physical source of this advantage is far from
well understood, despite many proposals. In this letter we show that the efficiently
simulable n-qubit stabilizer subtheory is on the verge of being ψ-ontic. However, it is
know to admit a ψ-epistemic ontological model. Combining this result with the recent
result demonstrating that previously constructed ψ-epistemic models of full quantum
theory cannot describe state-update after measurement leads us to a tantalizing ques-
tion: Is the impossibility of a ψ-epistemic model the source of a quantum computer’s
power?
6.2 Introduction
Understanding the resources behind the exponential quantum computational speed-up is
more critical than ever, especially with intermediate-scale quantum computing on the verge
of being realized in an experimental setting [65, 59]. However, there is little consensus on
the source of this speed up. What is better understood is the subtheories of quantum
theory that offer no computational advantage over classical computation. Namely the
efficiently classically simulable stabilizer subtheory [31], which underpins most quantum
error-correction techniques [60], and recently has been used as the basis for simulating
universal quantum computation via stabilizer rank [14, 13, 67, 10].
Contextuality [7, 43, 55, 63, 56, 75], a concept originating from foundations of quan-
tum theory research, has emerged as one of the more intriguing possible explanations for
the exponential speed-up of quantum computation. Contextuality is necessary to acheive
speed-up by injection of magic states into Clifford circuits [39, 25, 9, 71]; and quanti-
fies the computational advantage for both magic-state and measurement based models of
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quantum computation [4, 70, 82, 68, 83, 9, 61, 3, 21]. However, contextuality cannot be
a sufficient resource as the qubit stabilizer subtheory offers a quantum computer no ex-
ponential computational advantage over a classical counterpart [31, 2], yet is contextual
under all definitions of contextuality [55, 63, 56, 4, 38, 45, 51].
This prompts us to consider alternative possibilities for the source on quantum com-
putational speed-up. In this letter we apply another concept from the foundations of
quantum theory to the question of what provides the power behind exponential quan-
tum computational speed-up: The distinction between ψ-ontic and ψ-epistemic ontological
models [35, 36, 50]. In broad strokes, in a ψ-ontic ontological model th physical state of
system always uniquely identifies which quantum state the system is in. Conversely in a
ψ-epistemic model the physical state may not uniquely define the quantum state of the
system. ψ-epistemic models are often considered to give classical accounts of quantum
theory. While no proof1 of the requirement of a ψ-ontic ontological model of quantum
theory is known, there is a growing body of evidence that quantum theory requires a
ψ-ontic ontological model [66, 1, 34, 23, 72]. Therefore, the distinction between ψ-ontic
and ψ-epistemic models offers a fertile research avenue for investigating the source of the
exponential speed-up offered by quantum computation.
Recently we demonstrated that all previously constructed ψ-epistemic models of full
quantum theory fail when accounting for state-update after measurement [72]. We also
constructed a ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory which evades such
proofs [52]. Here we extend these result and prove that any ontological model of the n-qubit
stabilizer subtheory requires at least n−1 generators to be encoded in an ontological model’s
ontology, to correctly reproduce the experimental statistics of the subtheory. Considering
that n generators are required to uniquely specify a stabilizer state and that adding any
unitary outside the Clifford group can promote the subtheory to universality [57, 58] the
requirement of encoding n − 1 generators in the ontology places the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory at the verge of ψ-onticity.
Additionally the result applies to weak simulation that never output incorrect answers,
i.e. if Tr(Πk,Mρ) ∈ {0, 1} then Prsim(k|M,ρ) ∈ {0, 1} for all possible simulation rounds [81,
40]. This implies that a weak simulation of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory must also
eventually encode n−1 generators in its internal memory, which may have implications for
the efficiency of the recently developed stabilizer rank simulations. Lastly, we improve the
lower bound on the size of the ontology required by an ontological model of the n-qubit
stabilizer subtheory given by Karanjai et al. [40].
1That doesn’t rely on additional assumptions.
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6.3 Background Material
Ontological models formalism is defined under the mathematical framework of operational
theories. An operational theory mathematically describes the outcome statistics of sets of
experiments, which are decomposed into sequences of preparations, transformations, and
measurements. That is, they give the probability of observing outcome k of a measurement
M , conditioned on the preparation P , and transformation T performed in the experiment,
i.e. the conditional probability Pr(k|P, T,M). For example, in quantum theory an exper-
iment where we prepare a density matrix ρ, apply a completely-positive trace-preserving
(CPTP) map Φ, and measure a positive-operator-valued measure (POVM) M = {Ek} has
operational statistics given by the Born rule Pr(k|ρ,Φ,M) = Tr(EkΦ(ρ)).
The most basic assumption an ontological model (OM) makes is that there exists a set
of physical, ontic, states Λ = {λ} that fully describe the physical properties of a system.
In an OM a preparation procedure, P , probabilistically prepares a physical state consis-
tent with P . Therefore we can represent the preparation procedure P by the probability
density function µP (λ) = Pr(λ|P ), where
∫
Λ
µP (λ)dλ = 1. We define the support of a
preparation to be supp(µP ) = {λ|µP (λ) > 0}. A transformation T stochastically maps
ontic states to ontic states. We represent T by a transition matrix ΓT (λ





′, λ)dλ′ = 1, ∀λ. A measurement M in an OM outputs an outcome k prob-
abilistically, conditioned on the ontic state of the system. Therefore M is represented by
a set of response functions
{






k (λ) = 1, ∀λ.





′ = Pr(k|P, T,M), (6.1)
for all preparations, transformations and measurements in the operationally theory, ∀P ∈
P , ∀T ∈ T , and ∀M ∈ M respectively. Additional care must be taken when representing
measurement update maps, because they are only defined for ontic states that can give
the corresponding outcome. However, the results presented here do not rely on these finer
details and a full review of their implications can be found in [72].
In this paper we are interested in the operational theory defined by the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory of quantum theory [60], i.e. Pr(k| ρ, C,M) where ρ ∈ S(H2n), C ∈ Cl2n , and
M ∈ P̃n.
The n-qubit stabilizer subtheory can be defined by starting with the projective Pauli
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group;
P̃n = {⊗ni Pi|Pi ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}} = Pn\U(1). (6.2)
From this we define the set stabilizer operators to be Sn =
{
±P |P ∈ P̃n
}
\− I, where −I
is excluded as it stabilizes no state.
The set of pure states in the subtheory, S(H2n), are the joint +1 eigenstates of the
stabilizer operators. As each eigen-subspace of the stabilizer operators has dimension
2n−1, n commuting stabilizer operators, gi ∈ Sn, are required to uniquely specify a pure
state;










where S(ψ) is the Abelian group defined by the n stabilizer operators, a particular choice
of generators for the group.
Permissible transformations in the subtheory are defined by the normalizer of the sta-
bilizer operators, the Clifford group;
Cl2n =
{
U ∈ U(2n)|USU † ∈ Sn,∀S ∈ Sn
}
.
The set of measurement operators is exactly the projective Pauli group, P̃n.
6.4 State-upate in Ontological Models of the
n-Qubit Stabilizer Subtheory
We start by considering an arbitrary ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism
that crucially can model measurement update correctly.
From these very simple assumptions we immediately infer the following;
Lemma 6.4.1 Given a pure stabilizer state ψ with stabilizer group;
S(ψ) =
{
(−1)γ(b)Pb| [Pa, Pb] = 0, Pb ∈ P̃n,
γ : P̃n → Z2
}
, (6.3)





1, ∀Pb ∈ S(ψ)
0 otherwise
=⇒ vλ(Pb) = γ(b). (6.4)















where [ψ] = |ψ〉 〈ψ| = 1
2n
∑
a∈S(ψ)(−1)γ(a)Pa and Πγ(b),Pb =
1
2
(I + (−1)γ(b)Pb) is the PVM
that projects onto the (−1)γ(b) eigenspace of the Pb observable. However as the epistemic






As both µPψ and ξγ(a),Pa are positive functions over Λ it must be the case that ξγ(a),Pa(λ) =
1, ∀λ ∈ supp(µψ). 
As the response functions are outcome deterministic on the support of ψ and Pauli
observables are binary outcome measurements, we can define a value assignment as given
by eq. (6.4). It should be noted this value assignment is not a value assignment in the
sense of KS non-contextuality because it is only defined over elements of the group and
not the full projective Pauli group. Further, we have used a binary representation of the
value assignment, so 0↔ +1 and 1↔ −1 and addition is performed mod 2.
In the stabilizer formalism the measurement update rules of measuring a Pauli observ-
able M ∈ P̃n can be expressed as follows. Given any pure stabilizer group S(ψ) and a Pauli
operator M it is always possible to express the group as S(ψ) = 〈G, h〉 where [Gi,M ] = 0,
∀Gi ∈ G and G is an Abelian subgroup of S(ψ) with ±M /∈ G. Therefore the updated





k is the outcome of the measurement. I.e. we remove any non-commuting operators in the
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pre-measurement group and add (−1)kM , and compositions of M with G, into the group
in their place.





| [Pg,M ] = 0, Pg ∈ G̃
}
,
where we have used the definition PaPb = (−1)β(a,b)Pa+b| [Pa, Pb] = 0 to perform the group
multiplication and G̃ = G\U(1).
We can apply a similar logic as we did to the response functions for the pre-measurement
state. Going straight to value assignments we have ∀λ′ ∈ supp(µψ′);
vλ′(Pg) = γ(g) = vλ(Pg), ∀Pg ∈ G̃
vλ′(PgM) = γ(g) + k + β(g,m), ∀Pg ∈ G̃
The post-measurement update map must perform the transformation Γk|M : supp(µψ)→
supp(µψ′), and therefore must functionally satisfy the value assignment update as given
above, i.e. Γk|M,ψ : vλ∈supp(µψ) → vλ′∈supp(µ′ψ), ∀λ ∈ supp(µψ).
To leverage these insights we use the following fact:
Fact 6.4.1 In any ontological model that reproduces the statistics of the stabilizer for-
malism the ontic states can encode information about group elements of the stabilizer
group.
I.e. we can define a surjective function from the ontology to the set of Abelian
subgroups of the Pauli group, A(Pn);
f : Λ→ A(Pn). (6.5)
For example, in a ψ-ontic model of the stabilizer formalism, i.e. the Gottesman-Knill
theorem [31], this surjective function will map directly onto the maximal Abelian subgroups
of the Pauli group. Conversely in the 8-state model [84, 11] the corresponding function
maps every ontic state to the trivial group, as the stabilizer states with support on a given
ontic state λ have non-commuting generators and hence λ encodes no information about
the stabilizer elements. Utilizing this fact, rather than dealing directly with the ontic
states, we can work with these subgroups rather than the ontic states.
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Additionally, we can restrict our attention to the “hardest” case. By hardest case we
mean the case in which a measurement update map would have the least information about
the new elements of the post-measurement stabilizer group. Therefore, the update rule has
the most difficulty in correctly assigning values to these new stabilizer elements.
Fact 6.4.2 Knowledge of G or some some subgroup of G is the “hardest” case for a
state update map.
Consider the contrary, remembering that G is the group such that S(ψ) = 〈G, h〉 where
±M /∈ G and [G,M ] = 0, if there are some elements of the known group G′ that do not
commute with M then we know by the stabilizer update rules that these elements are to
be removed and replaced with (−1)kM . Effectively allowing us to know the new elements
of the stabilizer group, and hence their corresponding value assignments.
6.5 Any Ontological Model of the n-Qubit Stabilizer
Subtheory Must Encode n− 1 Generators in its
Ontology
Firstly we use the assertion that any λ can only encode some subgroup of a maximal
Abelian stabilizer group and the encoded group has n− l generators, where l is an integer
and 2 ≤ l ≤ n, and that the group in question is the hardest case. The l = 1 case
corresponds to our previously constructed ψ-epistemic model and therefore is possible.
Let us label the subgroup λ encodes as G′, this means that the the post-measurement




, where G′⊥ is the unique
group that extends 〈G′,M〉 to S(ψ′), i.e. [g′⊥, g] = 0, ∀g ∈ 〈G′,M〉 and G from the





only access to knowledge of G′ and M there are many such group extensions;
G⊥M = {H | [h,M ] = [h, g′] = 0; ∀h ∈ H, ∀g′ ∈ G′} .
For example for 2-qubits if G′ = {I} and M = Y Y then:
G⊥Y Y ={〈±IY 〉 , 〈±Y I〉 , 〈±XZ〉 ,
〈±ZX〉 , 〈±XX〉 , 〈±ZZ〉}.
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It general it may be possible that ∃g ∈ G′⊥ and another group extension Gi⊥ ∈ G⊥M such
that g + M = g(i) ∈ Gi⊥. For example in the possible group extensions given above
XX.Y Y = −ZZ. By the constraints on the update rule in the ontological model given
previously, without knowledge of the group G we must perform the update rule for all
possible groups in G⊥M , as any extension could be the correct extension. This implies, given
a measurement of M with outcome k, we must update as follows;
vλ′(g +M) = vλ(g) + k + β(g,M),
vλ′(g
(i) +M) = vλ(g
(i)) + k + β(g(i),M),
where this update must be performed for all g ∈ G′⊥ and all g(i) ∈ Gi⊥. However as g ∈ G
by assumption, it must be the case that vλ(g) = vλ′(g) = vλ′(g
(i) + M) = vλ(g
(i)) + k +
β(g(i),M) and as vλ(g) is a definite value this implies the value assignment on vλ(g
(i)) must
be fixed prior to measurement too. As we are able to choose M freely this implies that for
a stabilizer state with stabilizer group S(ψ) we must have a fixed value assignment for all
λ ∈ supp(µψ) that satisfies;
vλ(Pa + Pb) = vλ(Pa) + vλ(Pb) + β(Pa, Pb),
∀Pb ∈ S(ψ),∀Pa ∈ P̃n, | [Pa, Pb] = 0. (6.6)
Re-expressing this as a constraint on the value assignments for a state we have vλ(Pa +
Pb) + vλ(Pa) + γ(b) = β(Pa, Pb). Note this value assignment above bares similarities
to Kochen-Specker non-contextuality. However there are subtle differences: Firstly, an
update rule can change the assignment after a measurement and therefore is not a non-
contextual assignment. Secondly, this constraint does not constrain the value assignment
for all possible sets of commuting Paulis, just those that commute with stabilizer group
elements. For 2-qubits it can easily be verified that such an assignment is possible, one
such assignment is used in the proof below.
The main result is structured as follows: First we show that at least one generator
is required to be known for the 2 qubit case. Second, we show that this proof can be
generalized to n qubits. Last, we apply the n-qubit theorem to derive a lower bound on
the number of bits required to represent the ontology of any model of the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory.
Theorem 6.5.1 In any ontological model of the 2-qubit stabilizer subtheory, the ontology
must encode one generator of a stabilizer group.
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Figure 6.1: The circuit diagram of the two qubit measurement sequence used in the proof.
Proof. Without loss of generality2, take the 2 qubit all zero state |00〉, which has stabilizer
group S(|00〉) = {I, ZI, IZ,ZZ}. The set of measurements we will use to to prove the
contradiction is IX followed by Y Z then ZX. For these measurements we will condition
on the +1 outcome for IX and Y Z which implies the outcome of ZX is +1 with certainty,
this can be verified by tracking stabilizer groups. However under the measurement update
rules we will find that a model that cannot encode any generators in it’s ontology must
give the outcome −1 for the ZX measurement.
By assumption we can only encode n−2 generators for two qubits this implies the only
group we can “know” is G′ = 〈I〉. Hence when performing the update rule we update on
all Pauli operators that commute with the measurement, i.e.;
vλ′(PM) = vλ(P ) + k + β(P,M),
∀P ∈ P̃2 | [P,M ] = 0,
where k is the outcome of the measurement. Let us choose the value assignment
v|00〉(Pa) = 0, ∀Pa 6= Y Y and v|00〉(Y Y ) = 1, which satisfies the constraint on the value
assignment given by eq. (6.6) and must lie in the support of µP|00> for the OM to give the
right statistics.
For the first measurement the set of Pauli operators that commute with IX is;
{ZI, Y I, XI, I, ZX, Y X,XX, IX} . (6.7)
As the β function is equal to 0 for all single qubit Pauli operators and by definition the
value assignment is 0 on all these operators and k = 0, the value assignment doesn’t change
after the measurement of IX.
Now we perform the measurement Y Z, which will give a +1 outcome for the given
value assignment. The set of operators that commute with Y Z is;
{I, IZ, Y I, Y Z,XX,ZY, ZX,XY } , (6.8)
2As a sequence of measurements used in the proof can be constructed for any 2-qubit input state.
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where we are only interested in the last two. By the update rules we have;
v′(ZX) = v(XY ) + k + β(XY, Y Z) = 1,
v′(XY ) = v(ZX) + k + β(ZX, Y Z) = 1,
as β(XY, Y Z) = β(ZX, Y Z) = 1. Therefore a sequential measurement of ZX will give
the outcome −1, which contradicts the quantum predictions. Note how to evade this
condradiction the update rule would need to know which value assignment, v(XY ) or
v(ZX), should remain fixed, which effectively requires knowledge of one generator of the
group.

We note that theorem 6.5.1 does not explicitly rule out models which contain some set
of ontic states that do not encode any generators. However, theorem 6.5.1 does imply that
any such model will be “driven” to ontic states that do encode encode a generator, after any
measurement, to avoid a possible contradiction. Therefore, under an ontological relaxation,
i.e. where unnecessary ontology is removed, all models are constrained by theorem 6.5.1.
To extend this to the n qubit case we note the following: One possibility for the update
rule is for it to perform some kind of sampling procedure. I.e. if a measurement M is
performed and the group G is encoded in the pre-measurement ontic state λ, such that
[g,M ] = 0, ∀g ∈ G, then the sampling procedure samples from subgroups G′ ⊂ 〈G,M〉,
such that |G′| ≥ |G|3. However such a procedure will with non-zero probability violate the
quantum predictions, via an embedding of theorem 6.5.1.
This implies that the ontology acts as a “memory” of previously performed measure-
ments. However, even in a model where this is the case we still require n− 1 generators to
be encoded in the ontology.
Theorem 6.5.2 In any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory, the ontology
is required to encode n− 1 generators of a stabilizer group.
Proof. The general procedure of the proof will be to encode the 2-qubit proof in a sequence
of measurements and show that if the ontology is acting as a memory then the effective
stabilizer operator known for the 2-qubit subspace is I. This is achieved by interleaving
3The assertion that |G′| ≥ |G| demands that the amount of information encoded by the ontic state
can only increase or maintain the amount of information encoded by the ontology.
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Figure 6.2: The circuit diagram of the n-qubit measurement sequence used in the proof.
each measurement in the 2-qubit proof with enough measurements on the other qubits to
“purge” the 2-qubit measurement from the memory. Mathematically, if G is the stored
group prior to any of the 2-qubit measurements then every element of G is of the form
g = Pn−2 ⊗ I2, ∀g ∈ G. (6.9)
We let our initial state be |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ⊗ |00〉, therefore the stabilizer group of this state
is S(Ψ) = 〈S(ψ),S(00)〉. Again we assume w.l.g. that we can encode n − 2 generators
in the ontology. To demonstrate the purging process, let our initial encoded group be G0
and ∃Pn−2 ⊗ S ∈ G0, where S ∈ S(00)\I. To purge these elements from the memory,
but preserve the stabilizer group elements on the 2-qubit subspace, we need to perform a
sequence of n−2 commuting measurements, Mi such that [Mi, Pn−2⊗S] = 0,∀i. A natural
choice for this sequence is the set of single-qubit Pauli measurements Mi = Pi ⊗ In 6=i,
where Pi is the i-th element of Pn−2. Therefore after performing such a sequence our






, where ki indicates the
outcome of Mi and we have suppressed the tensor notation. The stabilizer group of the
state is S(Ψ′) = 〈Gn−2,S(00)〉. This group therefore satisfies our requirement of “purging”
the 2-qubit group from memory.
Recalling that the 2-qubit measurement sequence is IX → Y Z → ZX. After the
first purging process we perform the first measurement in the sequence, In−2(IX). As
the ontology can encode n − 2 commuting generators this measurement operator can be
added to the memory. However we can perform a second purging sequence, as detailed
above, between the IX and Y Z measurements to ensure the stored group prior to the
In−2(Y Z) measurement satisfies eq. (6.9). This procedure can then be repeated prior to
the third measurement in the sequence as well. Therefore at every stage of the measurement
procedure the only information about the generators on the 2-qubit subspace stored in the
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groups prior to each measurement is I and therefore theorem 6.5.1 can be embedded in a
n-qubit measurement sequence. 
The results above have been presented in the context of ontological models. However,
they equally apply to exact weak-simulations of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory. Exact
weak-simulations require that no output of the simulation contradicts the quantum pre-
dictions. Therefore a direct map between ontological models and exact weak-simulations
can be drawn: The ontology, Λ, represents the sample space. Preparations, {µP}, are
the distributions from which samples are drawn. Stochastic maps, {ΓT}, represent how a
sample is evolved during simulation. Response functions, ξMk , give the probability that the
simulation outputs outcome k given sample λ.
Karanjai et. al gave a lower bound of 1
2
n(n−1) for the number of bits required to specify
the ontology for any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism. theorem 6.5.2
allows us to improve this bound.
Corollary 6.5.3 Any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer formalism requires at
least (2n+ 1)(n− 1) bits to specify the ontology.
Proof. A stabilizer operator is uniquely specified by 2n+ 1 bits, and theorem 6.5.2 proves
that at there must exist some region of the ontology which encodes all possible Abelian
subgroups of the Stabilizer operators with n − 1 generators. Therefore this set of ontic
states requires at least (2n+ 1)(n− 1) bits to specify. 
6.6 Discussion
The stabilizer formalism is the basis upon which many quantum information tasks are de-
signed, while being classically tractable in the computational sense. However, the addition
of any non-Clifford unitary to the stabilizer formalism is enough to promote it to universal
quantum computation. This makes the formalism ideal to study the transition between
quantum and classical theories.
In this letter, we have shown that the stabilizer formalism is on the verge of being
ψ-ontic, with n− 1 generators required by any ontological model or exact weak simulation
of the subtheory. This amount of encoded information is almost full information about
the quantum state, with n generators required to uniquely specify the quantum state.
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However, the n-qubit stabilizer formalism still admits a ψ-epistemic model [52]. Therefore,
if additional elements are added to the subtheory it is hard to see how ψ-epistemicity could
be preserved, as these additional element would require more information to be encoded
in the ontology.
While the results presented here do not explicitly rule out a ψ-epistemic interpreta-
tion of full quantum theory. Recent results [72], showing that all previously constructed
ψ-epistemic models fail to reproduce measurement update correctly, have reopened the
question of whether a ψ-epistemic of full quantum theory is possible. This leads us to our
final suggestion; The efficiently classically simulable stabilizer subtheories, for qubits and
qudits, admit ψ-epistemic ontological models. However, the possibility of a ψ-epistemic
ontological model of full quantum theory, which is assumed to be not efficiently simulable,
seems increasingly distant. Therefore, does possibility/impossibility of ψ-epistemic/ψ-ontic
model denote the boundary between quantum and classical computation? If so ψ-onticity
would be the resource that enables quantum computational speed-up.
We would like to thank Juani Bermejo-Vega and Hammam Qassim for useful dis-
cussions. This research was supported by the Government of Canada through CFREF






In this thesis we have primarily investigated contextual phenomena that appear in seem-
ingly classical systems. Demonstrating that contextuality is a far more prevalent feature
of operational theories than previously thought. We have also explored the nature of the
contextuality within these subtheories and provided routes beyond the current defintions
of contextuality.
In part II we showed that the single-qubit stabilizer subtheory and single-rebit stabi-
lizer subtheory both must admit a contextual ontological model, when transformations are
included in the operational theory. Additionally, we showed that both of these subtheories
also require a negatively represented quasi-probability representation, re-establishing the
link between contextuality and negativity when transformations are included in a subthe-
ory. Finally, we showed that, given a reasonable assumption that the identity transforma-
tion is represented by the identity matrix, almost-all unitaries in full quantum theory are
negatively represented in any finite quasi-probability representation.
In part III we constructed a ψ-epistemic model of the n-qubit stabilizer subtheory and
used insights from the model to show that in any ontological model of the n-qubit stabilizer
subtheory at least n − 1 generators must be encoded in the ontology of the model. This
result suggests that any subtheory of quantum theory that strictly contains the n-qubit
stabilizer subtheory is more than likely to require a ψ-ontic ontological model, such that
the additional informational content of the operational theory may be reproduced. Further
evidence for this conjecture comes from a result published in collaboration with Joshua
Ruebeck and Joseph Emerson [72], which reopens the door to a proof of the requirement of a
ψ-ontic ontological model of quantum, without the requirement of additional assumptions.
Looking at the big picture of these results we can see that there is still much to learn
about the boundary between classical theories and quantum theory, with a conclusive
definition of what constitutes phenomena that are truly quantum still remaining elusive.
However, with the inspiration provided by the field of quantum information, discovering
this defining line is seeming closer than ever. If such a result can be found it would surely
be of the same significance, and possibly of greater significance, as the celebrated Bell’s
theorem, while hopefully not sharing the same lag-period between discovery and acceptance
as Bell’s original theorem. It would also offer a tantalizing possibility, by understanding
the fundamental implications of quantum theory on the nature of our physical reality, we
may be able to construct a theory that unifies quantum theory and general relativity.
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Representation of the 2-Qubit Model
A.1 Code Overview
Reproduced here is an abridged version of the mathematica code that simulates the 2-
qubit ψ-epistemic model. Much of the internal working of the code have been omitted in
the interest of space and one of the examples has been included to show how the code
functions. The full code base is Accessable on github, date last accessed July 24th 2019.
As presented the comments for each section of the code are visible.
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ψ-Epistemic Model of 2-Qubit 
Stabilizer Formalism: A Finite-State 
Machine Representation
Introduction
In this Mathematica script we provide a code to construct a graphical representation of the ψ-epistemic 
model of the 2-qubit stabilizer formalism. All core functional code is contained in the sections below. 
However, for ease of use a main setup script is included in the final section, which will initialise all the 
code and hide it (hint: for a new mathematica user run a cell by selecting it and pressing “shift+enter”). 
We have opted for this approach over initialization cells to improve compatibility.
The general functionality of the code is to allow a user to input a specified Clifford circuit (which can 
contain adaptive measurements and gates) and be given an output representing the model’s evolution 
under the circuit. To demonstrate this we have provided 4 examples that capture most of the codes 
capabilities. The specification of the circuit input is given in the circuit parser section.
Finally functionality is provided to give a graphical representation of the 2-qubit model. The representa-
tion we have chosen is that of a finite-state machine. A finite-state machine can be thought of as a box 
with certain internal parameter settings, with any operation dependent only on the internal parameters 
of the machine. For example, a box with a series of lights representing whether an internal state is zero 
or one. A description of the graphical representation is given in the graphical plotting functions section.
Global Variable Definitions
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Generic Functions
This section contains generic functions to map between different representations of Pauli operators. 
The first is an index over the Pauli group (below) which is then converted to a 4 bit binary vector. This 
vector we refer to as the tuple representation, we use this as it is easy to switch between the tuple and 
index representation. 
Index reference: 1<->II, 2<->IZ, 3<->IX, 4<->IY, 5<->ZI, 6<->ZZ, 7<->ZX, 8<->ZY, 9<->XI, 10<->XZ, 
11<->XX, 12<->XY, 13<->YI, 14<->YZ, 15<->YX, 16<->YY
We also provide function here to switch between the tuple and index representations to the binary-
sympletic representation (described in the stabilizer state preparation section).
SubHeader
Index-2-Tuple-2-Binary Symplectic Representation Maps
Graphical Plotting Functions
In this section we provide function to plot the representation of an ontic state. To do so we arrange a 
4x4 grid with each axis representing a local Pauli operator, as follows;
II IX IZ IY
XI XX XZ XY
ZI ZX ZZ ZY
YI YX YZ YY
The colour of a cell represents whether the value assignment for a given Pauli operator is 0 or 1 (default 
is green=0, blue =1). The black dot in a cell indicates which Pauli Operator the Pauli component of the 
ontology is equal to.
There are two provided plotting functions;
FiniteStatePauli -> Plots the finite machine representation with Pauli operators indexing the axes.
FiniteStateRaw -> Plots the raw finite state machine representation.
Both take as arguments a list of lambdas, {λ_0,λ_1, λ_2,...}, and output a respectively ordered list of the 
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finite state machine’s representation for each lambda.
SubHeader
Finite-State Machine Representation Plotting Functions
Stabilizer State Preparation
The below code deals with stabilizer states: 
A generic input stabilizer state is defined by two generators,
G1 = (x1,G1 ,x2,G1 |z1,G1 ,z2,G1 | pG1), G2 = (x1,G2 ,x2,G2 |z1,G2 ,z2,G2 | pG2)
which follow the usual binary symplectic definitions. 
In code this is represented as a list with 3 elements;
gi = {{x_ 1 _gi, x_ 2 _gi}, {z_ 1 _gi, z_ 2 _gi}, p_gi};
(*For example: -XZ*)




Functions to Sample λ Given a Stabilizer Group
Clifford Operations
Section implements Clifford evolution maps. Note: Some Clifford operation are implemented as 
sequences of previously defined Clifford operations.
Hard-coded Clifford Operations
The directly coded maps are as follows:
Single Qubit gates - Paulis, Hadamard, Phase
Two Qubit gates - CNOT1→2,CNOT2→1 (one function)
Note: GammaH, GammaS etc could all be rolled into a generic function, but separately is easier to 
address.
All maps take in an ontic state as argument and output the resultant ontic state. Additionally the Pauli 
map takes in a Pauli operator as an argument and the CNOT map takes in control arguments (first - 
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control, second - target).
SubHeader
Pauli (P) Gate Functions
SubHeader
Hadamard (H) Gate Functions
SubHeader
Phase (S) Gate Functions
SubHeader
CNOT (CNOT) Gate Functions
Composite Clifford Operations





CZ Gate (Note: symmetric on control-target)
Measurement Outcome/Measurement Update Rules
In the below we provide the implementation of the measurement update rules.
The core functionality is the provided in the function OnticMeasurementUpdate which takes as an 
argument a Pauli observable and ontic state, it then outputs the updated ontic state.
Additionally functionality is provided to interrogate the measurement update graphically. See “Circuit 
Parser Example/Tutorial Code” in the examples section for a full explanation of the how this visualiza-
tion is structured.
SubHeader
Implementation of Measurement Update Rules
SubHeader
Code to Interrogate Measurement Update Rule
Circuit Parser
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Overview:
The code in this section is designed parse an input stabilizer circuit and output a list of outcomes and a 
history of the ontic state.
The input is broken down into blocks - each block represents a preparation then choice of mmt or 
transformation (possibly adaptive);
0th input → Preparation: {List[Stabilizer groups],OPTIONAL:List[Weights to sample stabilizer 
groups]} - If no weights provided uniform randomly weights will be used.







ith input → Choice of Transformation or Meausurement: {Choice(“T”,”M”), Adaptive(True/False), 
[Adaptive=False→OperationToImplement(Clifford,Pauli Obs), 
Adapative=True→ListofConditionalOperations]}
Operations string input: Paulis - “P_1P_2” (i.e. “XX”,”IZ”),
     Cliffords - “IH”, “HI”, “IS”, “SI”, “CNOT12”, “CNOT21”, “CZ  
OPTIONAL: random operations - weighting can be applied as in preparation case.
Apdative structure is as follows: { DefaultOperationList,  
{{k_i’s to condtion on},{outcomes to condition on},{Operation list}}, 
...}}
Note: Operation list can include weightings as usual.




Will as a default apply the identity operation, otherwise if measurement 1 and 2’s outcome were both 0 
it will apply IH, and if measurement 2’s outcome was 1 it’ll apply SI.
Warning the code will not error if multiple conditionals are satisfied.
Functionality:
The two core circuit parser functions are RunCircuit and RunCircuitFromInput, both performing as 
expected.
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RunCircuit takes as input a circuit of the form described above. The output is a 3 element list --- {{State 
Prepared, Operations implemented}, {List of raw outcomes from measurements}, {list of lambdas}}
RunCircuitFromInput is the same as above, except it additionally takes as input the output of a previous 
circuit and a circuit. Note the circuit input can contain the state preparation specification, however it will 
be ignored.
SubHeader





Main Setup and Examples
Code Setup (RUN THIS PRIOR TO ANY EXAMPLE)
Code to setup up simulator. 
Note: all code sections that are evaluated are all automatically closed after evaluation. If you wish to 




NotebookFind[nb, "Core", All, CellTags];
SelectionEvaluate[nb]
(*Close all evaluated sections
NOTE this is applied at the level of subsubsections*)
nbClose = SelectedNotebook[];
NotebookFind[nbClose, "SubHeader", All, CellTags];
FrontEndTokenExecute["SelectionCloseAllGroups"]
Examples
Each Example can be run independently once the code setup has been executed.
Circuit Parser Example/Tutorial Code
Below is an arbitrary implementation of all the circuit parsers features. This implementation can used as 
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a template for other circuits.
In[74]:= (*Example input to circuit parser*)
CircEx = 
{{ {"IZ", "ZI"}, {"XX", "-YY"} }, {0.75, 0.25}},
(*Prepare 00> or B_00> with probability 0.75 or 0.25*)
{"T", False, {{"HI", "SI"}}},
(*Non-adaptive Transformation: Apply HI or SI with equal probability*)
{"M", False, {{"IX"}}}, (*Non-adaptive Measurement of IX*)
{"T", True, {{{"II"}}, {{{1}, {0}, {{"ZX"}}}}}},
(*Apdative Transformation: If measurement outcome of IX
2nd circuit element but 1st measurement is 0 apply ZX,
otherwise apply Identity Indicated by first operation*)
{"M", False, {{"XZ", "YY"}, {0.25, 0.75}}}, (*2nd Non-
Apdative Measurement: note 4th element of circuit, but second measurement*)
{"M", True, {{{"XX"}}, {{{1, 2}, {0, 0}, {{"IZ"}}}, {{1, 2}, {1, 1}, {{"ZX"}}}}}}
(*Apdative measurement; measure IZ if outcome 1 = outcome 2 = 0,
measure ZX if outcome 1 = outcome 2 = 1, otherwise measure XX*)
; (*Note code is currently not built to handle conditioning on
which random operation is applied, maybe later...*)
OutputCirc = RunCircuit[CircEx]
Out[75]= {{{IZ, ZI}, HI, IX, II, XZ, ZX}, {1, 1, 0},
{{{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1}},
{{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{1, 0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1}},
{{0, 1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1}}}}
OutputCirc contains all relevant information about the execution of the circuit.
The first element of the output contains the potential randomly chosen circuit operations (note: we do 
not distinguish between measurements and transformations here);
In[76]:= OutputCirc〚1〛
Out[76]= {{IZ, ZI}, HI, IX, II, XZ, ZX}
The second element contains the measurement outcomes (useful for gathering statistics);
In[77]:= OutputCirc〚2〛
Out[77]= {1, 1, 0}
The final element contains the sequence of ontic states the circuit mapped through;
In[78]:= OutputCirc〚3〛
Out[78]= {{{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1}},
{{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0}},
{{1, 0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1}},
{{0, 1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1}}}
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To visualize this sequence we call the FiniteStatePauli or FiniteStateRaw functions which will output a 








































Out[80]=  , , ,
, , 
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Finally if we wish to investigate how the k-th measurement update was implemented we call the 
UpdateStepsCircRaw or (...)Pauli functions to visualize the update. For example here the 1st and 3rd 
measurement updates respectively;
In[81]:= UpdateStepsCircPauli[CircEx, OutputCirc, 1]
UpdateStepsCircRaw[CircEx, OutputCirc, 3]
Out[81]= 1,
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Out[82]= 0, , ,
, , 
Where the updating has broken into 5 panels (with the first number indicating the outcome of the mea-
surement M);
Panel 1: The initial ontic state, prior to measurement.
Panel 2: The measured observable is highlighted with a transparent black dot. A dashed border 
indicates M commutes with P, and solid border indicates M anti-commutes with P.
Panel 3: If M commutes with P then the cell that is to be deterministically update is highlighted 
with a dashed green-black border. (Note: a cell transparent cell indicates that cell will potentially be 
updated)
If M anti-commutes with P the cells that will remain fixed through the update rule 
are highlighted with a thick purple border, those that will be updated are highlighted with a dashed 
purple-green border.
Note: The identity will be fixed during this procedure and the measured cell 
updated to the outcome (as per the measurement update rules).
Panel 4: Finally cells that will be randomized (i.e. they commute with P but not M) are made 
transparent to indicate they may be updated.
Panel 5: The final ontic state, after meausrement.
Finally here is code that can be repeatedly executed to visualize the updates for different sampling 
scenarios;
In[83]:= OutputCirc = RunCircuit[CircEx]
FiniteStateRaw[OutputCirc〚3〛]
UpdateStepsCircRaw[CircEx, OutputCirc, 2]
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Out[83]= {{{IZ, ZI}, SI, IX, ZX, YY, IZ}, {0, 0, 0},
{{{0, 1, 0, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1}},
{{0, 1, 0, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0}},
{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0}},
{{1, 1, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0}},
{{0, 0, 0, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1}}}}
Out[84]=  , , ,
, , 
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Out[85]= 0, , ,
, , 
Reproducing the Mermin-Peres Square
PBR Experiment: Anti-Distinguishing Measurements
Arbitrary Sequences of Measurements, where Intermediary Measurements 
Commute with First and Last Measurement, but not each necessarily each other
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